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Figure 2. SEM images of (a) PtCNP1, (b) PtCNP2, (c) PtCNP3, and (d) PtCNP4. The 
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be readily identified in all samples. 

Figure 3. TEM images of (a, b) PtCN, (c, d) PtCNP1, (e, f) PtCNP3, (g, h) PtCNP4. 

Scale bars are (a, c, e, g) 50 nm and (b, d, f, h) 20 nm. 

Figure 4. XRD patterns of the sample series deposited onto an aluminum plate. 

Reference lines are provided at the bottom of the plot and refer to cubic Pt with space 
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edge height of 1. The energy range selected to normalize the edge is 11.7-12.0 keV. 

Measurements were performed at a temperature of 10K to reduce thermal disorder within 

samples. Inset is the zoom in of the white line region. (b) Pt L3 edge r-space EXAFS data 

for the sample series and two reference samples, Pt Zeise’s salt (orange) and Pt Foil 

(cyan). The FT window is from 3.5 to 12.0 Å-1, rounded using a Gaussian function of 

width, 0.2 Å-1. The fast-oscillating function is the real part R of the FT, and the amplitude 

is (R2+I2)1/2, whereas I is the imaginary part of the FT. Samples have been shifted 

vertically for better comparison.  

Figure 9. Ball and stick model representations of the fitting structures for (a) PtCN and 

(b) PtCNP2. Coordination to the centre Pt atom indicates first and second shell atoms 

used for fitting. Atoms are colour coded with carbon (brown), nitrogen (gray), platinum 

(cyan), chlorine (green), and phosphorous (light red). EXAFS fitting results shown in R-

space for (c) PtCN and (d) PtCNP2. Raw R-space data is shown in solid with fits shown 

in gray circles. Fittings are performed in the R range of 1.3 to 2.5 Å. 

Figure 10. Cyclic voltammogram of the PtCNP2 sample performed in N2 saturated 

H2SO4 at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1. Current density is obtained by normalizing the current 

to the electrode geometrical surface area. 

Figure 11. (a) HER polarization curves on various electrocatalysts in 0.5M H2SO4 at the 

rotation rate of 1600 rpm, potential sweep rate of 10 mV/s and 85% iR compensation. (b) 

Corresponding η10 from the HER polarization curves in panel (a). (c) Mass activity at -

0.07 V vs RHE per µg of Pt calculated from ICP-OES measurements. (d) Tafel plots 

derived from panel (a). Note the overlapping data points between the Pt/C and PtCNP2 

samples. 
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Figure 12. (a) Nyquist plots for the sample series produced from electrochemical 

impedance measurements at -10 mV overpotential. Inset is the Randle’s equivalent circuit 

where R1 is the solution resistance, Rct is the charge-transfer resistance, C is the double-

layer capacitance, and Wd is the Warburg diffusion term. (b) Mott-Schottky 

measurements for the sample series performed in 0.1 M Na2SO4. Potentials are vs an 

Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Regression taken within the linear portion of each sample 

is shown as a black solid line. Y-axis on the left correspond to samples PtCN, PtCNP1, 

and PtCNP4 while y-axis on the right corresponds to PtCNP2 and PtCNP3. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the electrosynthesis of RS and corresponding targets 

for microbial damage. Spheres represent oxygen (red), hydrogen (grey), chlorine (green), 

sulfur (yellow), and nitrogen (blue) atoms. 

Fig. 2. (a) Pseudo-color surface plot created from HAADF-STEM image of Mo1/OSG-H. 

(b) FT-EXAFS curves at Mo K edge. (c) Free energy diagram of 2e‒ ORR on three 

substrates at equilibrium potential. Panels (a-c) reproduced with permission from ref. 

[63], copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH. (d) Volcano plots for ORR producing water (blue) and 

H2O2 (red). Solid lines are created from the calculations of various M-N4 species (M = 

Co, Ni, Fe, and Ag). (e) Polarization curves for NG(O) (black), Co1-NG(O) (red), and 

Co1-NG(R) (blue) with currents from the disk (solid) and ring (dashed) electrodes. (f) 

H2O2 selectivity % measured for Co1-NG(O) (red) and Co1-NG(R) (blue) over the 

potential range of 0.1 V – 0.8 V vs RHE. Measurements performed at 1600 rpm rotation 

rate in 0.1M KOH.  Panels (d-f) reproduced with permission from ref. [64], copyright 

2020, Springer Nature. 
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Fig. 3.  (a) Volcano plot of electrocatalytic activity corresponding to limiting potential vs 

OH* adsorption energy for 2e‒ (black) and 4e‒ (blue) WOR. Equilibrium potentials are 

shown in dashed lines. (b) Polarization curves for four select metal oxides toward 2e‒ 

WOR. Panels (a,b) reproduced with permission from ref. [66], Springer Nature. (c) Free 

energy diagram for the stepwise O2 evolution reaction (blue) and H2O2 evolution reaction 

(green) with 4 intermediate steps. (d) Volcano plots produced from calculated limiting 

potential (UL) as a function of OH* binding free energy (ΔGOH*) for the four-electron 

water oxidation (blue dashed line) and two electron water oxidation to H2O2 (black line). 

Three favorable reaction pathways are highlighted by shading O2 evolution (blue), H2O2 

evolution (green), and OH• production (red). (e) SEM images of ZnO(101̅0) nanorods. 

(f) Catalytic activity of 2e‒ WOR in 2M potassium bicarbonate of ZnO(101̅0), Zn(0001) 

and other metal oxides. Inset depicts model representations of the ZnO(0001) and 

ZnO(101̅0) crystal structures. (g) Faraday Efficiency (FE) at 3.0 V vs RHE for 

ZnO(101̅0), as compared to various other metal oxide materials with error bars taken 

from 5 independent measurements. Panels (c-g) reproduced with permission from ref. 

[67], copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.  

Fig. 4. (a) Calculated free energy diagrams of 2e‒ and 4e‒ ORR for c-CoS2 (100) (blue), 

c-CoSe2 (100) (green), and o-CoSe2 (101) (red). (b) Kinetic current density for H2O2 

normalized to geometric surface area and compared to previously reported 2e‒ ORR 

catalysts. Panels (a,b) reproduced with permission from ref. [74], copyright 2020, Royal 

Chemistry Society. (c) Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) with 1200 rpm rotation and 10 

mV s‒1 scan rate in 0.05 M Na2SO4 (pH = 6) for fresh electrolyte (green), 10 mM NaF 

poisoning agent (purple), and repeated with fresh electrolyte after poisoning 

measurements (red). (d) Schematic representation of O2 stepwise reduction to H2O2 and 

OH•. (e) OH• yield with increased levels of poisoning agent, NaF. (f) Spin trapping ESR 
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spectra with DMPO (3mM). (g) degradation of nitrobenzene (blue), phenol (green), and 

benzoic acid (purple) with calculated kinetic constants normalized to Fe mass (KM). 

Panels (c-g) reproduced with permission from ref. [76] copyright 2020, Springer Science. 

Fig. 5. (a) Polarization curves for chlorine evolution reaction (CER) for various cobalt 

containing materials. (b) In situ XANES at Co K edge for Co3O4 nanoparticles under 

CER and OER conditions in 0.6 M NaCl and 0.5 M phosphate buffered species (Pi), 

respectively. (c) In situ Raman measurements under increasing oxidative potentials from 

0.4 V to 1.3 V in 4M NaCl. Broad peak occurs near 500 cm‒1 ascribed to Co-Cl, with 

deconvolution (d) in H2O, D2O, and H2
18O. Reproduced with permission from ref. [84], 

copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. 

Fig. 6. Regulation of reactive oxygen species within the cell by enzymes superoxidase 

dismutase (SOD), Catalase (Cat), and other peroxidase enzymes (GPx, and Prx). Red 

spheres represent oxygen and grey spheres denote hydrogen. 

Fig. 7. (a) spectrum of cellular response to RS ranging from cellular homeostasis, left, to 

cell death, right. (b) Schematic representation of glutathione (GSH) oxidation to 

glutathione disulphide (GSSG) by reactive species (RS). (c) UV-vis absorption spectrum 

for the Ellman’s reagent. Panels (a) reproduced with permission from ref. [147] copyright 

2013, Springer Nature. Panel (c) reproduced with permission from ref. [163] copyright 

2020, Royal chemistry society. 

Fig. 8. (a) An example of lipid peroxidation using linoleate as the starting substrate. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. [167] copyright 2005, Elsevier. (b) Results of 

protein damage caused by increased levels of oxidation. Reproduced with permission 

from ref. [170] copyright 2003, Elsevier. 
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Fig. 9. (a) HAADF-STEM image of Fe-CNT composites. (b) FT-EXAFS R real-space 

plot of Fe foil (black), Fe-CNT (red), and Fe3O4 (blue). (c) Calculated H2O2 selectivity 

and electron transfer number for Fe-CNT (black), Pd-CNT (red), Co-CNT (blue), and 

Mn-CNT (green). (d) Calculated H2O2 selectivity and electron transfer number for Fe-

CNT (black), nitrogen doped Fe-N-CNT (red), and gas reduced Red. Fe-CNT (blue). (e) 

CCD Photos of overnight cultured E. coli plates taken from different electrolysis 

timepoints. Reproduced with permission from ref. [211] copyright 2019, Springer Nature. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of graphene-based material preparation by top-down 

and bottom-up approaches.  

Figure 2. (a) TEM image of GOQD. Scale bar 20 nm. (b) UV-Vis spectra of GOQD 

(black) and rGOQD (red). Inset are the photographs of the two solutions upon irradiation 

at 365 nm. (c) Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) emission spectra for GOQD 

(black) and rGOQD (red) with an excitation wavelength of 400 nm. Inset depicts the 

steady-state fluorescence spectra. Yellow lines depict exponential decay fittings to TRPL 

spectra. (d) X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) survey spectra for GOQD (black) 

and rGOQD (red). High resolution XPS spectra of the carbon 1s orbitals for (e) GOQD 

and (f) rGOQD. Reproduced with permission from ref. 27, copyright 2020, the authors.  

Figure 3. (a) Photodynamic experiment results depicting the photoinactivation % for 

GOQD and rGOQD toward Staphylococcus Epidermitis. (b) Fluorescence microscopy 

micrographs imaging fluorescence of CellROX green. (c) EPR spectra of GOQD (black) 

and rGOQD (red) upon light irradiation (400 nm) for 1 minute in the presence of the 
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spin-trapping reagent, DMPO. Reproduced with permission from ref. 27, copyright 2020, 

the authors. 

Figure 4. (a) UV-vis and steady state photoluminescence spectra for ZnO (black), GOQD 

(red), and ZnO/GOQD composite (green). Inset depicts the color of the ZnO/GOQD 

solution under UV (365 nm) and visible light photoirradiation. (b) EPR spectra for water 

control (black) and ZnO/GOQD nanocomposite (red) upon photoexcitation for 1 min. (c) 

Bacterial growth at varying concentrations of ZnO/GOQD composite from 0 mg/mL 

(black) to 4.0 mg/mL (red square) performed in the dark for 24 h. Measurements are 

taken from light absorption at 600 nm for each timepoint. (d) Results from photodynamic 

experiments plotting colony forming units (CFU) versus irradiation time (min). 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 17, copyright 2018, the Royal Society of 

Chemistry.  

Figure 5. Schematic representation of ZnO/GOQD-PEI antibacterial mechanism (a). (b) 

Measured ζ-potentials for E. coli (black), ZnO/GOQD (red), and ZnO/GOQD-PEI (blue). 

(c) EPR results in water with addition of DMPO spin-trapping reagent after light 

irradiation for 1 min. Reproduced with permission from re. 28, copyright 2019, the 

American Chemical Society. 

Figure 6. E. coli growth assays performed under dark conditions for (a) ZnO/GOQD and 

(b) ZnO/GOQD-PEI over a 24 h period at varying nanoparticle concentrations ranging 

from 0.8 – 4.0 mg/mL. Photodynamic experiment performed under UV irradiation for 

ZnO/GOQD (red circles) and ZnO/GOQD-PEI (blue triangles) over a 5 min period. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 28, copyright 2019, the American Chemical 

Society. 
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Chapter 6 

Figure 1. Representative TEM images of (a) NCD and (b) Cu/NCD-3. Scale bars are 

both 50 nm. (c) XRD patterns of (black) NCD, (red) Cu/NCD-1, (blue) Cu/NCD-2, and 

(magenta) Cu/NCD-3. Reference XRD patterns are provided along the X-axis for copper 

(orange, 00-001-1241), CuO (dark red, 00-002-1040), and Cu2O (green, 00-003-0892). 

Figure 2. Core size histogram of the NCD (black) and Cu/NCD-3 (magenta) samples. 

Figure 3. High-resolution TEM images of (a) NCD and (b) Cu/NCD-3. Scale bars are (a) 

5 nm and (b) 10 nm. 

Figure 4. (a) STEM image of the Cu/NCD-3 sample, where the red box marks the region 

for elemental mapping analysis. (b) EELS spectrum acquired from the red box region in 

panel (a) with signals originating primarily from carbon and nitrogen and virtually no 

detectable copper signal (ca. 930 eV), as the Cu content (Table S2) is below the 

sensitivity limitation of STEM (ca. 1 at%). The fact that no particulate forms of Cu are 

detected is also consistent with the atomic dispersion of Cu in the carbon dots. The 

corresponding elemental maps are shown in (c) C, (d) N and (e) Cu. 

Figure 5. XPS survey scans of NCD (black), Cu/NC-1 (red), Cu/NC-2 (blue), and Cu/NC-3 

(magenta). 

Figure 6. High-resolution XPS spectra of the (a) C 1s, (b) N 1s and (c) Cu 2p electrons of 

the NCD and Cu/NCD samples Solid curves are experimental data and shaded peaks are 

deconvolution fits. 

Figure 7. Comparison of copper wt% from the XPS (green) and ICP-OES (orange) 

measurements. 
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 Figure 8. (a) UV-vis and SSPL spectra of (black) NCD, (red) Cu/CND-1, (blue) 

Cu/CND-2, and (magenta) Cu/CND-3. The UV-vis spectra are normalized to the 

respective absorbance at 203 nm and the fluorescence spectra are normalized to the 

corresponding optical absorbance at the excitation wavelength and then normalized to the 

emission intensity of the NCD sample. All measurements are performed in PBS 1×. (b) 

TRPL emission spectra at the excitation of 365 nm for the NCD and Cu/NCD-3 samples. 

Symbols are experimental data and solid curves are exponential fits. 

Figure 9. UV-vis difference spectra by normalizing the spectra to the absorbance at 250 

nm and then subtracting the absorbance from the NCD spectrum.  

Figure 10. (a) Antibacterial studies under photoirradiation at the peak wavelength at 365 

nm. Two control samples are included: (light green) E. coli alone in PBS 1×, and 

(orange) CuCl2 in PBS 1× at a concentration equivalent to that of Cu/NCD-3 (12.8 ppm). 

A second sample of Cu/NCD-3 is tested in the presence of a hydroxyl radical quencher, 

TBA at 10 mg L-1 (dark green). All samples have been tested in triplicate and the data 

points display the corresponding average and standard deviation. (b) Photographs 

depicting E. coli grown on LB agar plates at different photoirradiation time points (0, 1, 

2, 4, and 7 min) in the (bottom) absence and (top) presence of Cu/NCD-3. SEM images 

of (c) the E. coli control, (d) E. coli with Cu/NCD-3 after photo irradiation, for 7 min, and 

(e) E. coli with Cu/NCD-3 in the dark. The scale bars, indicated in red are 1 µm, 1µm, 

and 2µm, respectively. 

Figure 11. Digital photographs of incubated LB agar plates: from top to bottom for the 

samples of Cu/NCD-2, Cu/NCD-1, NCD, and Cu/NCD-3 + TBA.  The columns from left 

to right are images acquired at the 0, 2, 4, and 7 min time points of photo irradiation at 

356 nm. 
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Figure 12. Gram positive antibacterial studies under photoirradiation with the peak 

wavelength at 365 nm. Two control samples are included: (light green) S. epidermidis 

alone in PBS 1×, and (orange) CuCl2 in PBS 1× at a concentration equivalent to that of 

Cu/NCD-3 (12.8 ppm). Data for Cu/NCD-3 is shown in magenta. 

Figure 13. Bacterial growth curves in the dark. Each measurement is repeated in 

triplicate, with PBS 1× as the solvent. Sample concentrations are all 600 µg mL-1, 

identical to those in photodynamic experiments in Figure 10.  

Figure 14. Representative fluorescence micrographs of E. coli cells stained with 

CellROXTM green after 1 min of photoirradiation at a peak wavelength between 395-400 

nm in the presence of (a) PBS only, (b) NCD (600 µg/mL in PBS), and Cu/NCD-3 (600 

µg/mL in PBS). (d) Bar charts of the average fluorescence intensity of the bacterial cells 

after photoirradiation. 

Figure 15. E. coli growth curves in the dark in the presence of Cu/NCD-3 at varying 

concentrations from 400 to 1100 μg/mL. 
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Manipulation of Catalyst Fine Structures for Fuel Conversion and Antimicrobial 

Applications 

Forrest Nichols 

 

ABSTRACT 

Humans are becoming more connected through world trade, aviation, the internet, and 

social media. Through this connection we are beginning to identify shared problems 

facing humanity that have the potential to threaten human existence including climate 

change and infectious disease. There remains time and hope that humans have the 

potential to understand these threats and find collaborative solutions through innovation. 

Electric and fuel cell vehicles can reduce human dependency on fossil fuels and reduce 

global CO2 emissions. Renewable electricity is on the horizon with innovations in 

electricity generation by wind and solar devices. Water electrolysis devices can complete 

the renewable energy economy by using renewable electricity to produce hydrogen fuel 

for fuel cell vehicles. Additional innovations are necessary to improve economics and 

performance of such devices for large scale adoption. On the front of infectious disease, 

alternative antibiotics are necessary to combat the rise of antibiotic resistant 

microorganisms. Generation of reactive species through electrocatalysis or photocatalysis 

for microbial inactivation are promising solutions to reduce human dependence on 

traditional β-lactam antibiotics. Additional study is necessary to understand the catalytic 

generation of these species and their resulting interactions with microorganisms. My 

thesis has focused on the design and synthesis of nanomaterial catalysts with applications 

in renewable fuel and microbial inactivation technologies. 
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More specifically, chapter 1 provides background on hydrogen as an alternative and 

renewable fuel, a mechanistic understanding of hydrogen electrocatalysis, catalyst 

synthesis methods, methods of material characterization. Furthermore, background on 

reactive species generation by electrocatalysis and photocatalysis is provided with 

additional understanding of reactive oxygen species interactions with microorganisms. 

Chapters 2 and chapter 3 cover two pieces of work focused on the optimization of 

platinum based electrocatalysts for the hydrogen evolution reaction. Comparison to a 

commercially available platinum on carbon electrocatalyst is provided. In chapter 2, 

platinum oxide nanoparticles are deposited on a carbon nitride support material. The 

influence of platinum valence state is systematically studied revealing the preferential 

hydrogen generation on platinum oxide in a higher valence state. Utilizing this principle, 

further studies are carried out to demonstrate electrochemical generation of active Pt4+ 

species and electrocatalyst recyclability. Chapter 3 manipulates the synthetic parameters 

from chapter 2 to prevent platinum oxide nanoparticle deposition and promote platinum 

chelation on pyridinic nitrogen groups within the carbon nitride support material. 

Phosphorous doping is utilized to improve conductivity of the support material and 

decrease charge transfer resistance during hydrogen evolution. The mass activity of the 

material is found to nearly triple compared to platinum nanoparticles on carbon 

suggesting three times less platinum can be used to generate an equivalent amount of 

hydrogen gas.  

Chapter 4, chapter 5, and chapter 6 explore routes toward microbial inactivation 

through the design of nanomaterials capable of catalyzing reactive species. Specifically, 

chapter 4 summarizes research utilizing electrocatalysis for the generation of reactive 

species. Details are provided on targeted reactive species generation including reactive 

oxygen, chlorine, sulfur, phosphorous, and nitrogen containing species. Interactions of 
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these species with microorganism components including proteins, lipids, and DNA are 

discussed. The state of the field and requirements to move the field forward are 

discussed. Chapter 5 summarizes the use of graphene-based nanomaterials for microbial 

inactivation through physical and photocatalytic mechanisms. Top-down and bottom-up 

approaches are considered and the transformation of optical properties due to quantum 

confinement are discussed as a route to generate reactive oxygen species by 

photocatalysis. Copper doped carbon quantum dots are developed in chapter 6 and are 

shown to photo catalyze hydroxyl radicals from water. The material is demonstrated to 

have broad spectrum activity for both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria strains. 

Such a material could be implemented in wound care or medical devices to prevent 

microbial growth. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the work completed and its possible impact on the future of 

renewable energy devices and antimicrobial control. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 hydrogen as a sustainable fuel 

Fossil fuels are a limited resource, and the burning of these fuels are the cause of 

anthropogenic climate change. Future energy production and consumption must be 

performed in a sustainable manner while preventing the release of detrimental 

greenhouse gases. Extensive research has been dedicated to new forms of energy 

generation technologies including hydro, wind, solar, and nuclear.[1-4] The combination 

of these technologies has the potential to produce renewable electricity at a scale far 

exceeding human demand. Additional technologies are necessary to store the produced 

renewable electricity to be used at peak times and locations. Battery technologies and 

renewable fuel research, including the generation of hydrogen fuel by electrocatalysis, 

serve as two highly studied solutions.[5-10] H2 is an attractive fuel as its combustion 

produces water as a sole byproduct and H2 generation can be carried out on an 

appropriate electrocatalyst via water electrolysis.  
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Figure 1. schematic representation of a proton exchange membrane (PEM) water 

electrolysis device. Reproduced with permission © Elsevier 2022.[11] 

Figure 1 depicts a proposed water electrolysis device composed of three components, an 

anodic catalyst material responsible for oxidizing water to form oxygen (O2) known as 

the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), a proton exchange membrane (PEM) which acts as 

a barrier between the cathode and anode compartment, shuttling protons produced during 

OER toward the cathodic compartment of the electrolysis device, and a cathodic catalyst 

material responsible for reducing protons forming H2 known as the hydrogen evolution 

reaction (HER). These components complete the overall water electrolysis reaction 

converting water to molecular oxygen and hydrogen. The produced hydrogen can be 

collected and used as fuel to power devices including proton exchange membrane fuel 

cells. A device like the one described here could theoretically be installed in every gas 

station around the world allowing for onsite fuel production and significantly reducing 
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the current cost of fuel transportation. One can begin to imagine the many benefits of 

hydrogen fuel over the current fossil fuel economy. 

1.2 Electrochemistry of the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) 

 

Figure 2. HER volcano plot for various bulk metal materials. Reproduced with 

permission © AAAS 2017.[12] 

Platinum based catalysts remain the leading material for hydrogen evolution due to their 

low overpotential required for HER attributed to an ideal hydrogen adsorption free 

energy. Figure 2 depicts a volcano shaped relationship between experimentally measured 

exchange current density (j0) versus theoretically calculated hydrogen adsorption free 

energy (∆𝐺𝐻∗) for several bulk metallic materials. One can identify platinum at the top of 

the volcano plot in figure 2 resulting from its high exchange current density and ∆𝐺𝐻∗ 
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near 0 eV. This relationship follows from the Sabatier principle of heterogeneous 

catalysis which states an interaction between a catalyst material and its substrate should 

be balanced to optimize product formation. In the example of HER, materials such as 

Niobium and Molybdenum have negative ∆𝐺𝐻∗ suggesting a strong hydrogen adsorption 

energy. In this case HER is limited by the catalyst’s ability to release the adsorbed 

hydrogen and continue the catalytic process. Relatively inert metals like gold and silver 

on the other hand have positive ∆𝐺𝐻∗ suggesting hydrogen struggles to adsorb on the 

catalyst surface. Electrocatalysis is a surface science and cannot proceed without 

adsorption. 

2𝐻(𝑎𝑞)
+ +  2𝑒− →  𝐻2 (𝑔)                                            eq. 1 

Volmer Step                             𝐻+ + 𝑒−  →  𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠                                                       eq. 2 

Tafel Step                                 2𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠 →  𝐻2                                                                 eq. 3 

Heyrovsky Step                        𝐻+
(𝑎𝑞) +  𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠 +  𝑒−  →  𝐻2                                       eq. 4 

HER proceeds in an acidic electrolyte following equation 1 where two aqueous protons 

combine with two electrons to form hydrogen gas. Equation 1 can be broken down into 

a two-step process with two possible second step reaction pathways. The first step must 

involve hydrogen adsorption, referred to as the Volmer step. The second step can follow 

either a Tafel or Heyrovsky step. The Tafel step, energetically more favorable compared 

to the Heyrovsky step, occurs when two protons adsorbed at a catalyst surface combine 

and release to form hydrogen gas. The Heyrovsky step occurs when one adsorbed 

proton combines with one non-adsorbed aqueous proton and an electron to form 

hydrogen gas. These two possible routes are then referred to as Volmer-Tafel and 

Volmer-Heyrovsky mechanisms. Distinguishing between these two pathways is 
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important in assessing an HER catalyst and can be done through Tafel plots of the 

resulting polarization curves. Details for these calculations and interpretations are 

provided within the discussion of chapters 2 and 3. 

1.3 Nanomaterial design methods 

In section 1.2 we discussed the benefits of platinum based electrocatalysts for HER. 

However, this emerging technology has additional constraints for real world applications. 

The hydrogen generation must be efficient in its use of electricity, but also the materials 

used for such a device needs to be economical. This constraint is the primary driving 

force limiting large scale incorporation of HER technologies as platinum is low in earth 

abundance, seen by figure 3, resulting in high costs.  

 

Figure 3. Abundance (atomic fraction) of elements on earth as a function of atomic 

number (Z).[13] 
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Due to the economics surrounding platinum-based catalysts a major question to answer 

becomes; “how can we decrease the amount of platinum used while retaining or 

improving the electrochemical performance of the catalyst for HER?” Two solutions are 

explored in chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 utilizes a bottom-up method for synthesizing 

carbon nitride through the polymerization of urea. The alkaline nature of carbon nitride 

with thermal refluxing is utilized for PtOx nanoparticle deposition. Synthetic parameters 

are changed in chapter 3 to prevent PtOx deposition, namely, an aqueous solvent is 

replaced with a non-aqueous acetone solvent and reaction temperature is reduced using 

an ice bath. Furthermore, selection of an alternative platinum salt is implemented to 

prevent nanoparticle deposition and promote platinum chelation to pyridinic nitrogen 

centers on the carbon nitride support material.  

 

Figure 4. Particle geometry, electronic structure, and surface free energy as a function of 

particle size. Reproduced with permission from © 2021 American Chemical Society.[14] 
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Electrocatalysis is a surface science meaning only atoms at the surface of an electrode 

participate in the catalytic process. Increasing a particle’s surface area (S) to volume (V) 

ratio (S/V) will increase the percentage of atoms participating in a catalytic process and 

reduce the amount of material required to produce a given amount of hydrogen. As 

particle size decreases S/V increases due to the relationship between S/V and a particle’s 

radius (R) given by S/V = 3/R. For this reason, decreasing the particle size of a material 

is one strategy for improving the mass activity for HER and other electrocatalytic 

processes.  

One can see from figure 4 that decreasing particle size results in material property 

changes related to electronic and surface energy properties. Smaller particle size leads to 

an increase in surface free energy which means smaller particles are less stable and want 

to aggregate together to minimize this surface energy. Under this condition particle-

support interactions become important to stabilize the small particles as illustrated by red 

lines in figure 4. For this reason, one must select an appropriate support material as 

described in chapters 2 and 3. Furthermore, electronic structure of the material begins to 

change from metallic energy bands in bulk materials to atomic orbitals in the case of a 

single atom catalyst material. This implies bulk platinum will behave different from 

single atom isolated platinum likely resulting in changes to ∆𝐺𝐻∗ as described previously. 

However, through control of single atom / support interactions one can tailor hydrogen 

binding and therefore tune the HER capability of the material. This will be further 

discussed in chapter 3.  

Other catalyst synthetic methods are described in further detail in chapter 4 and chapter 5. 

Both bottom-up and top-down strategies are considered and compared. A bottom-up 

strategy is utilized in chapter 6 to produce copper doped carbon quantum dots from the 

solid-state polymerization of citric acid and copper acetylacetonate. Copper 
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acetylacetonate is implemented due to its relative thermal stability among other copper 

containing salts to prevent decomposition and formation of toxic copper containing 

nanoparticles.  

1.4 Electrochemistry for reactive species generation 

Assurance of safe and healthy water is critical for progress of life on earth. Many 

methods for water disinfection have been implemented, including physical, biological, 

and chemical pathways [15]. A chemical route toward water disinfection typically 

involves the use of advanced processes to remove contaminants through oxidation. 

Several advanced oxidative processes (AOP) have already been implemented into water 

treatment, including ozonation and UV light [16]. The field of electrochemistry provides 

another viable pathway toward efficient water disinfection, which also poses a 

sustainable pathway as electricity supply becomes increasingly renewable [17]. Water 

treatment by AOP primarily focusses on production of highly oxidizing substances, such 

as hydroxyl radicals (HO•); however, significant research has been dedicated in recent 

literature to the electrochemical generation of many other reactive species (RS), including 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) like superoxide (O2
•‒) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), 

reactive chlorine species (RCS), reactive nitrogen species (RNS), as well as reactive 

sulfur species (RSS), which can also be used in the water treatment process [18-21]. 

Numerous microorganisms have been found to transmit diseases through water systems, 

including bacteria, viruses, protozoa, and helminths [22]. It is essential for humans to 

treat these threats during the water disinfection process. Bacteria are particularly 

susceptible to the presence of RS with damage to proteins, DNA, and lipid membranes 

leading to cell death [18-21]. This makes electrochemical generation of RS an attractive 

pathway toward microbial inactivation during water treatment. There are several distinct 
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advantages of electrochemical RS generation over other methods such as photocatalysis. 

One major advantage is the ability for an electrochemical device to disinfect a wide 

variety of contaminated water including particularly cloudy or murky water that would 

otherwise prevent the transmittance of light through the water medium necessary for 

photocatalytic treatment. Another distinct advantage is the ability to have fine control 

over the input energy source, electricity, during the decontamination process.  

Like the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in fuel cell electrocatalysis, the conversion of 

molecular oxygen to water in a biological cell is not without error and can lead to toxic 

oxygen by-products, such as superoxide (O2
•‒) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) [23-31]. 

Production of these species during electrocatalysis is often categorized as an undesirable 

effect; however, production of such ROS can be advantageous under controlled 

conditions. From the electrochemistry perspective, researchers are beginning to design 

electrocatalysts capable of efficiently producing ROS for many applications, including 

industrial hydrogen peroxide production, organic molecule synthesis, microbial 

inactivation, water disinfection, electrocoagulation, and other contaminant disinfection 

(e.g., organic dye degradation) [18-21, 32-39]. 

Electrochemical ROS generation can occur on the cathode by reduction of molecules, 

including molecular oxygen, or at the anode through oxidation of adsorbates, such as 

water. A proposed stepwise mechanism for generating such ROS is depicted in reaction 

(1), flowing from left to right for the reduction processes and right to left for the 

oxidation processes [40].  

O2 ⇆ O2
•‒ ⇆ H2O2 ⇆ HO• ⇆ H2O     (1) 

From reaction (1), we can see that there are three primary ROS products, superoxide, 

hydrogen peroxide, and hydroxyl radical. In Chapter 4, we will explore in further detail 
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the relationship between these species, their chemical reactivity, and relevant 

electrocatalysts reported recently for the synthesis of these species. 

1.5 Photocatalysis for the generation of reactive oxygen species 

The work discussed thus far has focused on the use of electricity as the driving force for 

catalytic product generation. Chapter 5 and chapter 6 will discuss work focused on 

designing light sensitive materials for photocatalytic generation of reactive oxygen 

species. Photocatalysis is particularly attractive because the excitation light source can be 

produced using renewable electricity, as discussed previously, or directly from sunlight. 

Current research has focused on an array of nanomaterials capable of producing various 

photocatalytic products including hydrogen, carbon fuels, and reactive species.[41-46] 

 

Figure 5. Reactive oxygen species generated by photocatalytic reduction and oxidation 

of water and molecular oxygen by photoinduced electron and hole.[47] 

The photocatalytic effect is carried out using light sensitive, typically semiconductor, 

nanoparticles capable of absorbing a photon of light to excite electrons from a ground 
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state to an excited state producing a photoinduced electrons (e-) and holes (h+) on the 

nanoparticle surface. Possessing sufficient energy, the photo induced electron acting as a 

reducing agent and hole acting as an oxidizing agent can react through redox reactions 

with surface adsorbed H2O or O2 to produce the same ROS as described in equation 1 of 

section 1.4. Figure 5 depicts this process on the photocatalyst surface. 

1.6 Reactive species interaction with microorganisms 

1.6.1 Introducing reactive species interactions with microorganisms 

Reactive species (RS) can cause severe damage within a microorganism at high enough 

levels and in the absence of remediation pathways [35, 48-51]. For instance, RS can 

oxidize amino acids within proteins and nucleic acids within DNA, leading to protein and 

DNA inactivation [52-56]. Oxidation of polyunsaturated lipids within the 

microorganism’s lipid membrane can cause structural damage with apoptosis and cell 

death after prolonged lipid membrane degradation [57-61]. Outer lipid membrane 

degradation is of particular importance since RS does not need to penetrate the cell to 

cause microorganism inactivation, considering the limited lifespan of the generated RS 

and difficulties penetrating microbial membranes [62, 63]. If the RS can contact the 

surface lipid layer of the microorganism, microbial inactivation can occur [64, 65]. 

Notably, microorganisms produce small levels of RS on their own, which has led to the 

development of specific enzymes used to break down RS, as shown in Fig. 6. The 

following section will explore the regulation of these RS within the cell. 
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Fig. 6. Regulation of reactive oxygen species within the cell by enzymes superoxidase 

dismutase (SOD), Catalase (Cat), and other peroxidase enzymes (GPx, and Prx). Red 

spheres represent oxygen and grey spheres denote hydrogen. 

1.6.2 Oxidative homeostasis regulated within microorganisms 

It is also important to note that microorganisms encounter some level of RS regularly 

with response pathways designed to circumvent the damaging effects of RS [66, 67]. 

Toxic RS can be removed by antioxidant enzymes within a microorganism. These 

enzymes include superoxidase dismutase (SOD), catalase (Cat) and glutathione 

peroxidase (GPx) (Fig. 6) [68]. SOD was first discovered by Fridovich and McCord in 

1969 [69]. The most common RS found natively within the cell is O2
•‒ produced within 

the electron transport chain of mitochondria [70, 71]. SOD has been found to catalyze the 
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conversion of O2
•‒ to H2O2. Working alone, the conversion of one RS to another is not 

ideal; however, Loew identified an antioxidant enzyme, Cat, in 1900 which catalyzed the 

conversion of H2O2 to H2O and O2 [72]. In 1957, Mills discovered another enzyme, GPx, 

that was responsible for breaking down hydroperoxides, including lipid hydroperoxides, 

which were formed during radical reactions with lipid membranes found in 

microorganisms [73]. There have been several other peroxidase (Prx)-like enzymes 

discovered thereafter [18, 74-77]. A schematic summary of RS conversion within the cell 

is shown in Fig. 6. It is important to note the familiarity that microorganisms have with 

RS, such as O2
•‒ and H2O2, due to their production within mitochondria and their evolved 

methods for controlling damage from these species. RS including HO• and HClO are not 

directly produced within the cell, providing less pathways for damage prevention by the 

microorganism’s stress response. Under increased levels of oxidative stress, 

microorganisms are unable to prevent damage caused by their interaction with RS. In 

these cases, there are some measures that the microorganism can take to repair damage to 

the cell. In-depth studies of these pathways can be found in the literature [77-80]. 

Microorganisms exist under a spectrum of RS exposure (Fig. 7a). This is because 

microorganisms naturally produce some level of RS, most often within mitochondria, 

through aerobic respiration processes. Normal levels of RS are handled by various 

cellular processes and minor damage caused by RS can be repaired. When a certain RS 

threshold is surpassed, cellular processes cannot keep up with RS removal and the 

microorganism enters a state of oxidative stress. Under these conditions, microbes 

increase the production of glutathione (GSH), which is limited by the availability of the 

precursor amino acid, cysteine, and the expression of the gene gshA [81]. GSH will 

become oxidized to glutathione disulfide (GSSG) upon contact with RS (Fig. 7b). 

Oxidation of GSH prevents oxidation of other nearby species that may result in long-
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lasting damage to the microbial organism. Many research reports have used this as a 

method of determining effective antimicrobial catalysts through quantifying GSH 

interactions [82, 83]. Electrocatalysts must produce enough RS to overcome the presence 

of glutathione before moving on to degrade the microorganism’s cellular components. 

One frequently used method for quantifying GSH and thiol oxidation is known as the 

Ellman’s assay [84, 85]. In this process the Ellman reagent, 5,5′-dithio-bis(2-nitrobenzoic 

acid) (DTNB), is added and light absorption near 430 nm is measured over time (Fig. 7c). 

As shown in Fig. 7a, there is a point at which the microorganism cannot properly 

function in the presence of RS, and experience damaging effects, as detailed below. 

 

Fig. 7. (a) spectrum of cellular response to RS ranging from cellular homeostasis, left, to 

cell death, right. (b) Schematic representation of glutathione (GSH) oxidation to 

glutathione disulphide (GSSG) by reactive species (RS). (c) UV-vis absorption spectrum 
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for the Ellman’s reagent. Panels (a) copyright 2013, Springer Nature. Panel (c) copyright 

2020, Royal chemistry society. 

1.6.3 Damaging effects caused by reactive species 

Lipids 

Exogenous RS first encounter the lipid membrane of the cell, and this must be breached 

to further interact with organelle and other cell components, such as proteins and DNA. 

In eukaryotes, this lipid membrane is composed of glycerophospholipids with >50% of 

these phospholipids comprised of phosphatidylcholine [86]. These lipids self-organize to 

form a bilayer exposing polar groups toward the surface of the membrane. Nonpolar 

groups within the membrane are comprised of saturated and cis-unsaturated fatty acyl 

chains. Both the polar groups at the surface of the membrane and the unsaturated acyl 

chains are vulnerable to RS oxidation. The oxidation of the unsaturated nonpolar fatty 

acyl chains by RS is known as lipid peroxidation and results in the oxidative degradation 

[64, 65, 87-89]. Fig. 8a depicts the lipid peroxidation of linoleate resulting in structural 

changes to the lipid and addition of polar oxygen-containing functional groups. This 

reaction follows a free radical chain reaction mechanism resulting in proliferation of 

membrane damage and incorporation of oxygen functional groups within the nonpolar 

chains. The oxygen functional groups at this site are polar in nature and leads to increased 

hydrophilicity and ultimately decomposition of the membrane barrier and exposure of 

endogenous cellular components. 
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Fig. 8. (a) An example of lipid peroxidation using linoleate as the starting substrate. 

copyright 2005, Elsevier. (b) Results of protein damage caused by increased levels of 

oxidation. copyright 2003, Elsevier. 

Proteins 

Once the lipid membrane of the organism is compromised, further RS damage may be 

accrued to inner cellular components, including proteins and DNA. Exposure of RS to a 

protein leads to modifications of amino acid side chains by protein oxidation. These 

changes can prevent protein function or make the protein increasingly susceptible to 
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proteolytic degradation by the proteosome, a catalytic ATP-independent enzyme complex 

designed to degrade proteins tagged by ubiquitin [90]. This is part of the cell’s evolved 

methods for self-preservation by removing damaged cellular components.  

The ability for the proteosome to track and remove damaged protein has been shown to 

correlate with oxidant concentration [91]. At mild oxidant concentrations the proteosome 

can keep up with proper removal of damaged proteins. Under conditions of high oxidant 

concentrations, damaged proteins are less likely to be captured and removed from the cell 

matrix resulting in an increased opportunity for these proteins to become further damaged 

or interact with undamaged cell components. These protein-protein interactions can lead 

to protein cross-linkage where two proteins become attached to one another either by 

hydrophobic, electrostatic, or covalent interactions. Left unchecked, the cross-linking can 

continue and create a protein aggregate. Such aggregates can overwhelm the proteolytic 

system making basic cell function increasingly difficult. Fig. 8b depicts the progression 

of protein damage with increased oxidation from left to right. Heavily oxidized and 

crosslinked proteins cannot be degraded by the proteosome and establish cell signals 

related to programmed cell death. For antimicrobial purposes, this creates a circumstance 

in which increased RS production only improves bacterial inactivation efficiency.  

DNA 

A third vital component susceptible to RS interactions is DNA. The central dogma of 

biology states that DNA holds the code necessary for producing cellular components 

critical for survival. DNA is converted to RNA through transcription within the nucleus 

and RNA produces the final product including proteins and enzymes through translation 

[92]. Thus, cell function relies on the preservation of DNA and any deletions, mutations, 

or other structural damage can lead to devastating effects during the transcription or 

translation processes.  
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Structurally DNA is comprised of a sugar phosphate backbone connected in a double 

helix through hydrogen bonding between 4 unique nucleotide bases, adenine, thymine, 

guanine, and cytosine. Damage to the DNA can occur in many ways including deletion of 

one or more nucleotide base pair, mutation of one or more base pairs replaced by another, 

or by breaks in the DNA chain either through single (SSB) or double strand breaks (DSB) 

[93, 94]. This type of damage to DNA is so frequent that multiple recovery pathways 

have evolved within the cell to correct such damage and prevent mutant RNA or protein 

from being produced. With this reasoning, DNA damage does not directly result in cell 

death, but prolonged exposure to RS and further DNA damage can result in irreversible 

DNA damage and contribute to cell inactivation. 

OH• has been shown to interact with DNA nucleotide base pairs through addition to the 

pyrimidine region of thymine and cytosine and to the purine region of adenine and 

guanine [95]. This interaction can lead to separation of the double stranded structure and 

prevent transcription from occurring. HClO has also been shown to cause nucleotide 

chlorination leading to similar damaging effects [96]. With sufficient RS concentration 

the microorganism exhibits an increase in devastating effects including lipid 

peroxidation, protein degradation, and irreversible DNA damage culminating to prevent 

necessary cell functions and ultimately results in cell inactivation.  
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2.1 Abstract 

Electrochemical hydrogen generation is a rising prospect for future renewable energy 

storage and conversion. Platinum remains a leading choice of catalysts. Because of high 

cost and low Earth abundance, it is critical to improve the use of platinum. In the present 

study, platinum oxide nanoparticles of ca. 2 nm in diameter are deposited on carbon 

nitride (C3N4) nanosheets by thermal refluxing of C3N4 and PtCl2 or PtCl4 in water, and 

exhibit apparent electrocatalytic activity towards hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in 

acid. Interestingly the HER activity increases with increasing concentration of Pt4+ 

species in the nanoparticles, and the optimized catalyst even outperforms commercial 

Pt/C, exhibiting an overpotential of only −7.7 mV to reach the current density of 10 mA 

cm-2 and a Tafel slope of −26.3 mV dec-1. Results from this study suggest that future 

design of platinum oxide catalysts should strive to maximize the Pt4+ sites while 

minimizing the formation of the less active Pt2+ species. 

2.2 Introduction 

It has been proposed that 80% of electricity generated in the United States has the 

potential to be made renewable by 2050.[1] With the prospect of completely renewable 

electricity on the rise, electrochemical water splitting for hydrogen generation poses a 

promising technology for sustainable energy storage and conversion.[2, 3] 

Implementation of this technology will require improved catalyst design.[4] Platinum has 

remained a leading electrocatalyst for the multi-electron transfer process of hydrogen 

evolution reaction (HER), with a high exchange-current density and ideal Tafel slope.[5] 

However, due to the high cost and low natural abundance of platinum, future catalysts 

must optimize the use of platinum within the material.[6, 7] To achieve this goal 

researchers have developed various methods to limit the amount of platinum through 

reducing particle size and the use of platinum oxide rather than platinum metal particles. 
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For instance, Yang et al. used platinum oxide nanoparticles for HER catalysis and found 

that decreasing particle size from 2 to 0.2 nm resulted in increased catalytic activity, 

which was attributed to size-dependent proton adsorption properties.[8] More recently, 

Sarno and colleagues showed that decreasing particle size as well as strong metal oxide-

support interactions can help reduce platinum loading and improve hydrogen evolution 

rates by using a composite material containing platinum metal, platinum(IV) oxide, and 

iron oxide.[9] Strong metal-support interactions were also reported by Cheng et al. using 

platinum oxide clusters containing Pt2+ and Pt4+ species supported on TiO2.[10] It is widely 

believed that hydrogen adsorption onto the catalyst surface, known as the Volmer step, is 

often the rate determining step for HER in both acidic and basic media.[11, 12] Thus, to 

better understand the reaction rates, Cheng and colleagues used density functional theory 

(DFT) to calculate changes in Gibbs free energy (ΔGH) for hydrogen adsorption. It was 

found that platinum in a highly oxidized state resulted in a ΔGH close to zero (−0.06 eV) 

that is ideal for HER. This improved hydrogen binding was attributed to the presence of 

Pt4+ sites in Pt-O-Ti bonding. This result suggests that highly oxidized platinum sites can 

efficiently adsorb hydrogen onto the surface while minimizing the adsorption energy to 

allow for hydrogen gas formation and release from the catalyst surface. However, the 

material under study[10] contained a large portion of platinum in a lower oxidation state 

(Pt2+ and Pt0) and the HER performance remained subpar as compared to that of 

commercial Pt/C. In addition, the catalytic contributions and importance of the portion of 

low-valence platinum were not distinguished. Therefore, further study is required to 

understand how the platinum’s oxidation state can be controlled to tailor the hydrogen 

evolution performance. With this in mind, controlling platinum oxidation state within the 

oxide material poses a useful route to effective catalyst design. 
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The selection of an ideal catalyst support is also critical as this plays a key role in the 

manipulation of the resulting particle size, stability and other key factors influencing the 

catalytic performance.[13-15] Graphitic carbon nitride (C3N4) represents a promising 

support for its surface functionality, ease and low cost of production, and inherent ability 

to control nanoparticle size. Zhu and colleagues have shown how manipulation of C3N4 

condensation rate and temperature can be used to control the size of the resulting gold 

and platinum nanoparticles in a C3N4-mesoporous silica (SBA-15) composite 

material.[16] It was shown that incorporation of the C3N4 resulted in small, 

homogeneously dispersed nanoparticles and prevented nanoparticle agglomeration, which 

was attributed to strong support interactions, in comparison to SBA-15 alone. Vinu and 

coworkers demonstrated the inherent ability of C3N4 to act as a stabilizing agent to 

produce ultra-small, highly dispersed Au nanoparticles anchored firmly on the functional 

moieties on the C3N4 surface. This can be attributed to the pyridinic nitrogen on the 

C3N4 surface that act as a strong Lewis base and π-bond planar layers able to anchor the 

substrate.[17] For these reasons, C3N4 is an ideal candidate for the fabrication of small 

metal oxide nanoparticle composites.  

Herein we report a facile, effective approach to properly distinguish contributions from 

different platinum oxide species toward HER utilizing C3N4 as a unique support 

material. C3N4 nanosheets are first prepared through condensation of urea by a two-step 

route. Platinum oxide nanoparticles of about 1.4 nm in diameter are then deposited onto 

the C3N4 surface by a thermal refluxing method in water with platinum chloride.[18-20] 

Electrochemical measurements show that Pt4+ species is primarily responsible for the 

remarkable HER activity, which even surpasses that of commercial Pt/C; and the HER 

activity increases with increasing Pt4+ content. 

2.3 Results and Discussion 
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Figure 1. TEM images of (a) Pt2+90C and (b) Pt4+90C. Scale bars 10 nm. Insets are the 

corresponding high-resolution TEM images, with the scale bars of 5 nm. 
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Figure 2. TEM images of (a,b) Pt2+90C and (c,d) Pt4+90C  samples. Scale bars are (a) 

100 nm, (b) 5 nm, (c) 40 nm, and (d) 5 nm. 

Experimentally, C3N4 nanosheets were prepared by thermal treatment of urea, onto 

which were then deposited platinum oxide nanoparticles by thermal refluxing of C3N4 

and PtCl2 or PtCl4 in water at 90 ⁰C. The resulting samples were referred to as Pt2+90C 

and Pt4+90C (synthetic details in the Experimental Section). Figures 1 and 2 depict 

representative TEM images of Pt2+90C and Pt4+90C. The overall morphologies are 

consistent with those of the as-prepared C3N4 (Figure 3), displaying a layered, sheet-like 

structure. In addition, both Pt2+90C and Pt4+90C samples can be seen to contain a 
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number of dark-contrast nanoparticles deposited on the C3N4 surface (note that no such 

nanoparticulate objects were observed in the C3N4 sample, Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3.  Representative TEM images of as-prepared C3N4. Scale bars are (a) 50 nm 

and (b) 5 nm. 

 

Figure 4. Core size histograms of Pt2+90C and Pt4+90C. 

From the core histograms in Figure 4, the nanoparticles can be seen to mostly fall within 

the narrow range of 1.0 to 4.4 nm, with the average particle diameter at 2.0  0.6 nm for 

Pt2+90C and 2.1  0.7 nm for Pt4+90C. Furthermore, high resolution TEM images reveal 

clearly-defined lattice fringes of the nanoparticles (insets to Figure 1), with an interplanar 
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spacing of 0.23 nm for Pt2+90C and 0.24 nm for Pt4+90C, which are consistent with 

several crystalline facets, such as PtO(110), PtO2(011), and Pt(111).[21, 22] Yet, further 

characterizations below suggest that these are actually due to the formation of platinum 

oxide PtOx (vide infra). 

 

Figure 5. Powder X-ray Diffraction spectra. Tick lines represent expected patterns from 

that of PtO2 (Grey) (Ref. Code: 01-075-0978) and PtO (Green) (Ref. Code: 00-027-

1331). 

Further structural insights were obtained in X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements. From 

Figure 5, one can see that Pt4+90C, Pt2+90C, and C3N4 all exhibit a single, major 

diffraction peak centered at 2θ = 27°, which can be assigned to the (002) crystalline 
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facets of carbon nitride, as observed previously.[23] In the Pt4+90C and Pt2+90C 

samples, the diffraction patterns of platinum oxide cannot be resolved, in comparison to 

the standard references of PtO (reference code 00-027-1331) and PtO2 (reference code 

01-075-0978), most likely due to the small nanoparticle size, as seen in TEM 

measurements (Figure 1). 

XPS measurements were then carried out to probe the chemical composition and 

electronic environment of the material. From the survey spectra in Figure 6a, two major 

peaks can be seen at 288 and 399 eV, due to C 1s and N 1s of C3N4, respectively; and for 

Pt2+90C and Pt4+90C, two additional species can be identified at ca. 75 eV for Pt 4f,[24] 

and 532 eV for O 1s, indicating the successful deposition of platinum species onto the 

C3N4 surface (the small peaks at 199 eV and 270 eV can be assigned to Cl 2p and Cl 2s, 

respectively, due to residual chloride in the samples);[25] and based on the integrated 

peak areas, the Pt loading was found to be very comparable at 32 wt% for Pt4+90C and 

28 wt% for Pt2+90C. Figure 6b depicts the corresponding high-resolution XPS scans of 

the Pt 4f electrons. The Pt2+90C sample (red curve) can be seen to exhibit two doublets. 

The first pair at 76.3 and 73.0 eV corresponds to the 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 electrons of Pt2+, 

whereas the other at 78.0 and 74.7 eV to those of Pt4+ and a peak splitting of 3.3 eV is 

consistent with Pt 4f spin-orbit coupling (note that no metallic Pt can be resolved).[9, 20, 

24, 26, 27] Additionally, based on the integrated peak areas, the atomic ratio of Pt4+:Pt2+ 

in Pt2+90C is estimated to be 0.45:1. Similar behaviors can be seen with the Pt4+90C 

sample, where the two doublets appear at 76.2/72.9 eV and 78.0/74.7 eV, respectively. 

However, the ratio of Pt4+:Pt2+ is significantly higher at 1.66:1, more than 3.5 times that 

in Pt2+90C. Regardless, this suggests that thermal refluxing of platinum chloride and 

C3N4 effectively led to the deposition of PtOx nanoparticles onto the C3N4 surface 

(Figure 1). 
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Figure 6. (a) XPS survey spectra and (b) the corresponding high-resolution scans for the 

Pt4f electrons of as-prepared C3N4 (Black), Pt2+90C (Red), and Pt4+90C (Blue). Solid 

curves are experimental data and shaded peaks are deconvolution fits. 
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Figure 7. High resolution XPS spectra of the (a) C 1s and (b) N 1s regions for samples 

C3N4 (black), Pt2+90C (red), and Pt4+90C (blue).  

The high-resolution scans of the C 1s and N 1s electrons are depicted in Figure 7. 

Deconvolution reveals two distinct peaks at 287.85 and 284.33 eV for the C3N4 sample, 

which are attributed to the sp2 hybridized carbon within the C3N4 network (C-N=C) and 

sp3 carbon due to defect moieties (C-C), respectively.[23, 28-30] The N 1s region of 

C3N4 was deconvoluted into four components centered at 398.34 eV, 399.81 eV, 400.96 

eV, and a weak one at 404.10 eV. These individual components can be attributed to the 

sp2 hybridized pyridinic nitrogen (C-N=C), sp3 hybridized tertiary nitrogen (N-(C)3), 

quaternary nitrogen (C-N-H), and a π-satellite excitation, respectively.[23, 28-30] Upon 

thermal refluxing with platinum salts, the nitrogen and carbon peaks associated with the 

C3N4 matrix exhibit an increase in binding energy. The primary carbon peak shifts to 

287.97 and 288.04 eV (C-N=C), and the defect carbon to 284.53 and 284.57 eV (C-C) for 

Pt2+90C and Pt4+90C, respectively. The N 1s electrons also experience a similar 

increase in binding energy with the three primary peaks centered at 398.47 eV and 398.54 

eV (C-N=C), 399.92 eV and 399.88 eV (N-(C)3), 401.10 eV and 401.18 eV (C-N-H), 

corresponding again to Pt2+90C and Pt4+90C, respectively. This slight increase in 
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binding energy can be attributed to electron donation from the C3N4 support to the Pt 

centers suggesting a strong interaction between the nanoparticles and C3N4.[31, 32] 

 

Figure 8. (a) Pt L3 edge XANES data for Pt2+90C and Pt4+90C (Pt foil and commercial 

α-PtO2 as references). All edge steps are normalized to an edge step height of 1. The 

energy range selected to normalize the edge is 11700 to 12000 eV. Measurements are 

performed at the temperature of 10 K. (b) Pt L3 edge r-space data for Pt2+90C (red), 
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Pt4+90C (blue) and commercial α-PtO2 (black). The Fourier transform (FT) window is 

from 3.0 to 10.8 Å-1, rounded using a Gaussian function of width, 0.2 Å-1. The fast 

oscillating function is the real part R of the FT while the amplitude is the √𝑅2 + 𝐼2 where 

𝐼 is the imaginary part of the FT. Pt4+90C has been shifted vertically by 0.4 while α-PtO2 

has been shifted vertically by 0.8. 

 

Figure 9. Pt L3 edge k-space data at 10 K of various samples. 

Further structural insights were obtained in X-ray absorption spectroscopic (XAS) 

measurements, where data were collected at the Pt L3 edge to probe the Pt electronic 

states and investigate the local structures. The data were reduced and analyzed using the 

RSXAP package.[33] In Figure 8a, the Pt L3 XANES (X-ray absorption near edge 

spectroscopy) data for Pt2+90C and Pt4+90C are compared with those for a Pt foil and 

the α-PtO2 reference sample. All samples are electrically conducting and there is no shift 

of the main edge as typically observed for different valences in insulating materials, 
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suggesting that the Fermi energies are nearly identical among the samples. A strong 

absorption in this region, referred to as the white line, is observed due to the Pt 2p → 5d 

transitions.[34, 35] Typically, the white line intensity increases with decreasing 5d orbital 

occupancy (i.e., increasing valence states).[35-37] The fact that the white line intensity 

increases in the order of Pt foil < Pt2+90C < Pt4+90C < PtO2 indicates that the Pt charge 

state in Pt2+90C and Pt4+90C fell in the intermediate between Pt(0) and Pt(IV), and is 

higher in Pt4+90C than in Pt2+90C, in good agreement with results from XPS 

measurements (Figure 6). Consistent behaviors can be seen with the white line energy, 

which shifts positively in the order of Pt foil (11565.16 eV) < Pt2+90C (11566.00 eV) < 

Pt4+90C (11566.44 eV) < α-PtO2 (11567.27 eV). 

Table 1. EXAFS fitting results to Hexagonal α-PtO2.  

Sample Pt-O (Å) Pt-Pt (Å) 

Pt2+90C 2.071 ± 0.01 3.204 ± 0.02 

Pt4+90C 2.034 ± 0.01 3.154 ± 0.02 
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Figure 10. Fittings to the hexagonal structure of α-PtO2, as a sum of Pt-O and Pt-Pt, for 

(a) Pt2+90C and (b) Pt4+90C. Pt-O bond length decreases from 2.07 to 2.03 Å. 

EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine structure) analysis for Pt2+90C and Pt4+90C 

was then carried out and compared to that for α-PtO2 in Figure 3b.  The same FT range 
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(3.0 to 10.8 Å-1)) is used for each plot although the k-space data for α-PtO2 extend to 

much higher k (Figure 9). The k-space plots show increasing disorder from the reference 

sample to Pt2+90C. Note that the double peak structure near 3 Å in Figure 8b, associated 

with Pt-Pt second neighbor pairs in α-PtO2, is nearly washed out for the latter sample. α-

PtO2 has a hexagonal structure;[38, 39] and the environment about Pt consists of six 

nearest-neighbor O atoms, six second-neighbor Pt atoms and six third-neighbor O atoms.  

To fit the data, theoretical Pt-O and Pt-Pt functions were calculated for α-PtO2 using 

FEFF7,[40]  plus a weak multiscattering peak, as shown in Figure 10. The data were then 

fitted to a sum of such standards, allowing the pair distances and pair distribution widths, 

, to vary. Note that the third neighbor Pt-O2 and the multiscattering peak amplitudes are 

very small and we only quote the results for the first two neighbors. As shown in Table 1, 

the Pt-O bond length is somewhat shorter for Pt4+90C than for Pt2+90C. A similar 

change is also observed for the second neighbors, again, consistent with a higher charge 

state of Pt in Pt4+90C than in Pt2+90C.  

To assess the electrocatalytic performance of these materials toward HER, linear sweep 

voltammetry was performed under a nitrogen atmosphere in 0.5 M H2SO4 at the potential 

scan rate of 10 mV s-1. Figure 12a displays the polarization curves of Pt2+90C, Pt4+90C, 

and commercial Pt/C, in comparison to that of C3N4. One can see that C3N4 exhibited 

essentially zero HER activity, whereas apparent catalytic activity appears with the other 

three Pt-containing samples. Remarkably, at equivalent platinum mass loadings, Pt4+90C 

stood out as the best among the series, even outperforming commercial Pt/C, with an 

ultralow overpotential (η10) of only −7.7 mV to reach the current density of 10 mA cm−2, 

in comparison to −26.1 mV for Pt/C and −214.6 mV for Pt2+90C, suggesting that Pt4+ 

species played a critical role in the HER activity. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, 

the Pt4+90C sample outperforms most platinum oxide-based HER catalysts in acidic 
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media that have been reported in recent literature (Table 2). To further understand the 

reaction mechanisms of these materials, Tafel plots were derived from the polarization 

curves, as shown in Figure 12b, from which the Tafel slopes was estimated to be 21.0 

mV dec-1 for Pt4+90C, 26.3 mV dec-1 for Pt/C and 55.4 mV dec-1 for Pt2+90C[41]. This 

suggests that kinetically Pt4+90C behaved similarly to Pt/C where the Tafel reaction is 

the rate determining step, while for Pt2+90C, HER is likely limited by the slower 

Heyrovsky reaction.  

 

 

Figure 11. Nyquist plots of C3N4 (black), Pt2+90C (red), and Pt4+90C (blue). Symbols 

are experimental data and solid curves are fits by using the Randles equivalent circuit in 
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the figure inset. All measurements are carried out at the potential of -10 mV vs RHE in a 

nitrogen-purged 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. 

Figure 11 depicts the Nyquist plots (squares) and the corresponding fits (solid lines) 

using a typical Randle’s equivalent circuit modified with a Warburg diffusion term (W2). 

The charge-transfer resistances (RCT) were estimated to be 2230 Ω for the as-prepared 

C3N4, and diminished markedly to 26.8 Ω for Pt2+90C, and only 1.6 Ω for Pt4+90C. 

That is, the charge-transfer kinetics of HER was dramatically improved with the 

deposition of platinum onto C3N4, and the Pt4+90C sample showed the lowest charge 

transfer resistance among the series of samples.  
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Figure 12. (a) Polarization curves of HER in 0.5M H2SO4 for as prepared C3N4 (black), 

Pt2+90C (red), Pt4+90C (blue), and commercial platinum on carbon (magenta). (b) Tafel 

Plots derived from polarization curves in panel (a).  (c) Oxidized cycling and recovery 

tests. 
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To further examine the influence of the Pt oxidation state on the HER performance, 

several additional electrochemical measurements were performed. In the first test, the 

Pt2+90C sample was found to show a marked improvement of the HER performance 

after 50 cycles at high potentials between +0.9 and +1.2 V vs RHE (where Pt2+ was 

electrochemically oxidized to Pt4+) at the potential rate of 10 mV s-1. From Figure 5c, one 

can see that η10 diminished drastically by 120 mV to −93.8 mV (blue solid and dotted 

curves). XPS measurements (Figure 13) show that the primary peak appears at 73.9 eV, 

ca. 0.9 eV higher than that of the as-prepared sample, suggesting the formation of Pt4+ 

species that led to the improved HER performance.[9, 20, 24, 26, 27] Additional tests 

were carried out with the Pt4+90C sample. When the catalyst was subject to potential 

cycling between 0 and +0.02 V vs RHE (where Pt4+ was electrochemically reduced to 

lower valence states) for 1000 cycles at 10 mV s-1, the η10 in the subsequent HER 

measurement was found to deteriorate slightly, from −7.7 mV to −21.7 mV (red solid and 

dotted curves). However, after 50 potential cycles between +0.9 and +1.2 V to regenerate 

the Pt4+ species, the HER performance was almost fully recovered, with η10 = −9.8 mV 

(green solid curve). By sharp contrast, electrochemical treatment (reduction or oxidation, 

black solid and orange dotted curves) of C3N4 alone did not lead to any change of the 

electrochemical response, suggesting that it is the Pt species that is responsible for the 

HER activity and Pt4+ is far more active than Pt2+. In fact, the HER activity increases 

markedly with increasing Pt4+ loading in the Pt4+90C sample (Figure 14). 
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Figure 13. High resolution XPS scans of Pt 4f electrons of the Pt2+90C sample after 50 

potential cycling between +0.9 and +1.2 V vs RHE.  
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Figure 14. Polarization curves of Pt4+90C prepared at reduced PtCl4 loading (1/2 and 

1/10 of that described in the main text) in 0.5 M H2SO4. 

Table 2. Comparison of HER performance by platinum oxide nanoparticles reported in 

recent literature. 

Catalyst Platinum 
Composition 

Catalyst 
Loading 

(mg/cm2) 

Electrolyte 
Solution 

η10 

(mV) 
Reference 

Pt oxide C3N4 Pt2+/Pt4+ 0.24 0.5 M H2SO4 -7.7 This Work 

Pt/PtO2/Fe3O4 Pt0/Pt2+/Pt4+/Fe - 1.0 M H2SO4 > -10 [9] 

PtOx / TiO2 Pt2+/ Pt4+/Ti - 0.5 M H2SO4 -150 [10] 

MoSx-O-PtOx Pt2+/Pt4+/MoSx 0.45 0.5 M H2SO4 -25 [42] 

Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C Pt0/Pt2+/Pt4+ 0.036 0.5 M H2SO4 -5 [43] 
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2.4 Experimental Section 

Chemicals 

Urea (Certified ACS, Fisher Chemicals), platinum(II) chloride (PtCl2, 73% Pt, ACROS 

Organics), platinum(IV) chloride (PtCl4, 99%, ACROS Organics), platinum on carbon 

(Pt/C, nominally 20 wt.%, Alfa Aesar), platinum(IV) oxide ( -PtO2, Matheson Coleman 

& Bell), carbon black (Vulcan XC 72R), and Nafion 117 (Sigma-Aldrich) were used as 

received. All solvents were obtained through typical commercial sources and used as 

received. Water was supplied with a Barnstead Nanopure water system (18.3 MΩ cm).  

Synthesis of graphitic carbon nitride 

Graphitic carbon nitride (C3N4) was prepared by adopting a method reported 

previously.[23, 28] Briefly, urea (15 g) was placed in a crucible, covered, heated in air to 

300 C at a rate of 2 C min-1 and held for 3 h. The resulting white solid was ground to a 

fine powder, heated again in air to 520 C at a rate of 20 C min-1 and held for 4 h. The 

resulting light-yellow solid was collected and washed with Nanopure water, filtered, and 

dried in a vacuum furnace for 24 h at 60 C, affording C3N4. 

Synthesis of platinum oxide on graphitic carbon nitride 

Platinum oxide deposition was performed by following a method described previously.[8, 

20] Briefly, 50 mg of C3N4 prepared above was dispersed in Nanopure water (50 mL) 

under ultrasonication for 1 h. The resulting dispersion was then placed onto a hot plate 

under stirring. PtCl2 or PtCl4 (0.27 mmol) was slowly added to the stirring solution and 

allowed to mix at 90 C for 48 h. In the case of PtCl2, the salt was first dissolved in HCl 

and neutralized with anhydrous sodium carbonate to achieve a neutral pH before 

addition. The products were collected by centrifugation at 4500 rpm for 10 min, washed 

with Nanopure water and acetone, and dried in a vacuum oven overnight, which were 
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named as Pt2+90C and Pt4+90C. It should be noted that the supernatant exhibited an 

orange color, indicative of an excess of platinum chloride in the solution, and became 

clear after washing, signifying effective removal of excess metal salts.  

Characterization 

TEM measurements were carried out on a JOEL JEM 2100F microscope. XRD patterns 

were acquired with a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer with Cu K  radiation (λ = 

0.15418 nm). XPS measurements were performed with a Phi 5400/XPS instrument 

equipped with an Al Kα source operated at 350 W and 10-9 Torr. XAS measurements were 

carried out at 10 K on beamline 4-1 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource 

using an Oxford liquid helium cryostat.   

Electrochemistry 

Electrochemical measurements were performed with a CHI710 workstation, and 

electrochemical impedance measurements were carried out with a Gamry Reference 600 

instrument. A glassy carbon electrode (5.60 mm in diameter, 0.246 cm2) was used as the 

working electrode, while a Ag/AgCl (1.0 M KCl) electrode and graphite rod were used as 

the reference and counter electrodes, respectively. The Ag/AgCl electrode was calibrated 

versus a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) and all potentials in the present study were 

referenced to this RHE. In a typical experiment, 2 mg of a dry sample prepared above 

was mixed with 3 mg of carbon black and sonicated for 20 min in 1 mL of isopropanol 

followed by an addition of Nafion (40 µL) and sonicated for an additional 10 min. 30 µL 

of the prepared ink was dropped onto the surface of the glassy carbon electrode and dried 

at room temperature, corresponding to a catalyst mass loading of 0.244 mg cm-2. 

2.5 Conclusions 
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In summary, PtOx nanoparticles were deposited onto C3N4 surfaces by thermal refluxing 

of C3N4 nanosheets and platinum chloride in water. The nanocomposites displayed 

similar platinum loading and particle size but with stark differences in the platinum 

valence states. It was shown that the platinum oxidation state greatly influenced the 

hydrogen evolution performance under electrochemical conditions, and platinum oxide 

nanoparticles in primarily a 4+ charge state exhibited an HER performance even superior 

to that of commercial platinum on carbon in acid media. This catalyst showed excellent 

recoverability after recycling the material under oxidizing conditions. Results from the 

present study suggest that future design of platinum oxide catalysts should attempt to 

optimize the valence states of platinum by minimizing the formation of less oxidized, and 

less active species. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Sustainable hydrogen gas production is critical for future fuel infrastructure. Here, a 

series of phosphorous-doped carbon nitride materials were synthesized by thermal 

annealing of urea and ammonium hexafluorophosphate, and platinum was atomically 

dispersed within the structural scaffold by thermal refluxing with Zeise’s salt forming Pt-

N/P/Cl coordination interactions, as manifested in X-ray photoelectron and absorption 

spectroscopic measurements. The resulting materials were found to exhibit markedly 

enhanced electrocatalytic activity towards the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in 

acidic media, as compared to the P-free counterpart. This was accounted for by P doping 

that led to a significantly improved charge carrier density within C3N4, and the sample 

with the optimal P content showed an overpotential of only -22 mV to reach the current 

density of 10 mA cm-2, lower than that of commercial Pt/C (-26 mV), and a mass activity 

(7.1 mA 𝜇𝑔𝑃𝑡
−1 at -70 mV vs reversible hydrogen electrode) nearly triple that of the latter. 

Results from the present study highlight the significance of P doping in the manipulation 

of the electronic structures of metal/carbon nitride nanocomposites for high-performance 

HER electrocatalysis.  

3.2 Introduction 

Globally, renewable electricity is projected to reach 33% of the total installed power 

capacity by 2025, surpassing electricity produced by coal and becoming the largest 

segment of electricity generation around the world.[1] With renewable electricity on the 

rise, electrochemical water splitting for hydrogen generation provides a promising 

technology for sustainable energy storage and conversion.[2, 3] Currently, more than 

95% of the world’s hydrogen gas is produced through steam methane reforming, which 

produces a significant amount of carbon dioxide byproduct.[4] Acceptance of 

electrochemical water splitting as a viable means for hydrogen gas generation will require 
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improvements in electrocatalyst design and usage of platinum within the material to 

lower device costs and hydrogen gas conversion efficiencies, as platinum remains the 

catalyst of choice towards the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), in particular, in acidic 

media.[5-7] Numerous routes have been taken to achieve this goal including the use of 

platinum oxide particles,[8, 9] manipulation of nanoparticle morphologies,[10, 11] and 

decreased particle size down to the single platinum atom regime.[12, 13]  

Significant improvement in Pt mass efficiency can be achieved through the utilization of 

Pt single atom sites because of maximal surface exposure and utilization of Pt within the 

catalyst materials.[13-22] For instance, Cheng et al.[12] recently deposited Pt single 

atoms on nitrogen-doped carbon nanosheets by utilizing an atomic layer deposition 

(ALD) approach, and the resulting Pt single atom catalysts (SAC) showed a mass activity 

of 10.1 mA 𝜇𝑔𝑃𝑡
−1 in a 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte, 37 times that of Pt/C (0.27 mA 𝜇𝑔𝑃𝑡

−1), at 

the applied potential of -50 mV vs reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE). Fang and 

associates recently deposited Pt single atoms onto a nitrogen-doped carbon framework of 

approximately 300 nm in diameter also through an ALD process, and the catalyst 

exhibited a low overpotential (η10) of -19 mV to reach the current density of 10 mA cm-2 

in a 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte. Operando synchrotron X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

studies revealed partial release of the Pt single atoms resulting in undercoordination. 

Further analysis by extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measurements and 

theoretical simulations suggested that a high 5d orbital occupancy, close to zero valency 

of Pt, was responsible for the high HER activity. 

However, recent reports have shown Pt in a lower orbital occupancy, such as Pt oxide, 

can facilitate HER efficiently as well. For example, Yu and colleagues recently reported 

on Pt-O as a superior active site to Pt0 for HER with the use of a platinum tungsten oxide 

(PtW6O24) spherical particles of ca. 20 nm in diameter.[23] The material was prepared 
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from a mixture of Na2Pt(OH)6 and Na2WO4 followed by collection of precipitates and 

washing. Electrochemical measurements revealed a mass activity of 20.175 mA 𝜇𝑔𝑃𝑡
−1 for 

HER at the overpotential of -70 mV in 0.5 M H2SO4, significantly better than commercial 

Pt/C (20 wt%, 0.398 mA 𝜇𝑔𝑃𝑡
−1). Cao and co-workers[10] employed a one-pot synthesis 

route using Pt(acac)2 and Ni(acac)2 metal precursors and produced Pt-Ni branched 

nanocages of approximately 200 nm in diameter with a thinner branching morphology 

spreading out from the center (50 nm), which exhibited a mass activity nearly 2.5-fold 

higher than commercial Pt/C. These findings confirm that Pt does not need to possess 

high orbital occupancy to efficiently catalyse HER. To this end, an array of interesting Pt-

based catalysts can be devised for the efficient evolution of hydrogen through unique 

synthetic methods beyond the ALD process. 

Note that ALD, used in these previous studies for the synthesis of Pt-based SAC, requires 

the use of sophisticated and expensive instrumentation. It would be of great significance 

to develop low-cost, effective procedures for the preparation of Pt SAC. A range of 

synthetic approaches toward Pt SAC have been studied and well documented in recent 

reviews.[24, 25] These synthetic approaches include wet-chemistry, ALD, pyrolysis of 

metal-organic frameworks, electrodeposition, high-temperature atom trapping from bulk 

particles, and vacancy/defect immobilization methods. For example, Wang and 

colleagues demonstrated an electro-filtration strategy to synthesize Pt single atom sites 

using a Pt foil and graphite carbon paper. In this electroplating strategy Pt single atoms 

were created through oxidation of the Pt foil counter electrode followed by Pt single atom 

deposition onto the carbon paper working electrode. A graphene oxide membrane was 

used as a filter between the counter and working electrodes to control the Pt single atom 

diffusion rate and prevent Pt particle formation. Scalability of this process is of somewhat 
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concern since production of the Pt SAC is limited by the size of the electrochemical cell 

and working electrode.  

In recent studies,[16, 26] it was observed that ion complexation by simple thermal 

refluxing can be exploited to effectively embed isolated metal centers within the 

structural skeleton of graphitic carbon nitride (C3N4) by taking advantage of the pyridine-

like nitrogen moieties, where the incorporation of metal centers was found to lead to 

charge redistribution and enhanced electrical conductivity of the semiconducting C3N4 

matrix. For example, Zeng and colleagues reported on the synthesis of single-atom Pt 

confined by interlayer C3N4 for efficient photocatalytic hydrogen evolution.[27] The 

synthesis process involved mixing of potassium-intercalated C3N4 with Pt(NH3)4Cl2 in 

deionized water under vigorous stirring at room temperature over a 24 h period. 

Incorporation of Pt single atoms into the C3N4 framework significantly improved the 

photocatalytic hydrogen evolution efficiency to 22.65 mmol(H2) g-1 h-1 with an 8.7 wt% 

Pt loading. The semiconductor properties of C3N4 are ideal for such photocatalytic 

processes; however, this leads to poor electron carrier capabilities when applied to 

electrocatalysis. Fortunately, deliberate modifications to the carbon nitride framework 

can be made to improve the electrocatalytic efficiency of C3N4. One such modification 

involves heteroatom doping within the C3N4 framework to improve electrical 

conductivity of the support material.[28-30] For example, Zhang and co-workers 

developed a phosphorous-doped C3N4 solid which demonstrated enhanced electrical 

conductivity.[29] Experimentally, 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate 

was added as a phosphorous source during the polycondensation of dicyandiamide 

(DCDA) forming P-doped C3N4, which was confirmed in spectroscopic and 

electrochemical measurements. Such P-doped C3N4 materials have been implemented for 

electrochemical applications. Qiu and co-workers reported on a three-dimensional P-
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doped C3N4 for enhanced metal-free oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) applications, 

which was prepared by polycondensation of DCDA and nitrilotris(methylene)-

triphosphoric acid as a phosphorous source at 600 °C. P-doping was seen to substantially 

improve the ORR half-wave potential and limiting current, likely due to improved 

electrical conductivity as found in electrochemical impedance measurements. Notably, 

heteroatom doping of semiconductor materials is well studied as a tool for tuning the 

band gap structure,[31-33] where doping of higher periodic elements typically leads to a 

narrower band gap and lower highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) levels.[34] 

Thus, the larger atomic size of phosphorous, versus carbon and nitrogen, is anticipated to 

lead to improved conformation and conductivity of C3N4. This is the primary motivation 

of the present study. 

Herein, P-doped C3N4 was first prepared via a facile thermal annealing procedure using 

urea and ammonium hexafluorophosphate as the precursors, into which were then 

embedded Pt metal centers by thermal refluxing with Zeise’s salt forming Pt-N/P/Cl 

coordination bonds, as attested in spectroscopic measurements. Mott-Schottky analysis 

showed that P doping led to a marked improvement of the charge carrier density and 

electrical conductivity. Electrochemical tests demonstrated that the resulting PtCNP 

nanocomposites outperformed the P-free counterparts, and the sample with the optimal P 

content showed an 10 of only -22 mV, lower than that of commercial Pt/C (-26 mV), and 

a mass activity (7.1 mA 𝜇𝑔𝑃𝑡
−1 at -70 mV vs RHE) nearly triple that of the latter. The 

results suggest that P-doped C3N4 may be used as a unique structural scaffold to optimize 

the use of Pt for HER electrocatalysis. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 
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Figure 1.  (a) SEM image of the PtCNP2 sample, with the EDS elemental maps shown at 

the bottom for C, N, P, Pt, Cl, and O. (b) High-magnification SEM image for the red box 

area in panel (a). (c, d) TEM images of PtCNP2. Scale bars are (a) 5 µm, (b) 1 µm, (c) 50 

nm and (d) 10 nm.  

The material structures were first characterized by electron microscopic measurements. 

From the SEM images in Figure 1a and 1b, one can see that PtCNP2 exhibits a flaky 

morphology that closely resembles that of typical polymeric carbon nitride,[29, 35] and 

the wrinkled, porous nature of the material likely arose from oxygen-containing gases 

generated during the polymerization of the urea precursor resulting in punctures and 

holes in the material matrix. The corresponding EDS elemental maps are depicted 

directly below panel (a), where one can readily see an even distribution of all elements 

characterized including C, N, O, P, Pt, and Cl. The porous, layered structure of the 

composite is also evident in the TEM images shown in Figure 1c-1d. Notably, no 

particulates can be resolved in the TEM images of the sample, suggesting successful 

atomic dispersion of Pt within the C3N4 skeletons. Similar structural characteristics can 
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also be seen with other samples in the series, as manifested in both SEM (Figure 2) and 

TEM measurements (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 2. SEM images of (a) PtCNP1, (b) PtCNP2, (c) PtCNP3, and (d) PtCNP4. The 

corresponding EDS spectra 
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are included below the respective panel, where Pt signals can be readily identified in all 

samples. 

 

Figure 3. TEM images of (a, b) PtCN, (c, d) PtCNP1, (e, f) PtCNP3, (g, h) PtCNP4. Scale 

bars are (a, c, e, g) 50 nm and (b, d, f, h) 20 nm. 
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Figure 4. XRD patterns of the sample series deposited onto an aluminum plate. Reference 

lines are provided at the bottom of the plot and refer to cubic Pt with space group fm-3m 

(JCPDS: 00-001-1190 (cyan), tetragonal PtO with space group p42/mmc JCPDS: 00-027-

1331 (black), and orthorhombic PtO2 with space group pnnm JCPDS: 00-023-1306 (red). 

The sample structures were then examined by XRD measurements. From Figure 4, one 

can see that in addition to the diffraction patterns of the Al plate (substrate), the PtCN, 

PtPCN1 and PtCNP2 composites all exhibited a small peak at 2θ = 27°, consistent with 

results reported previously for orthorhombic polymeric carbon nitride materials.[35] 

Notably, this peak shifted to a somewhat smaller angle of ca. 26° in PtCNP3 and became 

significantly broadened in PtCNP4, likely due to the doping of larger-sized P into the 

C3N4 framework which resulted in deterioration of the material crystallinity at high P 

concentration. Furthermore, no diffraction features of Pt, PtO, or PtO2 can be resolved in 
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any of the samples, in agreement with the results from SEM and TEM measurements 

which suggested the absence of metal (oxide) nanoparticles.  

 

Figure 5. (a) XPS survey spectra of PtCN, PtCNP1, PtCNP2, PtCNP3, and PtCNP4. (b) 

High-resolution Cl 2p spectra of the sample series. 

The elemental composition and valence state was then investigated by XPS 

measurements. From the survey spectra in Figure 5a, the PtCNP samples can be seen to 

entail a series of well-defined peaks, at ca. 75 eV for Pt 4f electrons, 133 eV for P 2p, 200 

eV for Cl 2p, 285 eV for C 1s, 400 eV for N 1S, and 530 eV for O 1s. PtCN exhibited a 

similar profile except for the P 2p peak. Based on the integrated peak areas, the elemental 

compositions of the samples were then estimated and listed in Table 1. One can see that 

the C:N atomic ratios of the samples all deviated appreciably from the theoretical value 

of 0.75 for pristine C3N4, likely the result of a combined contribution of structural defects 

and heteroatom doping.[36, 37] Notably, with increasing P doping, the C:N ratio 

increases accordingly in the order of PtCN (0.86) < PtCNP1 ≈ PtCNP2 (0.96) < PtCNP3 

(1.04) < PtCNP4 (2.75), likely due to the incorporation of oxygen and phosphorous into 

carbon nitride replacing nitrogen. In fact, one can see that the oxygen content increased 

from 3.71% for PtCN to 6.38%, 4.73%, 13.19%, and 55.53 % for PtCNP1, PtCNP2, 
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PtCNP3, and PtCNP4, respectively; and the corresponding phosphorous content was 

found to increase from 0% to 1.31%, 1.11%, 6.32%, and 11.03%. The corresponding Pt 

contents were estimated to be 0.73, 1.69, 1.69, 1.58 and 0.32 at% (or 9.72, 19.52, 19.59, 

17.45, and 3.38 wt%), which were substantially higher than those obtained in ICP-OES 

measurements (1.8, 1.8, 5.1, 0.6, and 0.8 wt%). As XPS is a surface probing technique, 

this suggests enrichment of Pt on the carbon nitride surface. This follows reasonably from 

the catalyst preparation methods, where the Pt salt could only complex at the surface 

upon contact with the previously prepared C3N4. Note that preventing the incorporation 

of Pt toward the inside of the C3N4 support is beneficial for electrocatalysis as only the 

surface Pt will be involved in electrochemical processes, thereby improving mass activity 

of the electrocatalysts (vide infra). Furthermore, high doping levels of P appeared to 

hinder Pt incorporation, likely due to the highly defective scaffold, and CNP2 represented 

the optimal structure for Pt complexation. Notably, the Cl:Pt ratios of all but PtCNP4 

were found to be close to 1:1, at 0.79 for PtCN, 0.95 for PtCNP1, 1.02 for PtCNP2, and 

0.74 for PtCNP3, suggesting that the incorporation of Pt into the nanocomposites was due 

to partial replacement of the original Cl ligands of the Zeise’s salt precursor (which 

features a Cl:Pt ratio of 3) (Scheme 1).  
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Figure 6. High resolution XPS spectra of the (a) C 1s, (b) N 1s, (c) Pt 4f, and (d) P 2p 

electrons of the PtCN, PtCNP1, PtCNP2, PtCNP3, and PtCNP4 samples.  

Further structural insights were obtained in high-resolution XPS analysis. Figure 6a 

depicts the C 1s spectra of the sample series, where two major components can be 

deconvoluted for all samples at ca. 288.0 and 284.5 eV, due to the  sp2 hybridized carbon 

within the carbon nitride matrix (C-N=C) and defected carbon (Csp3), respectively.[38-

40] Interestingly, the ratio between the areas of these two peaks decreased from 4.14 for 

PtCN to 1.99 for PtCNP1, 2.07 for PtCNP2, 1.16 for PtCNP3, and 0.3 for PtCNP4, again, 

suggesting the formation of an increasingly defective C3N4 skeleton with increasing 

phosphorous doping. Additionally, for the PtCNP samples, a third peak can be resolved at 
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ca. 286 eV, which can be ascribed to C-P bond, signifying successful P doping of 

C3N4.[28, 41]  

The corresponding N 1s spectra are shown in Figure 6b, where two major components 

can be resolved, C-N=C at ca. 398.4 eV and tertiary N-(C)3 at ca. 399 eV.[38-40] The 

exact binding energy of C-N=C varied slightly, 398.49 eV for PtCN, 398.21 eV for 

PtCNP1, 398.36 eV for PtCNP2, 398.29 eV for PtCNP3, and 398.47 eV for PtCNP4. For 

tertiary N-(C)3, the binding energy was very close among the P-free PtCN (399.05 eV), 

and low-P PtCNP1 (398.86 eV) and PtCNP2 (398.99 eV), whereas for PtCNP3 and 

PtCNP4 that contained a high P dopant concentration, the binding energy was 

substantially higher at 399.62 and 399.78 eV, respectively. This suggests that at low P 

doping, the C3N4 skeleton structure remained largely intact, whereas at high doping, the 

matrix became increasingly defective, as manifested in XRD measurements (Figure 4).  

The high-resolution scans of the Pt 4f region are depicted in Figure 6c. In all samples, 

deconvolution yields two doublets, where the major one at ca. 72.5/75.8 can be ascribed 

to the 4f5/2/4f7/2 electrons of Pt(II), whereas the minor one at 74.3/77.6 eV to those of 

Pt(IV) (Table 2).[9] One can see that the 4f7/2 binding energy of both Pt(II) and Pt(IV) in 

the PtCNP series diminished somewhat, as compared to those of P-free PtCN, implying 

that P doping led to electron enrichment of the Pt centres, and there appears a volcano 

variation of the binding energies with P dopant concentration, with PtCNP2 at the 

maxima (72.54 and 74.34 eV). A reverse trend is observed in the binding energy of the P 

2p electrons (Figure 6d), where PtCNP2 exhibited the lowest binding energy (132.88 eV) 

of the 2p3/2 electrons (Table 3). This suggests a possible interaction between Pt and P 

within the P-doped samples, and such an interaction (charge transfer) was the strongest in 

PtCNP2 among the series. Note that the binding energy of 132.88 eV is consistent with 
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that observed for P-C bond, again, confirming the successful doping of P into the C3N4 

structure.[42]  

Figure 5b depicts the corresponding high-resolution Cl 2p spectra, where the Cl 2p3/2 

binding energy can be identified at 198.00, 197.74, 197.79, 197.83, and 198.15 eV for 

PtCN, PtCNP1, PtCNP2, PtCNP3, and PtCNP4 (Table 3), respectively. These binding 

energies are consistent with those observed for Pt-Cl containing complexes reported 

previously in the literature.[43, 44] 

Table 1. Elemental compositions (at%) of the sample series from XPS measurements 

 

Table 2. Pt 4f binding energy and atomic ratio of the sample series 

 

Table 3. Binding energy of the P and Cl 2p3/2 electrons in the sample series 
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Further insights into the Pt electronic state and coordination structures were obtained 

through XAS measurements in the range of 11.5 to 12.0 keV corresponding to the Pt L3 

edge. Figure 8a depicts the X-ray absorption near edge structures (XANES) for the 

sample series, the Zeise’s salt precursor (orange curve), and a Pt foil (cyan curve). The 

obtained data were reduced and analysed using the RSXAP package.[45] The Pt foil 

(cyan curve) can be seen to exhibit a strong absorption peak at 11.566 keV, which is 

referred to as the white line and attributed to the Pt 2p → 5d transition (L3 edge).[46, 47] 

The white line peak position for the Zeise’s salt occurs at 11.567 keV, and the remaining 

samples exhibit a peak position of 11.568 keV. The white line amplitude in this region 

typically increases with decreasing 5d orbital occupancy (i.e., increasing average valence 

state). One can see that the white line amplitude increases in the order of Pt foil < Zeise’s 

salt < PtCNP1 ≈ PtCNP2 ≈ PtCNP3 ≈ PtCNP4 < PtCN (inset to Figure 3a). This suggests 

(i) a non-metallic valence state of Pt in the PtCN and PtCNP samples, and (ii) a 

somewhat lower Pt valence state in PtCNP than in PtCN.[47-49] These findings are 

consistent with results from XPS measurements (Table 2).  At higher energies, one can 

see that the PtCN and PtCNP samples exhibited a very similar extended X-ray absorption 

fine structure (EXAFS), which was very similar to that of the Zeise’s salt but markedly 

different from that of the Pt foil. This can also be manifested in the corresponding R-

space profiles in Figure 8b, where the same Fourier transform range (3.5-12 Å-1) was 

used for the samples. A plot of the k space for the sample series can be seen in Figure 7. 

The R-space plots depict a clear change in the Pt environment in PtCN and PtCNP, with a 

smaller amplitude (increasing disorder), as compared to the two reference samples of 

Zeise’s salt (orange curve) and Pt foil (cyan curve). Note that the peak structure near 2.4 

Å, corresponding to the Pt-Pt pairs within the Pt foil (cyan curve), is not found in any of 

the other samples, whereas the primary peak near 1.9 Å in Zeise’s salt (orange curve) 

corresponding to Pt-Cl pairs is shifted to a lower R position for the PtCN and PtCNP 
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samples and becomes broadened. Of note, the PtCN and PtCNP samples exhibit very 

similar R-space spectra with a broad peak near 1.7 Å, suggesting a consistent 

coordination environment around the Pt centres. 

 

Figure 7. Pt L3 edge k-space data for the sample series collected at 10 K. Plots are 

produced by averaging 3 traces from each sample. 
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Figure 8. (a) Normalized Pt L3 edge XANES for the sample series in comparison to Pt 

Zeise’s salt precursor (orange) and Pt foil (cyan). All edge steps are normalized to an 

edge height of 1. The energy range selected to normalize the edge is 11.7-12.0 keV. 

Measurements were performed at a temperature of 10K to reduce thermal disorder within 
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samples. Inset is the zoom in of the white line region. (b) Pt L3 edge r-space EXAFS data 

for the sample series and two reference samples, Pt Zeise’s salt (orange) and Pt Foil 

(cyan). The FT window is from 3.5 to 12.0 Å-1, rounded using a Gaussian function of 

width, 0.2 Å-1. The fast-oscillating function is the real part R of the FT, and the amplitude 

is (R2+I2)1/2, whereas I is the imaginary part of the FT. Samples have been shifted 

vertically for better comparison.  

 

Figure 9. Ball and stick model representations of the fitting structures for (a) PtCN and 

(b) PtCNP2. Coordination to the centre Pt atom indicates first and second shell atoms 

used for fitting. Atoms are colour coded with carbon (brown), nitrogen (gray), platinum 

(cyan), chlorine (green), and phosphorous (light red). EXAFS fitting results shown in R-

space for (c) PtCN and (d) PtCNP2. Raw R-space data is shown in solid with fits shown 

in gray circles. Fittings are performed in the R range of 1.3 to 2.5 Å. 
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 Table 4. Bond length (r (Å)), coordination number (CN) and the Debye-Waller 

parameter (σ2) from fitting of the EXAFS data in Figure 4. 

Sample PtCN PtCNP2 

Pt-N/C r (Å) 2.01 2.03 

CN 4 4 

σ2 0.0066 0.0092 

Pt-Cl/P r (Å) 2.31 2.31 

CN 0.75 1.65 

σ2 0.0026 0.014 

Pt-N/C r (Å) 2.53 2.52 

CN 4 4 

σ2 0.0059 0.006 

Pt-N/C r (Å) 3.54 3.51 

CN 19.5 14.1 

σ2 0.04 0.035 

Pt-N/C r (Å) 4.14 4.15 

CN 12.7 9.02 

σ2 0.024 0.014 

 

The EXAFS spectra were then fitted to quantify the bond lengths and coordination 

numbers using the rsFit function within the RSXAP software. The FEFF7 software was 

used to calculate the theoretical functions for each Pt pair (Pt-N/C, Pt-Cl/P).52 The 

samples were fitted using four Pt-N/C paths and one Pt-Cl/P path created from the atomic 

positions in the structures depicted in Figure 4a and 4b with distances from Pt of 2.0 Å 

(Pt-N), 2.5 Å (Pt-N/C), 3.5 Å (Pt-N/C), 4.1 Å (Pt-N/C), and 2.3 Å (Pt-Cl/P), respectively. 
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The structure for fittings was created using a heptazine-based carbon nitride matrix. Pt 

was introduced into the gap between three tris-s-tiazine structures with the inclusion of 

one remaining Cl, and P was incorporated by replacement of a nearby N and bonded to C 

within the carbon nitride framework, as is consistent with the XPS findings (Figure 6). 

The structure was relaxed using density functional theory to minimize the geometric 

strain. The coordinates of each atom within the relaxed structure were used as input to 

FEFF7 to create the 5 Pt paths used for EXAFS fittings. The first path arises from the 4 

nearest N neighbors to Pt, shown by direct bonds in Figure 9a and 9b. the second path 

arises from the next nearest neighbors to Pt, one Cl for structure 4a and one Cl and one P 

in structure 9b. As PtCN contained no P, P is absent in the structure used for PtCN 

fittings (Figure 9a). Paths 3, 4, and 5 arise from C and N atoms farther away from the 

central Pt atom, between 2.5 and 4.1 Å. These atoms are not directly bonded to Pt, but 

nonetheless are responsible for some structure in the raw spectra for each sample. At 

farther distances from Pt there will be more possible neighbors and therefore we see an 

increase in the coordination number at these distances. The number of neighbors in the 

first Pt-N/C path of both fittings was fixed at 4 to be consistent with the structures in 

Figure 9a and 9b. The number of neighbors in all other paths were allowed to vary. The 

Debye-Waller parameter (σ2) for all paths remained low between 0.003 and 0.04. Fittings 

were performed in the R range of 1.3 to 3.7 Å for both samples, and the results are shown 

graphically in Figure 9c and 9d, respectively (also listed in Table 4). Due to the proximity 

of the atomic number of C (6), N (7), P (15), and Cl (17), a Pt-N and Pt-C paths are 

indistinguishable from one another through EXAFS fitting. Similarly, Pt-Cl and Pt-P 

paths are also indistinguishable. Therefore, the coordination number estimated from the 

fitting for a given path represents the sum of either Pt-C/Pt-N or Pt-Cl/Pt-P coordination. 

From the fitting results, the Pt-N/C bond length (r) for the first shell atoms was estimated 

to be 2.01 Å for PtCN and 2.03 Å for PtCNP2, both with a coordination number of ca. 4, 
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suggesting a slightly stronger bonding interaction in the former, in agreement with the 

somewhat higher binding energy of the Pt 4f electrons in XPS measurements (Table 2). 

This bond length is consistent with the proposed structure and the expected bond length 

of a Pt-N coordination complex. Meanwhile, the Pt-Cl/P bond length showed identical 

bond lengths of 2.31 Å, with the respective coordination number of 0.75 and 1.65. As 

mentioned earlier in XPS measurements, the atomic ratio of Cl:Pt was ca. 0.79 for PtCN 

(Table 1), very consistent with the coordination number of 0.75, suggesting the formation 

of a single Pt-Cl bond in PtCN. In XPS measurements, PtCNP2 showed a Cl:Pt ratio of 

1.02, indicating also a single Pt-Cl coordination. Thus, the Pt-Cl/P coordination number 

of 1.65 in PtCNP2 suggests that additional coordination most likely arose from a Pt-P 

environment.  

Note that EXAFS fittings in Figure 9c and 9d were performed on the first primary peak 

beginning at 1.3 Å and extended to the structure near 3.7 Å using three additional Pt-N/C 

paths in 9-19 atom clusters, consistent with the structures depicted in Figure 9a and 9b. 

The results show no interaction between Pt-Pt neighbours and hence the absence of 

metallic Pt or PtOx, which is consistent with atomic dispersion of Pt within the sample, as 

suggested in TEM measurements (Figure 1 and S2). Thus, based on the XPS and EXAFS 

fitting results, two structural models were constructed for PtCN and PtCNP2, as depicted 

in Figure 9a and 9b, respectively, involving PtN4Cl and PtN4PCl nearest neighbours. 

Note there are several equivalent ways to place P on one of the nearby N/C sites.  
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Figure 10. Cyclic voltammogram of the PtCNP2 sample performed in N2 saturated H2SO4 

at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1. Current density is obtained by normalizing the current to the 

electrode geometrical surface area. 

The electrocatalytic activity towards HER was then analysed and compared in acidic 

media. Note that cyclic voltametric measurements of PtCNP2 within the potential range 

of 0 to +1.2 V in a N2-saturated H2SO4 solution reveals no noticeable hydrogen 

adsorption-desorption feature (Figure 10), further confirming the absence of Pt and PtOx 

nanoparticles within the sample (vide ante). Figure 11a depicts the HER polarization 

curves in N2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 of the various catalysts loaded onto a glassy carbon 

electrode. Notably, the metal-free C3N4 and CNP2 exhibit only a minimal HER activity, 

which was then markedly improved with the incorporation of Pt forming PtCN and 

PtCNP. In fact, one can see that PtCNP2 even outperformed commercial Pt/C catalyst. 

This can be readily seen in Figure 11b, where the η10 was estimated to be -383 mV for 
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PtCN, -116 mV for PtCNP1, -22 mV for PtCNP2, -217 mV for PtCNP3, -304 mV for 

PtCNP4, and -26 mV for Pt/C. That is, P-doping significantly enhanced the HER activity 

of PtCN, and PtCNP2 stood out as the best HER catalyst among the series, with a 

performance even better than that of Pt/C. Further contrast is observed in Figure 11c 

depicting the mass activity (MA, by normalizing the HER current to the Pt mass 

determined by ICP-OES measurements) obtained at -0.070 V vs RHE, which is 0.028 

mA 𝜇𝑔𝑃𝑡
−1 for PtCN, 0.771 mA 𝜇𝑔𝑃𝑡

−1 for PtCNP1, 7.1 mA 𝜇𝑔𝑃𝑡
−1for PtCNP2, 0.226 mA 

𝜇𝑔𝑃𝑡
−1 for PtCNP3, 0.05 mA 𝜇𝑔𝑃𝑡

−1 for PtCNP4, and 2.387 mA 𝜇𝑔𝑃𝑡
−1 for Pt/C. Again, 

PtCNP2 possessed the best performance, with the MA nearly triple that of Pt/C.  

 

Figure 11. (a) HER polarization curves on various electrocatalysts in 0.5M H2SO4 at the 

rotation rate of 1600 rpm, potential sweep rate of 10 mV/s and 85% iR compensation. (b) 

Corresponding η10 from the HER polarization curves in panel (a). (c) Mass activity at -

0.07 V vs RHE per µg of Pt calculated from ICP-OES measurements. (d) Tafel plots 
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derived from panel (a). Note the overlapping data points between the Pt/C and PtCNP2 

samples. 

Figure 11d depicts the Tafel plots for the various samples. Based on linear regression, the 

Pt-free samples can be seen to display a high Tafel slope of 265.4 mV dec-1 for C3N4 

(grey) and 390.8 mV dec-1 for CNP2 (red), which became substantially reduced for the 

PtCN and PtCNP samples, 65.7 mV dec-1 for PtCN, 47.3 mV dec-1 for PtCNP1, 31.2 mV 

dec-1 for PtCNP2,  88.2 mV dec-1 for PtCNP3, 95.7 mV dec-1 for PtCNP4, and 31.5 mV 

dec-1 for Pt/C. That is, PtCNP2 exhibited the lowest Tafel slope (even slightly lower than 

that of Pt/C), suggesting most favorable electron-transfer kinetics. This also suggests that 

the Tafel or recombination reaction is the rate determining step,[50] as observed with 

commercial Pt/C, in which two adsorbed hydrogen join at the surface of the 

electrocatalyst and desorb to form molecular hydrogen.  

Electrochemical impedance measurements were then carried out to evaluate the HER 

charge-transfer resistance (Rct). Figure 12a depicts the Nyquist plots produced at the 

overpotential of -10 mV in 0.5 M H2SO4, which were fitted by using EC-Lab’s software 

V11.10 with the equivalent circuit shown in the figure inset (R1 is the solution resistance, 

Rct is the charge-transfer resistance, C is the double-layer capacitance, and Wd is the 

Warburg diffusion term). At the selected overpotential, Rct was found to vary 

significantly among the samples, 2926 Ω for PtCN, 102.6 Ω for PtCNP1, 19.3 Ω for 

PtCNP2, 5862 Ω for PtCNP3, and 6851 Ω for PtCNP4, consistent with their HER activity 

as manifested in the HER polarization curves (Figure 11a).  
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Figure 12. (a) Nyquist plots for the sample series produced from electrochemical 

impedance measurements at -10 mV overpotential. Inset is the Randle’s equivalent circuit 

where R1 is the solution resistance, Rct is the charge-transfer resistance, C is the double-

layer capacitance, and Wd is the Warburg diffusion term. (b) Mott-Schottky 

measurements for the sample series performed in 0.1 M Na2SO4. Potentials are vs an 
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Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Regression taken within the linear portion of each sample 

is shown as a black solid line. Y-axis on the left correspond to samples PtCN, PtCNP1, 

and PtCNP4 while y-axis on the right corresponds to PtCNP2 and PtCNP3. 

To gain further insight into the charge-transfer capability of the samples, Mott-Schottky 

analysis was performed in 0.1 M Na2SO4. From Figure 12b, all samples can be seen to 

possess a positive slope along the linear region of each curve, suggesting n-type 

semiconductor behavior.[26] The flat band potential (Efb) for PtCN was calculated to be -

0.92 V vs Ag/AgCl and an anodic shift was observed upon phosphorous doping to -0.61 

V for PtCNP1 and -0.60 V for PtCNP2, whereas a further increase of the phosphorous 

dopant concentration was found to result in a slight cathodic shift of Efb to -0.65 V for 

PtCNP3 and -0.68 V for PtCNP4. Note that the formal potential for hydrogen evolution 

(H+/H2) is -0.59 V vs Ag/AgCl in 0.1 M Na2SO4.[26] A positive shift toward -0.59 V 

found in the PtCNP1 and PtCNP2 samples suggests a narrowing of the energy barrier, 

while the slight negative shift in PtNP3 and PtCNP4 suggests a broadening of the energy 

barrier. These findings are consistent with the HER polarization curves in Figure 11a and 

the electrocatalytic activity trend observed. Furthermore, the charge carrier density (Nd) 

of the catalyst can be calculated by Nd = 
2

𝑒𝜀𝜀0𝑚
 , where e is the elementary charge of an 

electron (1.602 × 10-19 C), ε is the dielectric constant (10),[51] 𝜀0 is the permittivity in a 

vacuum (8.85 × 10-12 Fm-1), and (m) is the slope of the Mott-Schottky linear regression. 

Nd was calculated to be 8.66 × 1016 for PtCN, 4.30 × 1016 for PtCNP1, 6.60 × 1017 for 

PtCNP2, 6.55 × 1017 for PtCNP3, and 6.32 × 1016 for PtCNP4. That is, PtCNP2 possessed 

the highest charge carrier density (with PtCNP3 being the close second) among the 

sample series, which is nearly 10 times that of PtCN. These results suggest phosphorous 

doping within the carbon nitride framework reaches an optimum level for charge carrier 

density for PtCNP2, in coincidence with the best HER activity. 
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3.4 Experimental Section 

Chemicals 

Urea (CO(NH2)2, certified ACS, Fisher Chemicals), potassium 

trichloro(ethylene)platinate(II) hydrate (Zeise’s salt, KPtCl3(C2H4), Sigma Aldrich), 

ammonium hexafluorophosphate (NH4PF6, Acros Organics), potassium hydroxide (KOH, 

Fisher Chemicals), platinum on carbon (Pt/C, nominally 20 wt.%, Alfa Aesar), carbon 

black (Vulcan XC 72R), and Nafion 117 (Sigma Aldrich) were used as received. All 

solvents were obtained through typical commercial sources and used as received, too. 

Water was supplied with a Barnstead Nanopure water system (18.3 MΩ cm). 

Synthesis of (phosphorous-doped) polymeric carbon nitride 

P-doped C3N4 was synthesized by a modified method from previous reports,[29] as 

illustrated in Scheme 1. Briefly, urea (10 g) was ground to a fine powder with a 

designated amount of NH4PF6 (i.e., 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, or 5 g), and the mixture was placed in a 

crucible, covered, heated in air to 300 °C at a rate of 2 °C min-1 and held at 300 °C for 3 

h. The resulting white solid was ground to a fine powder, heated again in air to 520 °C at 

a rate of 2 °C min-1 and held at this temperature for 4 h. The produced yellow solid was 

collected, washed with Nanopure water, and dried in a vacuum oven overnight, affording 

P-doped C3N4 that was referred to as CNP1, CNP2, CNP3, and CNP4, respectively. 

Undoped C3N4 was produced in the same manner but without the addition of NH4PF6.[9, 

35] 

Scheme 1. Schematic of the synthetic procedure of PtCNP. 
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Synthesis of platinum-carbon nitride nanocomposites 

Platinum was incorporated into the carbon nitride scaffold obtained above by following a 

procedure used for the synthesis of platinum bipyridine complexes (Scheme 1).[52] 

Briefly, the P-doped C3N4 prepared above (50 mg) was dispersed in a mixture of acetone 

(4 mL) and isopropanol (1 mL) by sonication for 1 h. In a separate vial, Zeise’s salt (50 

mg) was dissolved in acetone (5 mL) under magnetic stirring in an ice bath. KOH (20 

mg) was dissolved in a minimum amount of water and added to the Zeise’s salt solution 

under stirring for 40 min, where KCl salt precipitates could be seen accumulated on the 

walls of the glass vial. The carbon nitride dispersion was immersed into an ice bath under 

vigorous stirring for 10 min, into which was added the Zeise’s salt solution. After 

magnetic stirring for 40 min, the resulting mixture was centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 10 

min, and the precipitate was collected and washed 5 times with acetone to remove any 

unreacted platinum salts and contaminants. It should be noted that the colour of the 

supernatant changed from light yellow to clear after the subsequent washes, indicating a 

saturated loading of platinum into carbon nitride and the subsequent removal of unreacted 

metal salt upon washing. The material was dried in a vacuum oven overnight, affording 

platinum containing carbon nitrides, which were denoted as PtCNP1, PtCNP2, PtCNP3, 

PtCNP4, respectively. The P-free sample (PtCN) was prepared in the same manner except 

that undoped C3N4 was used instead of P-doped C3N4. 

Characterization 
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Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images were collected on a Thermo Scientific 

Apreo scanning electron microscope with high/low-vacuum compatibility and a 400 nA 

beam current equipped with an Oxford instruments energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDS) attachment. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission 

electron microscopy (STEM) measurements were carried out on a JOEL JEM 2100F 

microscope. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were acquired with a Rigaku Smartlab 

Diffractometer, where the samples were deposited on an Al plate and the measurements 

were conducted at a step of 0.02° and a scan rate of 3° min-1. X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed with a Phi 5400/XPS instrument 

equipped with an Al Kα source operated at 350 W and 10-9 Torr. X-ray absorption 

spectroscopy (XAS) measurements were carried out at 10 K on beamline 4-1 at the 

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Light source using an Oxford liquid helium cryostat. 

Inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) measurements 

were conducted with a SPECTROBLUE SOP instrument. 

Electrochemistry 

Electrochemical measurements were performed with a CHI 710 workstation, and 

electrochemical impedance measurements were carried out with a Gamry Reference 600 

instrument. A glassy carbon electrode (5.60 mm in diameter, 0.246 cm2) was used as the 

working electrode, while a Ag/AgCl (1.0 M KCl) electrode and graphite rod were used as 

the reference and counter electrodes, respectively. The Ag/AgCl electrode was calibrated 

versus a RHE and all potentials in the present study were referenced to this RHE, unless 

specified otherwise. To prepare the catalyst ink, 2 mg of the nanocomposites obtained 

above was mixed with carbon black (3 mg) and sonicated for 10 min in isopropanol (1 

mL), followed by the addition of Nafion (40 μL) and sonicated for an additional 20 min. 

30 µL of the prepared ink was dropcast onto the surface of the glassy carbon electrode 
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and dried at room temperature, corresponding to a catalyst mass loading of 0.244 mg cm-

2. Finally, 6 µL of Nafion (20 wt.%) in isopropanol was added to the prepared catalyst 

surface and allowed to dry, before the electrode was immersed into an electrolyte solution 

for data collection. 

3.5 Conclusions 

In summary, a series of phosphorous-doped carbon nitride materials were synthesized by 

thermal annealing of urea and NH4PF6. A facile chelation procedure was exploited for the 

complexation of isolated Pt centers into the carbon nitrile matrix using of an activated 

Pt(II) Zeise’s salt as the precursor. XPS and XAS measurements confirmed the atomic 

dispersion of Pt into the structural scaffold with Pt-N/P/Cl coordination. The resulting 

materials were found to exhibit remarkable electrocatalytic activity towards HER in 

acidic media, and the results suggest that P doping was critical in enhancing the electrical 

conductivity and HER electron-transfer kinetics of the composite catalysts. Among the 

series, the PtCNP2 sample was found to possess the best HER electrocatalytic 

performance, with a mass activity almost three-times that of commercial Pt/C benchmark. 

This was coincident with the highest charge carrier density and lowest charge-transfer 

resistance. Results from the present study highlight the unique advantage of P doping in 

manipulating the electronic properties and enhancing the electrocatalytic activity of 

metal-carbon nanocomposites for electrocatalysis in important electrochemical energy 

technologies.  
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4.1 Abstract 

Controlling microbial proliferation in water systems, including wastewater, recreational 

water, and drinking water, is essential to societal health. Microbial inactivation through 

electrochemically generated reactive species (RS) mediated pathways provides an 

effective route toward this microbial control. Herein we provide an overview of recent 

progress toward electrocatalytic generation of RS and their application in water 

disinfection, with a focus on the selective production of RS, the microorganism 

interactions with RS (including both RS mechanisms of action and innate microorganism 

responses to RS), and practical implementation of electrochemically generated RS for 

microbial inactivation. The article is concluded with a perspective where the challenges 

and opportunities of RS-based electrochemical disinfection of water are highlighted, 

along with possible future research directions. 

4.2 Introduction 

Assurance of safe and healthy water is critical for progress of life on earth. Many 

methods for water disinfection have been implemented, including physical, biological, 

and chemical pathways [1]. A chemical route toward water disinfection typically involves 

the use of advanced processes to remove contaminants through oxidation. Several 

advanced oxidative processes (AOP) have already been implemented into water 

treatment, including ozonation and UV light [2]. The field of electrochemistry provides 

another viable pathway toward efficient water disinfection, which also poses a 

sustainable pathway as electricity supply becomes increasingly renewable [3]. Water 

treatment by AOP primarily focusses on production of highly oxidizing substances, such 

as hydroxyl radicals (HO•); however, significant research has been dedicated in recent 

literature to the electrochemical generation of many other reactive species (RS), including 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) like superoxide (O2
•‒) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), 
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reactive chlorine species (RCS), reactive nitrogen species (RNS), as well as reactive 

sulfur species (RSS), which can also be used in the water treatment process [4-7]. 

Numerous microorganisms have been found to transmit diseases through water systems, 

including bacteria, viruses, protozoa, and helminths [8]. It is essential for humans to treat 

these threats during the water disinfection process. Bacteria are particularly susceptible to 

the presence of RS with damage to proteins, DNA, and lipid membranes leading to cell 

death [4-7]. This makes electrochemical generation of RS an attractive pathway toward 

microbial inactivation during water treatment (Fig. 1).  

There are several distinct advantages of electrochemical RS generation over other 

methods such as photocatalysis. One major advantage is the ability for an electrochemical 

device to disinfect a wide variety of contaminated water including particularly cloudy or 

murky water that would otherwise prevent the transmittance of light through the water 

medium necessary for photocatalytic treatment. Another distinct advantage is the ability 

to have fine control over the input energy source, electricity, during the decontamination 

process. Other advantages and disadvantages of electrochemical RS generation will be 

discussed below throughout the review. 

We begin this review outlining the primary RS studied in recent electrocatalysis research, 

with a focus on the electrochemical conditions and RS reactivity, and provide a context 

into recent reports of the deliberate design and engineering of relevant electrocatalysts. 

We then outline how these RS interact with microbial organisms leading to microbial 

inactivation. We conclude the review by summarizing recent work involving the 

generation of specific RS toward microbial inactivation with a prospective of the field 

and what is needed to progress the current technologies. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the electrosynthesis of RS and corresponding targets 

for microbial damage. Spheres represent oxygen (red), hydrogen (grey), chlorine (green), 

sulfur (yellow), and nitrogen (blue) atoms. 

4.3 Electrocatalytic generation of reactive species 

4.3.1 Reactive oxygen species 

Organisms that rely on aerobic respiration as a means of energy production are required 

to interact with molecular oxygen, as it is the final electron acceptor in the electron 

transport chain. At the end of aerobic respiration, the fourth and final enzyme in the 

electron transport chain, cytochrome C oxidase, catalyzes the reduction of molecular 

oxygen to water [9-19]. Like the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in fuel cell 

electrocatalysis, the conversion of molecular oxygen to water in a biological cell is not 

without error and can lead to toxic oxygen byproducts, such as superoxide (O2
•‒) and 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) [16-24]. Production of these species during electrocatalysis is 

often categorized as an undesirable effect; however, production of such ROS can be 

advantageous under controlled conditions. From the electrochemistry perspective, 
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researchers are beginning to design electrocatalysts capable of efficiently producing ROS 

for many applications, including industrial hydrogen peroxide production, organic 

molecule synthesis, microbial inactivation, water disinfection, electrocoagulation, and 

other contaminant disinfection (e.g., organic dye degradation) [4-7, 25-32]. 

Electrochemical ROS generation can occur on the cathode by reduction of molecules, 

including molecular oxygen, or at the anode through oxidation of adsorbates, such as 

water. A proposed stepwise mechanism for generating such ROS is depicted in reaction 

(1), flowing from left to right for the reduction processes and right to left for the 

oxidation processes [33].  

O2 ⇆ O2
•‒ ⇆ H2O2 ⇆ HO• ⇆ H2O     (1) 

From reaction (1), we can see that there are three primary ROS products, superoxide, 

hydrogen peroxide, and hydroxyl radical. In the following sections, we will explore in 

further detail the relationship between these species, their chemical reactivity, and 

relevant electrocatalysts reported recently for the synthesis of these species. 

Superoxide (O2
•‒) 

Generation of O2
•‒ in electrochemical systems can occur by one-electron reduction of 

adsorbed oxygen at the cathode surface, as shown by reaction (2), with a formal potential 

(E°) of +0.330 V vs reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE). O2
•‒ can also be produced by 

the oxidation of H2O2 following reaction (3). O2
•‒ generation has been studied primarily 

in aprotic solvents, such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), as O2
•‒ quickly reacts in protic 

solvents forming O2 and hydroperoxide anion (HO2
‒), the conjugate base of H2O2, as 

shown in reaction (4), with a short half-life of only 5 s at physiological pH, which renders 

it difficult to harvest for actual bacterial control applications [34-36].   

O2 + e‒ → O2
•‒       (2) 
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H2O2 → O2
•‒ + 2H+ + e‒      (3) 

O2
•‒ + H2O → O2 + HO2

‒ + HO•     (4) 

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 

Relative to O2
•‒, H2O2 has a long half-life of ca. 1 h in protic solvents and at physiological 

pH with spontaneous disproportionation occurring by reaction (5) [37]. Thus, H2O2 can 

be collected and used for an array of applications. Electrochemical generation of H2O2 

has been extensively studied alongside fuel cell research [33, 38-43], where H2O2 is 

produced through a two-electron process either by the reduction of O2 (E° = 1.230 V vs 

RHE) or oxidation of H2O (E° = 1.760 V vs RHE), shown by reactions (6) and (7), 

respectively.  

H2O2 → H2O + ½O2       (5) 

O2 + 2H+ + 2e‒ → H2O2         (6) 

2H2O → H2O2 + 2H+ + 2e‒      (7) 

O2 + 4H+ + 4e‒ → 2H2O           (8) 

In fact, hydrogen peroxide generation at the cathode during ORR has been rather 

extensively studied as a side reaction occurring in fuel cell electrocatalysis [44-49]. 

Classical fuel cell research aims to design an electrocatalysts which facilitate the 

complete reduction of oxygen to water via the four-electron pathway shown in reaction 

(8) and avoid possible peroxide generation, to maximize the electrocatalytic performance 

and minimize corrosion of the fuel cell device.  

However, for water disinfection purposes, generation of hydrogen peroxide can be 

advantageous, as manifested in a series of earlier studies [50-52]. H2O2 is sometimes used 

as a precursor to produce homogeneous HO• via the electro-Fenton process. 
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Heterogeneous HO• can also be produced directly at the electrode surface and will be 

discussed further in the next section of this review. It should be noted that homogeneous 

and heterogeneous HO• may be produced in tandem for improved decontamination 

efficiency. For instance, Brillas and co-workers [53] successfully demonstrated this 

application in their study of the degradation of monoazo, diazo, and triazo dyes using an 

electrochemical setup consisting of a carbon-ploytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) air-diffusion 

cathode and a boron doped diamond anode (BDD). Carbon-PTFE has been used widely 

as a cathode for the two-electron reduction of water forming H2O2 [54-56], while BDD 

has been extensively studied as an inactive anode for the direct production of 

heterogeneous HO• [57-61]. It was found that dye degradation occurred to both 

heterogeneous HO• created at the BDD anode and homogeneous HO• produced by the 

electro-Fenton process, where H2O2, produced at the carbon-PTFE cathode, reacted with 

added Fe2+. 

Recently, researchers have also studied electrocatalysts specifically designed to allow 

ORR via the two-electron pathway shown in reaction (6), and single atom catalysts 

(SACs) have emerged as a unique, powerful platform that can selectively catalyze the 

two-electron reduction of oxygen to hydrogen peroxide [62], due to the possibility of 

tailoring the catalytic activity through deliberate modifications to the single atom 

coordination environment [62]. For instance, Tang and co-workers recently reported on a 

Mo SAC with unique O and S coordination towards two-electron ORR [63]. The material 

was synthesized through a two-step process involving hydrothermal synthesis of MgO 

nanosheets from bulk MgO followed by calcination and a final carbonization step 

incorporating S from benzyl disulfide precursor. The SAC structure was confirmed by 

high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-

STEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), extended X-ray absorption fine 
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structure (EXAFS), and Wavelet transform-EXAFS (WT-EXAFS) analysis. Fig. 2a 

depicts a pseudo-color surface plot produced from the high-angle annular dark field-

scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images for the obtained 

Mo1/OSG-H sample, where single Mo atoms (blue) were deposited on a carbon matrix 

(green) with significant defect sites (yellow). Fig. 2b shows the real-space EXAFS 

spectra for Mo1/OSG-H, bulk MoS2, bulk molybdenum oxide (Na2MoO4), and bulk 

molybdenum foil. Mo1/OSG-H exhibited a primary peak near 1.2 Å, which was assigned 

to Mo-O coordination, and the lack of spectral features at longer distance suggested 

virtually no Mo-Mo interactions, in agreement with HAADF-STEM findings. 

Electrochemical tests with a rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) in a three-electrode 

electrochemical setup were carried out to assess the material’s ability to catalyze H2O2 

formation from molecular oxygen, revealing 95% selectivity under these conditions. First 

principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations were then employed to better 

understand the significance of the Mo-O/Mo-S coordination environments (Fig. 2c), and 

the results revealed preferential OOH* adsorption on C adjacent to Mo (Mo-O4-C), with 

electron transfer occurring from Mo to adsorbed OOH*, as evidenced in Bader charge 

calculations (the asterisk denotes a species adsorbed onto the catalyst surface). Notably, 

the adsorption was significantly improved upon S incorporation (Mo-O3S-C), and a 

further increase of S loading resulted in improved OOH* binding strength and reduced 

free energy of adsorbed OOH* intermediate (Mo-S4-C).  

Jung and co-workers also highlighted the ability to optimize the electrocatalytic 

performance through engineering SAC coordination environment in their recent report of 

a CoN4 catalyst toward two-electron reduction of molecular oxygen to H2O2 [64]. They 

began their work by understanding the relationship between M-N4/graphene moieties and 

ORR selectivity through DFT calculations forming adjacent volcano plots that 
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corresponded to catalyst selectivity toward the two- or four-electron reduction of oxygen 

(Fig. 2d). It was demonstrated through first principles DFT calculations that the OOH* 

free energy (ΔGOOH*) on the CoN4/graphene moiety can be tailored by the addition of 

electron-rich oxygen functional groups around the CoN4 centers, due to a slight increase 

of the Co charge state and thus ΔGOOH*. These findings were indeed confirmed 

experimentally. Three samples were prepared by controlled pyrolysis, one containing 

only graphene oxide (GO) (NG(O)), another with cobalt single atoms embedded in GO 

(Co1-NG(O)), and a third one with cobalt single atoms embedded in reduced graphene 

oxide (Co1-NG(R)). Co1-NG(O) was found to contain 6.6 at.% oxygen, while only 2.1 

at.% for Co1-NG(R). ORR tests were then carried out with a three-electrode setup and an 

RRDE as the working electrode, and the results (Fig. 2e) from collection experiments 

revealed a substantial current response at the ring electrode with the Co1-NG(O) sample 

(red curve), in comparison to the metal-free NG(O) (black curve) and oxygen-deficient 

(Co1-NG(R) (blue curve). The corresponding H2O2 selectivity (Fig. 2f) was estimated to 

be 80% for Co1-NG(O), markedly higher than that (<50%) for Co1-NG(R). Results from 

this study provided a unique method for tailoring the electrocatalyst selectivity toward 

H2O2 generation through controlled oxygen functionality within the GO support. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Pseudo-color surface plot created from HAADF-STEM image of Mo1/OSG-H. 

(b) FT-EXAFS curves at Mo K edge. (c) Free energy diagram of 2e‒ ORR on three 

substrates at equilibrium potential. Panels (a-c) reproduced with permission from ref. 

[63], copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH. (d) Volcano plots for ORR producing water (blue) and 

H2O2 (red). Solid lines are created from the calculations of various M-N4 species (M = 

Co, Ni, Fe, and Ag). (e) Polarization curves for NG(O) (black), Co1-NG(O) (red), and 

Co1-NG(R) (blue) with currents from the disk (solid) and ring (dashed) electrodes. (f) 

H2O2 selectivity % measured for Co1-NG(O) (red) and Co1-NG(R) (blue) over the 

potential range of 0.1 V – 0.8 V vs RHE. Measurements performed at 1600 rpm rotation 

rate in 0.1M KOH.  Panels (d-f) reproduced with permission from ref. [64], copyright 

2020, Springer Nature. 

In these previous studies, theoretical calculations were employed to assist the rational 

design of effective electrocatalysts for two-electron reduction of O2 to H2O2. Another side 

of the same coin can be found in the work toward H2O2 production through the two-

electron water oxidation reaction (2e‒ WOR, reaction (7)). As mentioned previously, the 
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oxidizing conditions typically require large overpotentials, due to the thermodynamic 

constraints in the water oxidation processes. Thus, materials selected for this 

electrocatalytic process are often metal oxides capable of handling large overpotentials 

applied over an extended period of time. For example, Shi and co-workers prepared 

various metal oxide electrocatalysts toward H2O2 via 2e‒ WOR [65]. DFT calculations 

were carried out to evaluate the limiting potentials as a function of OH* adsorption 

energy for the 2e‒ and 4e‒ WOR processes, as shown by the black and blue curves in Fig. 

3a, respectively. Important WOR intermediates include OH*, O*, and OOH*. These 

intermediates arise from the 1e‒, 2e‒, and 4e‒ oxidations of water, respectively. OH* is 

the first intermediate produced in WOR and its adsorption energy often dictates reaction 

products, where strong OH* binding typically follows the 4e‒ WOR, while weak OH* 

binding leads to 2e‒ WOR and H2O2 generation [66]. Therefore, OH* binding was chosen 

as the descriptor in identifying possible candidates for 2e‒ WOR electrocatalysts. Of the 

four metal oxides, WO3(100) (black triangle), SnO2(110) (blue square), TiO2 (110) (pink 

diamond), and BiVO4(111) (red circle), where the facet was selected based on stability 

for each material (Fig. 3a), the calculated onset potentials were found to be consistent 

with the experimental results, increasing in the order of WO3 < BiVO4 < SnO2 < TiO2 

(Fig. 3b). However, BiWO4 was observed to have the greatest selectivity among the 

series of materials at 70%, resulting in the highest H2O2 production rate of ca. 6 mole 

min‒1 cm‒2.  

In a more recent report [67], Kelly and colleagues demonstrated improved activity and 

selectivity of a unique ZnO(101̅0) material toward 2e‒ WOR. To better understand the 

WOR pathways, a free energy diagram was constructed beginning with water, including 

intermediate steps, and possible reaction products such as OH•, H2O2, and O2, as shown 

in Fig. 3c. To facilitate 2e‒ WOR on ZnO, the ideal adsorption energy of the OH* 
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intermediate (ΔG𝑂𝐻∗) was determined to be in the range of 1.6 to 2.4 eV, shown by the 

green shaded region in Fig. 3d, such that the binding of OH* is not too strong, leading to 

4e‒ WOR, or too weak, leading to OH* desorption and OH• generation. All ZnO facets 

studied in this report were determined to have DGOH* within this idealized range. The 

limiting potentials for these various ZnO facets were then calculated, and the ZnO(101̅0) 

facet was found to possess the lowest limiting potential and thus the highest predicted 2e‒ 

WOR rate. Motivated by these theoretical results, ZnO with predominant (101̅0) facets 

was synthesized on fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass and characterized by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) (Fig. 3e), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and X-

ray diffraction (XRD) measurements. Electrochemical measurements revealed 

outstanding 2e‒ WOR selectivity and reaction rate with ZnO(101̅0), as compared to that 

with Zn(0001) and results reported previously in the literature with relevant metal oxides 

(Fig. 3f). In fact, ZnO(101̅0) exhibited a faradaic efficiency (FE) over 80% and a current 

density of 0.1 mA cm‒2 at a low overpotential of 40 mV, much better than various other 

oxide materials reported under similar reaction conditions (Fig. 3g).  
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Fig. 3.  (a) Volcano plot of electrocatalytic activity corresponding to limiting potential vs 

OH* adsorption energy for 2e‒ (black) and 4e‒ (blue) WOR. Equilibrium potentials are 

shown in dashed lines. (b) Polarization curves for four select metal oxides toward 2e‒ 

WOR. Panels (a,b) reproduced with permission from ref. [66], Springer Nature. (c) Free 

energy diagram for the stepwise O2 evolution reaction (blue) and H2O2 evolution reaction 

(green) with 4 intermediate steps. (d) Volcano plots produced from calculated limiting 

potential (UL) as a function of OH* binding free energy (ΔGOH*) for the four-electron 

water oxidation (blue dashed line) and two electron water oxidation to H2O2 (black line). 

Three favorable reaction pathways are highlighted by shading O2 evolution (blue), H2O2 
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evolution (green), and OH• production (red). (e) SEM images of ZnO(101̅0) nanorods. 

(f) Catalytic activity of 2e‒ WOR in 2M potassium bicarbonate of ZnO(101̅0), Zn(0001) 

and other metal oxides. Inset depicts model representations of the ZnO(0001) and 

ZnO(101̅0) crystal structures. (g) Faraday Efficiency (FE) at 3.0 V vs RHE for 

ZnO(101̅0), as compared to various other metal oxide materials with error bars taken 

from 5 independent measurements. Panels (c-g) reproduced with permission from ref. 

[67], copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.  

In summary, with a sufficiently long half-life for the inactivation of bacteria, H2O2 can be 

produced through the partial reduction of oxygen or partial oxidation of water, where the 

design and engineering of relevant electrocatalysts plays a critical role. Towards this end, 

SACs have emerged as high-performance electrocatalysts for the selective production of 

H2O2. The key advantage of SACs over conventional catalysts lies in the maximal atom 

efficiency and mass activity, a unique feature to optimize the use of precious metals 

added and minimize the catalyst cost. Table S1 lists additional electrocatalysts for H2O2 

generation in recent studies. In the following section we will examine the relationship 

between H2O2 and HO•. 

Hydroxyl radical (HO•) 

H2O2 can undergo homolytic fission to produce two hydroxyl radicals with substantial 

oxidizing capability, as depicted in reaction (9), due to the high standard reduction 

potential (E° = 2.330 V vs RHE) of reaction (10) [68]. 

H2O2 → 2HO•          (9) 

HO• + H+ + e‒ → H2O       (10) 

Note that reaction (9) is readily facilitated by the addition of ferrous (Fe2+) ions via the 

Fenton reaction, which was first reported in 1894 [69, 70]. Utilizing this premise, one 
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may facilitate the formation of HO• through the addition of ferrous ions into the 

electrolyte medium containing an H2O2 electrocatalyst. This is commonly referred to as 

the electro-Fenton process and has been studied with success in recent literature reports 

[71-74]. For instance, Li and co-workers employed nitrogen-doped graphene to catalyze 

the production of H2O2 and subsequent HO• upon the addition of ferrous ion via the 

electro-Fenton process [75]. Experimentally, N-doped graphene was synthesized by using 

a modified Hummer’s method followed by a carbonization step with the addition of 

dopamine hydrochloride as the nitrogen source. The resulting N-doped graphene was 

combined with graphite felt (GF) through a secondary annealing process to create the N-

doped graphene/GF catalyst. RRDE tests were then carried out to examine the 

electrocatalytic activity for the 2e‒ reduction of oxygen to H2O2, which was confirmed by 

analysis of the Koutecky-Levich (KL) plots, and further supported by results from 

hydroxyl radical scavenger probes and electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements with 

the addition of 0.5 mM Fe2+ to the electrolyte solution (0.05 M Na2SO4). Notably, the 

composite catalyst was found to be active in the degradation of phenacetin for wastewater 

treatment purposes, achieving a 98% degradation rate after 2 h of electrocatalysis at the 

applied current density of 7 mA cm‒2. 

In a more recent study [74], Sheng and co-workers studied the electro-Fenton chemistry 

of cobalt selenide with samples prepared by hydrothermal selenization of cobalt 

hydroxide carbonate hydrate followed by thermal annealing, which removed excess 

selenium and was used to control the CoSe2 polymorphism. Low-temperature annealing 

was found to produce orthorhombic marcasite-CoSe2 (o-CoSe2), while annealing above 

300 °C resulted in complete transition to cubic pyrite-CoSe2 (c-CoSe2). Cubic cobalt 

sulfide (c-CoS2) was also produced for comparison. Based on spin polarized electronic 

structure calculations with the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP), the obtained 
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surface Pourbaix diagrams revealed OH* surface coverage at the cobalt sites for both o-

CoSe2 and c-CoSe2 polymorphs at low overpotentials. Note that 4e‒ reduction of 

molecular oxygen requires sufficient O2 binding and cleaving of the O-O bond, whereas a 

high Co-OH* surface coverage prevents O2 binding to Co and subsequent O-O bond 

cleavage. Thus, the high surface coverage of OH* on the cobalt site was determined to be 

beneficial for selective 2e‒ ORR, as shown in Fig. 4a. In fact, electrochemical 

measurements showed that the H2O2 selectivity decreased in the order of o-CoSe2 > c-

CoSe2 > c-CoS2, due to the increased Co-OH* surface coverage at low to moderate 

overpotentials on o-CoSe2. Fig. 4b shows the corresponding kinetic current density for 

H2O2 generation. One can see that within the potential range of 0.5 to 0.7 V, the current 

density decreases in the order of c-CoSe2 (green) > o-CoSe2 (red) > c-CoS2 (blue), and 

they are all markedly greater than results reported previously for other 2e‒ ORR catalysts. 

o-CoSe2 was then used in the degradation of rhodamine B (RhB) dye via the electro-

Fenton process in a Na2SO4 (0.5 M) electrolyte containing 0.5 mM Fe2+ at 0.5 V vs RHE. 

Complete degradation of rhodamine B (RhB, 20 mgL‒1) occurred within 20 min. As 

current generation was not correlated to RhB degradation during the chronoamperometric 

measurements, RhB removal was most likely due to the produced hydroxyl radicals 

rather than direct degradation of RhB in contact with the electrode surface. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Calculated free energy diagrams of 2e‒ and 4e‒ ORR for c-CoS2 (100) (blue), 

c-CoSe2 (100) (green), and o-CoSe2 (101) (red). (b) Kinetic current density for H2O2 

normalized to geometric surface area and compared to previously reported 2e‒ ORR 

catalysts. Panels (a,b) reproduced with permission from ref. [74], copyright 2020, Royal 

Chemistry Society. (c) Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) with 1200 rpm rotation and 10 

mV s‒1 scan rate in 0.05 M Na2SO4 (pH = 6) for fresh electrolyte (green), 10 mM NaF 

poisoning agent (purple), and repeated with fresh electrolyte after poisoning 

measurements (red). (d) Schematic representation of O2 stepwise reduction to H2O2 and 

OH•. (e) OH• yield with increased levels of poisoning agent, NaF. (f) Spin trapping ESR 

spectra with DMPO (3mM). (g) degradation of nitrobenzene (blue), phenol (green), and 
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benzoic acid (purple) with calculated kinetic constants normalized to Fe mass (KM). 

Panels (c-g) reproduced with permission from ref. [76] copyright 2020, Springer Science. 

The electro-Fenton process is a useful technique, but it would be desirable in many 

applications to remove the requirement for added ferrous ions and catalyze HO• 

formation directly using an electrocatalyst. Heterogeneous SACs are an ideal candidate 

for this process, since a series of studies have shown that homolytic fission of H2O2 can 

occur on select SACs. For example, Wu and co-workers recently developed a SAC 

containing isolated copper atoms through a two-part synthesis process [76]. 

Experimentally, copper nitrate was mixed into solutions of melamine and cyanuric acid, 

where a small amount of solution-phase copper was trapped within the strong hydrogen 

bonding network of melamine and cyanuric acid before dropping out of the solution as a 

precipitate. GO was then added into the solution to form a composite. The precipitate was 

freeze-dried and carbonized to produce high-loading copper single atoms in nitrogen-

doped graphene (Cu-SA/NGO). The atomic dispersion of Cu was visualized in HAADF-

STEM measurements, and EXAFS studies showed a Cu-N coordination number of 4.0, 

signifying the formation of CuN4 moieties. The electro-Fenton activity of the obtained 

samples was then tested towards the degradation of various organic contaminants, such as 

acetaminophen (APAP), in the presence of H2O2 at controlled concentrations. Complete 

electro-Fenton degradation of APAP (10 mg L‒1) was achieved within 1 h at a catalyst 

loading of 25 mg L‒1. First principles DFT calculations suggested that the mechanism 

involved a two-electron transfer step to form H2O2 followed by a third electron transfer 

and homolytic fission of H2O2 to produce HO•, which was confirmed in ESR 

measurements in the presence of a spin-trapping agent, 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide 

(DMPO), and methanol as a hydroxyl radical quenching agent. 
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One step beyond the progress by Wu et al. [76] would be to develop a bifunctional 

catalyst that can facilitate both the electrochemical production of H2O2 and homolytic 

cleavage of H2O2 to HO•. This is demonstrated recently by Cao and co-workers [77], 

where they synthesized single iron atoms on porous carbon with Fe-C/Fe-Cl in an 

unsaturated coordination configuration through a three-step synthesis route. 

Experimentally, FeCl3, p-phthalic acid (PTA), and NaOH were mixed and subject to a 

hydrothermal treatment to produce a hydrogel mixture, which was washed and dried 

before carbonization and finally acid treatment to remove undesired metal particles. The 

unique Fe-C/Fe-Cl coordination environment was confirmed by EXAFS measurements. 

Electrochemical studies (Fig. 4c) confirmed a 3e‒ ORR pathway with H2O2 formed as an 

intermediate and an additional electron transfer to the produced H2O2 generating HO•. A 

schematic representation of this reaction pathway is depicted in Fig. 4d, and results from 

DFT calculations suggest that the unique Fe coordination configuration was responsible 

for the 3e‒ ORR pathway. Notably, in RRDE collection experiments (Fig. 4c), a clear 

increase in ring current was observed upon the removal of the poisoning agent NaF, as F‒ 

was known to attach to the Fe single atom sites within the material, blocking O2 

adsorption and preventing oxygen reduction from occurring (Fig. 4e). The formation of 

HO• was, again, confirmed by ESR measurements using DMPO as the spin trapping 

agent and tert-butyl alcohol (TBA) as the HO• quenching probe (Fig. 4f). The 

electrocatalyst was further applied to the degradation of small molecules (Fig. 4g), where 

complete degradation of phenol and nitrobenzene (at an initial contaminant concentration 

of 0.12 mM) was achieved in 45 min at an applied potential of 0.15 V vs RHE. The 

degradation rate for benzoic acid was markedly lower, which was correlated to the 

difference in aromatic ring electron density and the consequent catalyst-adsorbate 

interactions. 
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In summary, HO• can be generated from the partial reduction of oxygen or the partial 

oxidation of water as seen with H2O2. HO• can also be formed by the homolytic fission of 

H2O2 and possesses the highest oxidizing power of the three ROS discussed. Rational 

design and engineering of the electrocatalysts is critical in dictating the specific reaction 

pathways, efficiency and selectivity. Table S2 summarizes the performance of additional 

electrocatalysts for HO• generation in recent literature. 

4.3.2 Reactive chlorine species 

Another category of RS is the RCS, which are particularly important to keep in mind 

when chloride-containing electrolytes are utilized, especially under oxidizing conditions 

[78-82]. Chlorine evolution reaction (CER, E° = 1.358 V vs RHE), shown in reaction 

(11), is energetically more favorable than WOR in aqueous electrolytes.  

2Cl‒ → Cl2 + 2e‒         (11) 

½Cl2 + H2O → HClO + H+ + e‒       (12) 

Cl‒ + H2O → HClO + H+ + 2e‒       (13) 

6ClO‒ + 3H2O → 2ClO3
‒ + 6H+ + 4Cl‒ + 3/2O2 + 6e‒    (14) 

Note that chlorine produced in aqueous media can undergo hydrolysis forming 

hypochlorous acid (HClO, reaction (12‒13)), which partially dissociates to hypochlorite 

ion (ClO‒), a species that can be further oxidized to chlorate (ClO3
‒, reaction (14)). 

Further oxidation of ClO3
‒  can lead to the formation of perchlorate (ClO4

‒). ClO3
‒  and 

ClO4
‒  are toxic, stable byproducts that should be considered [83]. This activity has been 

exploited for the design of chlorine-generating electrocatalysts [21, 84-92]. For instance, 

Cho and colleagues [93] developed an unique composite material containing 

Ir0.7Ta0.3Oy/BixTi1-xOz heterojunctions as an anode catalyst for electrochemical chlorine 
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generation, where the outer layer of BixTi1-xOz served to improve OH* adsorption, while 

the inner Ir0.7Ta0.3Oy layer improved electrical conductivity and electron shuttling. Similar 

mixed metal oxide materials have also been implemented in previous studies as some of 

the most efficient RCS generating electrocatalysts [94, 95]. The sample was synthesized 

by following a thermal decomposition approach in which H2IrCl6 and TaCl5 were coated 

on Ti metal sheets and annealed at 525 °C. The heterojunctions were created through the 

deposition of bismuth citrate and titanium butoxide solutions followed by a secondary 

annealing step at 425 °C. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) of the resulting material was 

performed in NaCl (50 mM), and the RCS current efficiency (RCS) was calculated by 

equation (15), 

RCS = (2VF/I)(d[ClDPD/dt]       (15) 

with V being the electrolyte volume (L), F the Faraday’s constant (96480 C mol‒1), 

[ClDPD] the RCS concentration (M), I the current (A), and t the electrolysis time (s). The 

Ir0.7Ta0.3Oy catalyst layer proved essential for sufficient electrical conductivity, while a 

decreasing Bi:Ti molar ratio resulted in improved RCS generation. Note that the 

electrochemical oxidation of chloride can follow two reaction pathways on a metal oxide 

surface, as shown in reactions (16‒17). 

MOx(HO•) + Cl‒ → MOx + ½Cl2 + OH‒    (16) 

MOx+1 + Cl‒ → MOx + ClO‒      (17) 

Reaction (16) depicts the formation of hydroxyl radicals on metal oxide surfaces (MOx) 

followed by a fast direct electron transfer from Cl‒ to produce Cl2, which then undergoes 

hydrolysis forming hypochlorous acid through reaction (17), depicting the direct transfer 

and consumption of oxygen within the metal oxide lattice forming the conjugate base of 

hypochlorous acid (ClO‒). Reaction (16) occurs much faster than displacement of the 
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lattice oxygen, which makes this reaction pathway more desirable for electrochemical 

chlorine generation [96]. In the study of the degradation kinetics of formate ions, it was 

determined that high Bi mole fractions (> 0.3) accelerated RCS generation through the 

undesirable pathway of reaction (17); however, a low mole fraction of Bi (≤ 0.3) resulted 

in improved chlorine generation with RSC >85%. Recently, Hong and colleagues [86] 

prepared a similar composite anode material for RCS generation and also determined that 

Bi incorporation had limited to adverse contributions toward catalysis.  

Other researchers came to similar conclusions that TiO2 may serve as a sole framework 

for RCS generation. For instance, Heo and co-workers recently used RuO2 deposited on 

black TiO2 (b-TiO2) for CER electrocatalysis [85]. b-TiO2 was synthesized through 

electrochemical anodization of a Ti foil followed by an annealing step at 450 °C in an 

argon atmosphere, which resulted in the formation of significant oxygen vacancies within 

the TiO2 lattice, enhanced visible light absorption and hence a blackened coloration. A 

crystalline TiO2 sample was created for comparison in air and denoted (c-TiO2). RuO2 

nanoparticles were deposited on the resulting titania through a pulsed electrodeposition 

method using solution-phase Ru3+. HAADF-STEM and XPS measurements confirmed 

the homogeneous deposition of RuO2 nanoparticles on the titania scaffolds. Dramatic 

differences were seen in the CER polarization curves in which RuO2/b-TiO2 displayed 

excellent CER activity with an RSC of 95.25% in 5.0 M NaCl, in comparison to almost 

0% with RuO2/c-TiO2. Mott-Schottky analysis showed that RuO2/b-TiO2 exhibited a 

charge carrier density 5 orders of magnitude higher than that of RuO2/c-TiO2. 

Furthermore, cyclic voltammetry measurements in the presence of ferrocene revealed that 

RuO2/c-TiO2 was electrochemically inactive under anodic polarization. Therefore, the 

remarkable CER performance of RuO2/b-TiO2 was attributed to the improved 

conductivity of the b-TiO2 scaffold under anodic conditions. 
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In another study [84], Ha and co-workers prepared metal oxide catalysts for highly 

selective chlorine generation by using a hot injection method to synthesize Co3O4 

nanoparticles (Co3O4 NPs) with cobalt(II) acetate and myristic acid as the precursors in 1-

octadecene at 315 °C. Amorphous CoOx (Co-Pi), bulk CoO, and bulk C3O4 were also 

prepared by electrodeposition, along with commercially available dimensionally stable 

anode (DSA) composed of RuO2-based mixed-metal oxides used for comparison. The 

structure of the Co3O4 NPs was carefully examined by XRD, TEM, and XPS 

measurements, and spin-coated on FTO for electrochemical assessments. From Fig. 5a, 

one can see that the Co3O4 NPs exhibited a more positive onset potential towards CER 

than bulk CoO and Co3O4 in 0.6 M NaCl. In situ X-ray absorption near-edge structure 

(XANES) measurements were carried out under CER and OER conditions to discern 

possible competition between the two pathways. From Fig. 5b, one can see that under 

OER conditions, the XANES profile exhibited an apparent positive energy shift, as 

compared to that under CER, signifying a higher Co oxidation state in the former. This 

suggests that under CER conditions O2 did not compete with Cl‒ for Co binding. It was 

therefore determined that the reaction mechanism did not follow the classical metal oxide 

pathway, as described in reactions (16) and (17), but the one proposed by Krishtalik [97]. 

In the Krishtalik pathway, the chlorine adsorbate binds to the metal of the metal oxide 

(e.g., Co in the present study) followed by two electron-transfer steps from Cl to the 

metal center, such that a cationic chlorine intermediate is produced and then combined 

with Cl‒ to form the final Cl2 product (Fig. 5e), where the rate determining step is the 

second electron-transfer process. This is supported by results from in situ Raman 

spectroscopy measurements, where the Co-Cl vibration (ca. 502 cm‒1) became intensified 

with an anodic shift of the applied potential (Fig. 5c), whereas the Raman shift remained 

virtually invariant in H2O, D2O, and H2
18O (Fig. 5d), ruling out any possible contribution 

of H or O to the interaction.  
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RCS can also be produced using nonactive electrode materials including DSA. For 

example, Araujo and co-workers [98] compared the use of two DSA materials (IrO2 and 

RuO2) and BDD toward inactivation of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a gram-negative 

bacterium commonly found in water and soil. With a stainless-steel cathode and a 7 mM 

Na2SO4 electrolyte, complete inactivation of 100 mL of 106 CFU mL‒1 bacteria was 

achieved at a current density of 33.3 mA cm‒2 within 30 min for both DSAs, in 

comparison to 60 min for BDD. Most interestingly, complete activation using the DSAs 

was achieved in just 5 min under the same experimental conditions and the addition of 1 

mM NaCl. BDD inactivation time also improved with the addition of NaCl to 30 min. 

N,N-diethyl-p-phenylenediamine (DPD) was used as a colorimetric method to quantify 

RCS produced during electrocatalysis. These measurements suggested RuO2 to be the 

most active of the three materials toward RCS generation producing more than 5 mg L‒1 

of active chlorine within 15 min of electrolysis. These results highlight the ability for 

nonactive electrodes such as BDD and other DSAs to produce RCS under 

electrochemical conditions. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Polarization curves for chlorine evolution reaction (CER) for various cobalt 

containing materials. (b) In situ XANES at Co K edge for Co3O4 nanoparticles under 

CER and OER conditions in 0.6 M NaCl and 0.5 M phosphate buffered species (Pi), 

respectively. (c) In situ Raman measurements under increasing oxidative potentials from 

0.4 V to 1.3 V in 4M NaCl. Broad peak occurs near 500 cm‒1 ascribed to Co-Cl, with 

deconvolution (d) in H2O, D2O, and H2
18O. Reproduced with permission from ref. [84], 

copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. 

 In summary, the generation of RCS is important when the electrolyte or water 

used for disinfection contains a significant concentration of chloride ions. Chlorine can 

be produced from the oxidation of chloride ions, and further oxidation can produce 
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various RCS including hypochlorous acid, chlorate, and perchlorate. If the disinfected 

water is to be consumed by humans, it would be important to prevent the formation of 

toxic stable species such as chlorate and perchlorate. Table S3 summarizes the 

performance of additional electrocatalysts for the generation of RCS reported in recent 

studies. Beyond chloride, the presence of other species in the disinfection medium gives 

rise to the possibility of forming other RS discussed in the following section, such as 

reactive nitrogen and sulfur species.  

4.3.3 Other reactive species 

Under typical electrochemical conditions, ROS and RCS are the pertinent RS that are 

produced. However, depending on the specific experimental conditions, the production of 

less common RS, such as RNS [99-101] and RSS [102-105], need to be investigated as 

well. A series of possible reaction pathways toward RNS is provided in equation (18). 

NO3
‒ ⇆ NO2

• ⇆ NO2
‒ ⇆ NO• ⇆HNO ⇆ NR3‒xHx   (18) 

RNS can be produced through nitrate (NO3
‒) reduction (from left to right in reaction 

(18)), or by amine (NR3‒xHx) oxidation (from right to left in reaction (18)). A variety of 

amine species may be present in the experimental systems, including ammonia (NH3) and 

biologically derived amines, such as nitrogen within the amino acid L-arginine [106]. 

Through these reduction or oxidation reactions, a range of RNS can be produced,  

including nitrogen dioxide (N2O•), nitrite (NO2
‒), nitric oxide (NO•), and nitroxyl (HNO) 

[107]. Many more species can be formed between HNO and ammonia, including nitroxyl 

radical (H2NO) and hydroxyl amine (H2NOH) [108]. These various RNS are often 

grouped together and referred to as NOx in the literature [109-112]. It is also important to 

note that formation of these RNS require either molecular oxygen or water for successful 
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species formation. Therefore, these species should be kept in mind during electrocatalysis 

when nitrogen-containing compounds are present within the system of interest. 

Like RNS, RSS can be found in many oxidation states and are often grouped together as 

SOx species [102]. Non-oxygen containing RSS can be formed by the reduction of 

elemental sulfur (S2) or oxidation of sulfide-type species, like hydrogen sulfide (H2S), as 

seen in reaction (19). 

H2S ⇆ HS• ⇆ H2S2 ⇆ S2
• ⇆ S2          (19) 

Such non-oxygen containing RSS include thiyl radical (HS•), hydrogen persulfide (H2S2), 

and persulfide radical (S2
•‒) [103]. The importance of RSS, as compared to RNS and 

ROS, has been a growing topic in biology, and it has been concluded that biologically 

derived RSS play a more important role in oxidative stress than once believed nearly two 

decades prior [103-105]. For these reasons, RSS should be taken into account in 

electrochemical systems containing elemental sulfur, hydrogen sulfide, or sulfate species. 

Other peroxo species may be formed under electrochemical conditions beyond hydrogen 

peroxide, such as persulfate, percarbonate, and perphosphate [113-117]. Specifically, 

persulfate (SO5
2‒ or S2O8

2‒) can be produced from sulfate, percarbonate (H3CO6) from 

carbonate, and perphosphate (PO5
3‒ or P2O8

2‒) from phosphate. 

Recently, there has also been significant advancement in the electrochemical production 

of ozone as a viable oxidant source [118-122]. This is a desirable strategy since the 

production and use of ozone involves only oxygen, preventing the further formation of 

undesirable byproducts and toxins. 

In summary, there are numerous other possible reactive species, such as RNS and RSS, 

that can be formed during the electrocatalytic generation of ROS and RCS depending on 
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the disinfection media and precursors. Thus, contributions from these various RS to the 

electrodisinfection activity cannot be ignored, and careful analysis is called for. 

4.3.4 Homogeneous electrocatalysis for RS generation 

In the above sections, the electrogeneration of RS is primarily achieved by heterogeneous 

catalysis. However, it should be noted that homogeneous electrocatalysis has also been 

exploited for RS production [123-128]. For example, Siu et al. [123] recently reviewed 

their work on redox-active molecular catalysts, and discussed in detail the electrocatalytic 

mechanisms of radical formation and the activity in the heterodifunctionalization of 

alkenes. One can imagine the application of a similar homogeneous catalyst for the 

purposes of microbial control, as these materials produce high-energy radical species 

which can be used for the deterioration of microorganism components, such as lipids, 

proteins, and DNA, as described in the sections below. 

4.4 Interactions of Reactive Species with Microorganisms 

Now that we have established a foundation to produce RS, it is critical to investigate how 

these RS interact with microorganisms. RS can cause severe damage within a 

microorganism at high enough levels and in the absence of remediation pathways [28, 

129-132]. For instance, RS can oxidize amino acids within proteins and nucleic acids 

within DNA, leading to protein and DNA inactivation [133-137]. Oxidation of 

polyunsaturated lipids within the microorganism’s lipid membrane can cause structural 

damage with apoptosis and cell death after prolonged lipid membrane degradation [138-

142]. Outer lipid membrane degradation is of particular importance since RS does not 

need to penetrate the cell to cause microorganism inactivation, considering the limited 

lifespan of the generated RS and difficulties penetrating microbial membranes [143, 144]. 

If the RS can contact the surface lipid layer of the microorganism, microbial inactivation 
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can occur [145, 146]. Notably, microorganisms produce small levels of RS on their own, 

which has led to the development of specific enzymes used to break down RS, as shown 

in Fig. 6. The following section will explore the regulation of these RS within the cell. 

 

Fig. 6. Regulation of reactive oxygen species within the cell by enzymes superoxidase 

dismutase (SOD), Catalase (Cat), and other peroxidase enzymes (GPx, and Prx). Red 

spheres represent oxygen and grey spheres denote hydrogen. 

4.4.1 Oxidative homeostasis regulated within microorganisms 

It is also important to note that microorganisms encounter some level of RS regularly 

with response pathways designed to circumvent the damaging effects of RS [147, 148]. 

Toxic RS can be removed by antioxidant enzymes within a microorganism. These 

enzymes include superoxidase dismutase (SOD), catalase (Cat) and glutathione 
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peroxidase (GPx) (Fig. 6) [149]. SOD was first discovered by Fridovich and McCord in 

1969 [150]. The most common RS found natively within the cell is O2
•‒ produced within 

the electron transport chain of mitochondria [9, 12]. SOD has been found to catalyze the 

conversion of O2
•‒ to H2O2. Working alone, the conversion of one RS to another is not 

ideal; however, Loew identified an antioxidant enzyme, Cat, in 1900 which catalyzed the 

conversion of H2O2 to H2O and O2 [151]. In 1957, Mills discovered another enzyme, 

GPx, that was responsible for breaking down hydroperoxides, including lipid 

hydroperoxides, which were formed during radical reactions with lipid membranes found 

in microorganisms [152]. There have been several other peroxidase (Prx)-like enzymes 

discovered thereafter [4, 153-156]. A schematic summary of RS conversion within the 

cell is shown in Fig. 6. It is important to note the familiarity that microorganisms have 

with RS, such as O2
•‒ and H2O2, due to their production within mitochondria and their 

evolved methods for controlling damage from these species. RS including HO• and HClO 

are not directly produced within the cell, providing less pathways for damage prevention 

by the microorganism’s stress response. Under increased levels of oxidative stress, 

microorganisms are unable to prevent damage caused by their interaction with RS. In 

these cases, there are some measures that the microorganism can take to repair damage to 

the cell. In-depth studies of these pathways can be found in the literature [156-159]. 

Microorganisms exist under a spectrum of RS exposure (Fig. 7a). This is because 

microorganisms naturally produce some level of RS, most often within mitochondria, 

through aerobic respiration processes. Normal levels of RS are handled by various 

cellular processes and minor damage caused by RS can be repaired. When a certain RS 

threshold is surpassed, cellular processes cannot keep up with RS removal and the 

microorganism enters a state of oxidative stress. Under these conditions, microbes 

increase the production of glutathione (GSH), which is limited by the availability of the 
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precursor amino acid, cysteine, and the expression of the gene gshA [160]. GSH will 

become oxidized to glutathione disulfide (GSSG) upon contact with RS (Fig. 7b). 

Oxidation of GSH prevents oxidation of other nearby species that may result in long-

lasting damage to the microbial organism. Many research reports have used this as a 

method of determining effective antimicrobial catalysts through quantifying GSH 

interactions [161, 162]. Electrocatalysts must produce enough RS to overcome the 

presence of glutathione before moving on to degrade the microorganism’s cellular 

components. One frequently used method for quantifying GSH and thiol oxidation is 

known as the Ellman’s assay [163, 164]. In this process the Ellman reagent, 5,5′-dithio-

bis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB), is added and light absorption near 430 nm is measured 

over time (Fig. 7c). As shown in Fig. 7a, there is a point at which the microorganism 

cannot properly function in the presence of RS, and experience damaging effects, as 

detailed below. 
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Fig. 7. (a) spectrum of cellular response to RS ranging from cellular homeostasis, left, to 

cell death, right. (b) Schematic representation of glutathione (GSH) oxidation to 

glutathione disulphide (GSSG) by reactive species (RS). (c) UV-vis absorption spectrum 

for the Ellman’s reagent. Panels (a) reproduced with permission from ref. [147] copyright 

2013, Springer Nature. Panel (c) reproduced with permission from ref. [163] copyright 

2020, Royal chemistry society. 

4.4.2 Damaging effects caused by reactive species 

Lipids 

Exogenous RS first encounter the lipid membrane of the cell, and this must be breached 

to further interact with organelle and other cell components, such as proteins and DNA. 

In eukaryotes, this lipid membrane is composed of glycerophospholipids with >50% of 

these phospholipids comprised of phosphatidylcholine [165]. These lipids self-organize 

to form a bilayer exposing polar groups toward the surface of the membrane. Nonpolar 

groups within the membrane are comprised of saturated and cis-unsaturated fatty acyl 

chains. Both the polar groups at the surface of the membrane and the unsaturated acyl 

chains are vulnerable to RS oxidation. The oxidation of the unsaturated nonpolar fatty 

acyl chains by RS is known as lipid peroxidation and results in the oxidative degradation 

[145, 146, 166-168]. Fig. 8a depicts the lipid peroxidation of linoleate resulting in 

structural changes to the lipid and addition of polar oxygen-containing functional groups. 

This reaction follows a free radical chain reaction mechanism resulting in proliferation of 

membrane damage and incorporation of oxygen functional groups within the nonpolar 

chains. The oxygen functional groups at this site are polar in nature and leads to increased 

hydrophilicity and ultimately decomposition of the membrane barrier and exposure of 

endogenous cellular components. 
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Fig. 8. (a) An example of lipid peroxidation using linoleate as the starting substrate. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. [167] copyright 2005, Elsevier. (b) Results of 

protein damage caused by increased levels of oxidation. Reproduced with permission 

from ref. [170] copyright 2003, Elsevier. 

Proteins 

Once the lipid membrane of the organism is compromised, further RS damage may be 

accrued to inner cellular components, including proteins and DNA. Exposure of RS to a 

protein leads to modifications of amino acid side chains by protein oxidation. These 
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changes can prevent protein function or make the protein increasingly susceptible to 

proteolytic degradation by the proteosome, a catalytic ATP-independent enzyme complex 

designed to degrade proteins tagged by ubiquitin [169]. This is part of the cell’s evolved 

methods for self-preservation by removing damaged cellular components.  

The ability for the proteosome to track and remove damaged protein has been shown to 

correlate with oxidant concentration [170]. At mild oxidant concentrations the 

proteosome can keep up with proper removal of damaged proteins. Under conditions of 

high oxidant concentrations, damaged proteins are less likely to be captured and removed 

from the cell matrix resulting in an increased opportunity for these proteins to become 

further damaged or interact with undamaged cell components. These protein-protein 

interactions can lead to protein cross-linkage where two proteins become attached to one 

another either by hydrophobic, electrostatic, or covalent interactions. Left unchecked, the 

cross-linking can continue and create a protein aggregate. Such aggregates can 

overwhelm the proteolytic system making basic cell function increasingly difficult. Fig. 

8b depicts the progression of protein damage with increased oxidation from left to right. 

Heavily oxidized and crosslinked proteins cannot be degraded by the proteosome and 

establish cell signals related to programmed cell death. For antimicrobial purposes, this 

creates a circumstance in which increased RS production only improves bacterial 

inactivation efficiency.  

DNA 

A third vital component susceptible to RS interactions is DNA. The central dogma of 

biology states that DNA holds the code necessary for producing cellular components 

critical for survival. DNA is converted to RNA through transcription within the nucleus 

and RNA produces the final product including proteins and enzymes through translation 

[171]. Thus, cell function relies on the preservation of DNA and any deletions, mutations, 
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or other structural damage can lead to devastating effects during the transcription or 

translation processes.  

Structurally DNA is comprised of a sugar phosphate backbone connected in a double 

helix through hydrogen bonding between 4 unique nucleotide bases, adenine, thymine, 

guanine, and cytosine. Damage to the DNA can occur in many ways including deletion of 

one or more nucleotide base pair, mutation of one or more base pairs replaced by another, 

or by breaks in the DNA chain either through single (SSB) or double strand breaks (DSB) 

[172, 173]. This type of damage to DNA is so frequent that multiple recovery pathways 

have evolved within the cell to correct such damage and prevent mutant RNA or protein 

from being produced. With this reasoning, DNA damage does not directly result in cell 

death, but prolonged exposure to RS and further DNA damage can result in irreversible 

DNA damage and contribute to cell inactivation. 

OH• has been shown to interact with DNA nucleotide base pairs through addition to the 

pyrimidine region of thymine and cytosine and to the purine region of adenine and 

guanine [174]. This interaction can lead to separation of the double stranded structure and 

prevent transcription from occurring. HClO has also been shown to cause nucleotide 

chlorination leading to similar damaging effects [175]. With sufficient RS concentration 

the microorganism exhibits an increase in devastating effects including lipid 

peroxidation, protein degradation, and irreversible DNA damage culminating to prevent 

necessary cell functions and ultimately results in cell inactivation.  

4.5 Electrogenerated Reactive Species for Microbial Inactivation 

Now that we have established a foundation for different types of RS and their interactions 

with microorganisms, it is of particular interest to summarize where the field of 

electrogenerated RS for microbial inactivation currently resides. Electrogenerated RS for 
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microorganism inactivation is a new and growing field. In the studies of 

electrodisinfection throughout the last decade [31, 176-194], the electrochemical activity 

is primarily attributed to electric field (EF), microbial cohesion, and electrocoagulation, 

with less focus on quantifying RS generation and the impacts on microbial inactivation. 

RCS are the leading RS quantified and discussed in these accounts [177, 179-181, 189, 

192, 193, 195]. For instance, Cotallis and colleagues recently reported on a water 

electrodisinfection device created with a stainless-steel cathode and a BDD anode 

attached by a filter pressed stack with 40 mm separation between the cathode and anode 

compartments [195]. Three of these filter stacks were used in series during experimental 

operation. Chloride (82.19 mg dm‒3), nitrate (14.8 mg L‒1), sulfate (152.10 mg L‒1), 

ammonia (18.89 mg L‒1), and E. coli (1100 ‒ 2200 CFU mL‒1) were the most likely 

species within the untreated water to interact with the electrode surface during water 

electrodisinfection. An optimized current density in the range of 5 ‒ 10 mA m‒2 and 

applied electrical charge of 0.1 kAh L‒1 resulted in complete disinfection of the 

contaminated water. Successful removal of E. coli was quantified through changes in 

water turbidity and cell cultures of the resulting water. Free and combined chlorine 

species were considered as the primary disinfectants, and ion chromatography 

measurements showed a level close to 0.5 mM at the applied current density of 10 mA m‒

2 and electrical charge of 0.1 kAh L‒1. It was noted that some leaching of Fe occurred at 

the stainless-steel anode and these dissolved species might have assisted, to some degree, 

in the coagulation process and improved water turbidity. 

Other research groups have also had success studying simulated wastewater, created 

under controlled laboratory conditions. This allows for close studies into the possible 

reactants involved and possible products generated during the electrodisinfection process. 

Ding and colleagues used a commercially available DSA electrode composed of Ru-Ir-Ti 
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oxides with graphite felt as a cathode material, and studied how changing water 

conditions would influence wastewater treatment. Simulated wastewater was created 

using deionized water, NaCl, and NH4Cl (as a source of ammonia), and 

electrodisinfection rates were measured at varying contents of ammonia (0, 10 mg L‒1) 

and chloride (50 ‒ 500 mg L‒1), as well as constant E. coli concentration (1000 CFU mL‒

1). It was determined that bacterial inactivation was optimized at 250 mg L‒1 chloride 

ions, and addition of more chloride ions did not improve bacterial inactivation under the 

same reaction conditions. Also, a minimum applied charge of 0.07 Ah L‒1 was required 

for complete water disinfection over a 24 h period. Free chlorine generation was found to 

vary with the applied electrical charge and peaked at 0.4 Ah L‒1. Beyond this applied 

charge, chloramines and chlorate ions were the leading chlorine species produced. 

Complete E. coli removal was obtained at 0.07 Ah L‒1, 250 mg L‒1 chloride, in 4 h. 

As Ghernaout pointed out in their most recent review [177], future work must also look 

to determine contributions from oxygen containing RS including the hydroxyl radical. In 

fact, ROS have been identified under similar electrochemical conditions without the 

presence of chloride in the electrolyte solution. For example, Qi and co-workers [196] 

observed synergistic effects between rGO and BDD toward electrochemical inactivation 

of E. coli. Experimentally, GO was first synthesized by a modified Hummer’s method 

and chemically reduced by hydrazine to produce rGO. The electrodisinfection tests were 

carried out with an electrochemical cell comprised of a 400 mL beaker, commercially 

purchased BDD anode (4 cm2), and a stainless-steel cathode (4 cm2) separated 1 cm away 

from the anode. Multiple electrochemical measurements were conducted with rGO alone, 

BDD alone, and with both BDD and rGO. It should be noted that rGO was dispersed in 

the electrolyte during these studies. It was found that increasing the applied current 

density led to improved antimicrobial activity. rGO loading, degree of reduction, and 
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electrolyte concentration were then optimized to further improve the antimicrobial 

activity. The HO• concentration was quantified by a colorimetric method involving 

reaction with N,N-dimethy-p-nitrosoaniline. It was observed that the OH• concentration 

increased over electrolysis time and was markedly higher in the presence of both BDD 

and rGO, as compared to that with BDD or rGO alone. The antimicrobial activity was 

also significantly better in the presence of BDD and rGO, suggesting that the 

electrochemically generated HO• was responsible for the antibacterial performance, 

where rGO was postulated to increase the electric field within the electrolyte and improve 

charge carrier migration, leading to improved antimicrobial inactivation by direct charge 

transfer. However, when the power was turned off after 5 min’s electrolysis, the E. coli 

count continued to decline over time. This implies that in addition to RS, other 

contributors need to be identified and considered for the continued bacterial inactivation, 

and more systematic research is desired. A similar electrochemical setup was also utilized 

in other reports in the investigation of pristine TiO2 and bismuth-doped TiO2 nanotubes 

[197, 198].  

A significant amount of research has also been dedicated to the study of BDD toward 

water disinfection over the previous two decades [51, 57, 183, 193, 195, 196, 199-205]. 

BDD is typically produced through chemical vapor deposition at low temperatures often 

with methane as a carbon source and gaseous boron in the form of B2H6 or B(OCH3)3 

[206]. Pristine BDD contains only sp3 carbon similar to diamond; however, sp2 type 

surface carbon defects are widely accepted as active sites for much of the catalytic 

properties associated with the BDD electrodes [204, 207]. With this reasoning, significant 

research has been developed toward the preparation of nanocrystalline diamond (NCD), 

containing crystal grain sizes under 100 nm, and ultra-nanocrystalline diamond (UNCD), 
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containing grain sizes of 3-5 nm [208, 209]. Reducing the BDD grain size introduces 

surface defects and sp2 carbon content thereby improving electrochemical performance.  

For example, Glass and co-workers recently studied the production of H2O2 using an 

UNCD BDD electrode [205]. Commercially available boron-doped UNCD was deposited 

onto a silicon wafer by a thin copper wire and silver paste. The copper wire and paste 

were isolated from the electrolyte by glass tubing and nonconductive epoxy. XPS was 

used to identify functional groups on the surface of the UNCD electrode both before and 

after electrochemical cycling. It was found that prolonged use of the electrode under 

cathodic conditions resulted in removal of oxygen functional groups at the electrode 

surface and decreased H2O2 production. In addition, H2O2 generation could be improved 

by a pre-anodization step in which the UNCD electrode was first oxidized prior to 

cathodic H2O2 generation. Furthermore, the use of a repeated oxidation-reduction cycling 

process was found to improve H2O2 generation under catholic conditions and prolong the 

electrode lifetime. Incorporation of an oxidation step allowed reincorporation of oxygen 

functional groups on the surface of the electrode necessary for H2O2 generation. 

In a later study [210], Glass and co-workers demonstrated the effectiveness of the 

potential cycling process toward blackwater disinfection using an oxidized BDD 

electrode. The potential cycling approach improved the disinfection energy efficiency by 

as much as 124%. Furthermore, the production of RCS was quantitatively assessed using 

black water samples containing 0.154 M NaCl. Potential cycling (between ‒2 and +2 V) 

was shown to dramatically improve the production of free Cl2 to 30 µg cm‒2, as compared 

to less than 15 µg cm‒2 produced by constant applied potentials of +2 and ‒2 V. 

Mechanistically, Cl‒ adsorption and oxidation was facilitated by anodic polarization due 

to the generated HO• species, and cathodic polarization led to desorption of RCS into the 

bulk solution. Similarly, O2 rather than Cl‒ was adsorbed during the anodic cycles to 
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produce H2O2. This demonstrates how multiple RS were produced under working 

conditions, each contributing to the disinfection of blackwater.  

In another study [211], Jiang et al. incorporated a membrane to separate the cathode and 

anode compartments in their study of transition-metal (TM) SACs toward oxygen 

reduction for hydrogen peroxide generation and their applications in bacterial 

inactivation. They used a cathode material for hydrogen peroxide production and a 

commercial IrO2 catalyst as the anode, and the anode and cathode compartments were 

separated by a Fumasep FAA-3-PK-130 anion exchange membrane in an H cell. Various 

TMs (i.e., Fe, Pd, Co, and Mn) were atomically deposited on carbon nanotubes (CNT) 

synthesized by a freeze drying and thermal annealing process under an Ar atmosphere at 

600 °C. Fig. 9a shows the HAADF-STEM image of Fe-CNT where Fe single atoms can 

be readily identified. Consistent results were obtained in the corresponding FT-EXAFS 

spectrum (Fig. 9b), where no evident Fe-Fe neighbors can be found; for bulk Fe3O4 (blue) 

and Fe foil (black), the Fe spectra exhibited a small peak characteristic of Fe-O linkage. 

Electrochemical tests revealed a H2O2 yield over 80% for the Fe-CNT sample within a 

wide range of applied potentials, which decreased in the order of Fe-CNT > Pd-CNT > 

Co-CNT > Mn-CNT (Fig. 9c). Two additional Fe containing samples were prepared for 

comparison, one with nitrogen doping (Fe-N-CNT) and the other by a gas-phase 

reduction step of the as-prepared Fe-CNT, denoted as Red. Fe-CNT. From Fig. 9d one 

can see a significant loss of H2O2 production with the addition of N (red) or reduction 

(blue), likely due to Fe-N propensity toward 4e‒ ORR and removal of oxygen during the 

reduction process losing the Fe-C-O character. DFT analysis further supported the 

proposed F-C-O moiety as the active site for selective H2O2 generation with initial O2 

adsorption occurring on the C site. The materials were then tested for electrochemical 

disinfection of water by quantifying the inactivation of E. coli at neutral pH and in a 
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phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS, 0.1 M) at the catalyst loading of 0.5 mg cm‒2 

and applied current density of 20 mA cm‒2. Colorimetric analysis showed an H2O2 

concentration of 1613 ppm after 210 min’s electrolysis, with a calculated FE of 90.8%. 

Apparent inactivation of E. coli was observed with the population decreased by 43% in 5 

min and 99.9999% in 120 min (Fig. 9e).  

 

Fig. 9. (a) HAADF-STEM image of Fe-CNT composites. (b) FT-EXAFS R real-space 

plot of Fe foil (black), Fe-CNT (red), and Fe3O4 (blue). (c) Calculated H2O2 selectivity 

and electron transfer number for Fe-CNT (black), Pd-CNT (red), Co-CNT (blue), and 

Mn-CNT (green). (d) Calculated H2O2 selectivity and electron transfer number for Fe-

CNT (black), nitrogen doped Fe-N-CNT (red), and gas reduced Red. Fe-CNT (blue). (e) 

CCD Photos of overnight cultured E. coli plates taken from different electrolysis 

timepoints. Reproduced with permission from ref. [211] copyright 2019, Springer Nature. 

4.6 Conclusions and perspectives 
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In summary, substantial progress has been made toward a fundamental understanding of 

the electrochemical generation of various RS and their implication in bacterial 

inactivation. RRDE measurements have proven to be a most popular and trusted route 

toward the characterization of RS generation, particularly for the two-electron reduction 

of oxygen producing H2O2. Anodic and cathodic pathways are both feasible routes 

toward electrocatalytic generation of RS with a slight edge given to the cathodic 

pathways, primarily dure to favorable thermodynamics. Among the significant 

breakthroughs in the field over recent years is the work demonstrating the feasibility of 

H2O2 homolytic fission under electrochemical conditions yielding highly reactive HO• 

[77]. Furthermore, there have been a number of studies into the practical applications of 

RS-generating electrocatalysts toward microbial disinfection. These studies have 

provided the groundwork of research to further understand the conditions required for 

effective disinfection, in particular, in light of the recent emergence of SACs.  

Toward future progress into the field, significant breakthroughs are needed on various 

fronts. Rational design and engineering of effective electrocatalysts is a critical first step 

toward electrochemical microbial inactivation. For instance, the breakthrough in the 

research of monometallic and bimetallic single atom electrocatalysts can be capitalized 

for the effective and selective production of RS [62, 212, 213], laying the groundwork to 

scale up the technology for industrial water disinfection applications. Towards this end, it 

is important to entail rigorous characterization of a material’s electrocatalytic capacity 

toward the generation of RS outlined above, in particular, under operando condition. In 

many cases, more than one RS may provide contributions toward microbial disinfection. 

It is therefore critical to identify and quantify all possible RS produced within a given 

system, such that a correlation can be established with the bactericidal activity to advance 

mechanistic understanding of the inner working of the system of interest. 
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Furthermore, from the microorganism perspective, current research has focused mostly 

on a narrow range of possibilities. It is of both fundamental and technological 

significance to develop electrochemical technologies towards the disinfection of a wide 

range of microorganisms, including gram-positive/-negative bacteria, viruses, fungi, and 

helminths, within the context of electrochemical RS generation. For instance, there are 

three major groups of microorganisms found in wastewater, with the most common being 

bacteria followed by viruses and helminths [214-219]. It is therefore imperative to 

quantify a material’s ability to inactivate a range of microorganisms to accurately develop 

an ideal wastewater electrocatalyst. Previous reports have focused primarily on the 

antibacterial activity toward E. coli, the most common gram-negative strain of bacteria, 

likely due to the accessibility of various E. coli strains in most biology laboratories. 

However, bacterial interactions with electrocatalysts are likely influenced, most likely to 

a varying degree, by electrostatic interactions with E. coli. Future studies should aim to 

examine and compare the activity to at least one bacterium from each strain, ideally an 

additional one with gram-positive nature. Furthermore, viruses may pose a higher risk in 

wastewater than bacteria due to increased difficulty in detection and lower doses required 

for infection to occur [220, 221]. Therefore, future work should also look to quantify 

disinfection activity toward common virus strains as well. In these studies, it is also 

critical to carry out relevant assays to unravel the biochemical origin of the disinfection, 

as various mechanisms of action may be involved, such as oxidative stress induction, 

protein dysfunction, membrane damage, and transcriptional arrest [222]. Of these, study 

in conjunction with metabolomic and proteomic analysis [223-225] represents an 

attractive route and is a focal area of ongoing research.  
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5.1 Abstract 

Conventional β-lactam antibiotics are resisted by bacteria at an increasing rate, prompting 

studies into the development of alternate antibiotic agents. In this personal account, we 

summarize recent progress in the design and engineering of graphene oxide quantum dot-

based nanomaterials as potent antimicrobial agents. Specifically, we examine the impacts 

of chemical reduction on the antimicrobial activity of graphene oxide quantum dots, and 

enhancement of the bactericidal performance by the formation of nanocomposites with 

metal oxide nanoparticles, within the context of photodynamic generation of reactive 

oxygen species. A perspective is also included where the promises and challenges are 

highlighted in the development of high-performance antimicrobial agents based on 

graphene derivatives. 

5.2 Introduction 

Antibiotic resistance is becoming increasingly common around the world and threatening 

the well-being of humanity.[1-4] In particular, β-lactam antibiotics are the most 

frequently prescribed antibiotic in hospital settings; however, bacteria are able to produce 

enzymes known as β-lactamases that result in bacterial resistance.[5] Significant research 

has therefore been dedicated to developing alternate antibiotic agents that can overcome 

the bacteria’s resistance through unique bactericidal pathways. One such alternate route 

includes the use of graphene-based nanomaterials capable of inhibiting bacterial growth 

through mechanisms such as physical adsorption and confinement, disruption of cellular 

processes, and membrane damage through physical and chemical interactions. 

Furthermore, some forms of functionalized graphene have been shown to have 

semiconductor properties making these materials light sensitive and capable of 

photocatalyzing the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as superoxide 

(𝑂2
−), singlet oxygen (𝑂2

•), hydroxyl radical (•OH), and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),[6-8] 
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that are known to be potent antimicrobial reagents involving various destructive 

pathways, such as degradation of bacterial DNA and cell wall.[9] It is inherently difficult 

for bacteria to overcome such destructive mechanisms of attack and therefore less likely 

for the bacteria to resist ROS-generating nanomaterials. 

Graphene-based nanomaterials represent a diverse class of carbon functional materials, 

including an exfoliated version of graphite called graphene, oxidized graphene called 

graphene oxide (GO), and a partially reduced form of GO called reduced graphene oxide 

(rGO).[10-17] These materials have been shown to be effective antimicrobial agents on 

their own, and the antimicrobial activity can be further enhanced when combined with 

other materials to form a composite, notably with metal nanoparticles, metal oxide 

nanoparticles, and more recently with atomically dispersed metal atoms.[18] By tailoring 

the synthesis methods of the graphene-based materials, one can control the size, shape, 

and degree of oxidation to enhance water solubility, bacterial membrane contact, 

semiconductor properties, and other important properties for maximal antimicrobial 

performance.[19, 20] 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of graphene-based material preparation by top-down 

and bottom-up approaches.  
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Graphene-based nanomaterials can be prepared through numerous methods, which 

mostly fall into two categories, namely, top-down and bottom-up routes, as depicted in 

Figure 1. In the top-down synthesis of graphene-based nanomaterials, the starting 

material is usually some form of bulk graphite and then broken down through physical or 

chemical processes, where exfoliation ultimately results in the production of small 

graphitic carbon consisting of a varied number of graphene layers. One such top-down 

method is known as the Hummers’ method,[21, 22] in which graphite flakes or pitch 

carbon fiber can be broken down through chemical oxidation by concentrated acids, 

resulting in the formation of GO. Depending on the degree of oxidation, controlled 

through reaction temperature, time, and acid concentration, one can obtain GO with sizes 

varied from several hundred nanometers down to the quantum dot regime of only a few 

nanometers in diameter.[14, 23-26] In the bottom-up route, the starting materials involve 

a small-molecule carbon source (along with any desired heteroatom dopant materials, 

such as nitrogen and sulfur), which can be polymerized through various methods 

involving reduction and condensation reactions. For instance, thermal treatment of citric 

acid or trisodium citrate at high temperatures in a closed autoclave can be used to 

produce GO. Under these reaction conditions, citric acid goes through multiple 

dehydration reactions, resulting in the formation of graphitic carbon nanomaterials with 

the size regulated by the reaction conditions.[13, 17, 27, 28] 

Graphene-based composite materials have shown significant promise for antimicrobial 

applications. Previous reports include incorporation of graphene derivatives with metals, 

metal oxides, simple complexes, and other semiconducting photocatalysts.[19, 29, 30] 

One of the intriguing aspects of this approach is taking advantage of the semiconductor 

properties of small graphene derivatives through the creation of semiconductor 

heterojunctions. For example, we have recently reported on a graphene oxide quantum 
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dot (GOQD)/ZnO composite photocatalyst for bacterial control.[28] The formation of 

composite materials was shown to improve the dispersibility of ZnO in aqueous media 

and significantly increase the efficiency of ROS production, likely due to improved 

contact with the bacterial membrane and enhanced charge separation of the photoexcited 

electron-hole pairs.  

In this personal account, we summarize recent progress in the use of GOQD-based 

functional nanomaterials for effective antimicrobial applications within the context of 

photodynamic manipulation. Synthesis of these materials is realized through a top-down 

or bottom-up approach (Figure 1). The structural characteristics of these materials are 

unraveled by a range of microscopic and spectroscopic measurements and correlated to 

the antimicrobial activity towards both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. 

Mechanistic insights are obtained by a careful comparison of the bactericidal 

performance in the dark and under photoirradiation. 

5.3 Graphene Oxide Quantum Dots 

Graphene-based materials have been under study for microbial control for more than a 

decade. In an early study,[31] the antimicrobial properties of graphene and GO were 

examined and compared toward both Gram-positive and Gram-negative strains of 

bacteria. Experimentally, GO was synthesized through a (top-down) modified Hummers’ 

method using graphite powders as the starting materials. A graphene nanowall array was 

then grown onto a stainless-steel substrate by electrophoretic deposition. It was observed 

that membrane damage caused by the sharp edges of the GO nanosheets was the primary 

mechanism of bacterial control. This notion was further supported by the resistance of 

Escherichia coli (E. coli), a Gram-negative bacterial strain with a developed outer 

membrane, as compared to the Gram-positive strain of Staphylococcus aureus (S. 

aureus), which lacks the protective outer membrane.  
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This proposed mechanism was further built upon through the study of the antimicrobial 

activity of graphite, graphite oxide, GO, and rGO.[32] The interactions of these carbon 

materials with E. coli cells were investigated by scanning electron microscopic (SEM) 

studies and the material’s ability to oxidize glutathione was quantitatively assessed — 

note that glutathione is a common redox mediator in bacterial cells. The conclusions from 

the previous report[31] were validated, as SEM images clearly showed cell membrane 

damage caused by the sharp edges of the GO nanosheets. 

Oxidative stress may also play an important role, as GO can induce substantial 

glutathione oxidation, in comparison to other graphene derivatives, and glutathione 

deficiencies have been known to impact cell growth, due to unregulated potassium 

channels and sensitivity to methylglyoxal, a toxic byproduct of bacteria metabolism.[33] 

Notably, results from earlier studies have shown that a decreasing lateral size of GO 

prepared through a modified Hummers’ method resulted in an increase of the 

antibacterial activity,[34, 35] as evidenced in a range of characterizations based on 

fluorescence microscopy, glutathione oxidation, and cell viability assays, where smaller 

GO was found to exhibit more oxidative stress toward E. coli. Results from these studies 

further solidify the importance of oxidative stress in the bactericidal action of graphene-

based nanomaterials.   

Such oxidative stress most likely arises from the rich oxygenated functional moieties on 

the GO surface, which can be readily manipulated by chemical reduction. In a recent 

study,[26] ultrasmall GO nanosheets, also known as GOQD,[23, 24, 36-38] were prepared by 

the modified Hummers’ method using pitch carbon fibers as the starting materials, and 

the antimicrobial activity was examined and compared before and after chemical 

reduction by NaBH4. Figure 2a depicts a representative transmission electron 

microscopic (TEM) image of the as-produced GOQD, which exhibited a diameter of 10 
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to 20 nm and clear lattice fringes, with an interplanar spacing of 0.263 nm that is 

consistent with that of the graphene (002) lattice. Topographic study based on atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) shows good dispersion of the GOQD without apparent 

agglomeration, most likely due to the abundant oxygenated moieties on the GOQD 

surface that rendered the GOQDs dispersible in water, and from the line scan, the height 

of the GOQDs was found to range from 0.5 to 2 nm, corresponding to 1 to 4 graphene 

layers. The morphology of the reduced form (rGOQD) was largely unchanged.[26] 

Yet the optical and photoluminescence characteristics varied rather markedly after 

NaBH4 reduction. From the UV-vis absorption spectra in Figure 2b, one can see that 

GOQD exhibited a major absorption peak at 230 nm, and three broad shoulders at 290, 

360, and 460 nm (marked by asterisks) on an exponential decay profile. Note that the 230 

nm peak is generally ascribed to the π → π* transitions of sp2 carbon, and the 460 nm one 

to the n → π* transitions of C=O moieties.[39, 40] After NaBH4 reduction, the 230 nm 

peak red-shifted and the 460 nm one disappeared, suggesting enlarged sp2 carbon 

domains in rGOQD, most likely due to effective removal of oxygenated species. In fact, 

based on the Tauc plots derived from the UV-vis absorption profiles, the optical band gap 

can be found to decrease somewhat from 3.50 eV for GOQD to 3.15 eV for rGOQD. 

Consistent results were obtained in 1H NMR measurements where signals of aromatic 

protons were found to intensify with rGOQD, as compared to that of GOQD.[26] 
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Figure 2. (a) TEM image of GOQD. Scale bar 20 nm. (b) UV-Vis spectra of GOQD 

(black) and rGOQD (red). Inset are the photographs of the two solutions upon irradiation 

at 365 nm. (c) Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) emission spectra for GOQD 

(black) and rGOQD (red) with an excitation wavelength of 400 nm. Inset depicts the 

steady-state fluorescence spectra. Yellow lines depict exponential decay fittings to TRPL 

spectra. (d) X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) survey spectra for GOQD (black) 
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and rGOQD (red). High resolution XPS spectra of the carbon 1s orbitals for (e) GOQD 

and (f) rGOQD. Reproduced with permission from ref. 27, copyright 2020, the authors.  

The photoluminescence properties varied accordingly, as manifested in the photographs 

of the sample solutions under 365 nm photoirradiation, yellow-green for GOQD and 

blue-green for rGOQD (Figure 2b inset). In steady-state photoluminescence 

measurements (Figure 2c inset), GOQDs exhibited two excitation peaks (λex) centered at 

350 and 465 nm, very close to the absorption peak positions observed in UV-vis 

measurements (Figure 2b), and a corresponding emission peak (λem) at 535 nm. However, 

upon NaBH4 chemical reduction, the excitation peak at 465 nm vanished, a new 

excitation peak appeared at 280 nm, and the emission band blue-shifted to 460 nm, with 

the (normalized) emission intensity more than doubled. Consistent behaviors were 

observed in time-resolved photoluminescence measurements (Figure 2c), where the 

emission lifetime of the rGOQD was estimated to be 1.73 ns, somewhat longer than that 

(1.05 ns) for GOQDs, in good accord with the removal of structural defects (trap states) 

upon NaBH4 reduction.[26] 

Such a structural evolution is indeed confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) measurements. From the survey spectra in Figure 2d, one can see that both the 

GOQD and rGOQD samples exhibited two main peaks at 284 eV for C 1s and 530 eV for 

O 1s electrons, and based on the integrated peak areas, the oxygen content of rGOQD 

diminished by more than 10%, as compared to that of GOQD, suggesting effective 

removal of oxygen species by NaBH4 reduction. Deconvolution of the high-resolution C 

1s spectra for GOQD (Figure 2e) and rGOQD (Figure 2f) further reveals the difference in 

oxygen functional groups within the carbon framework. Whereas four components can be 

resolved in both samples at 282.8, 284.2, 285.4, and 287.6 eV, corresponding to C=C, C-

O, C=O, and O-C=O, respectively, the contents of the oxygenated species decrease rather 
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markedly, carbonyl species from 19.2% in GOQD to 8.3% in rGOQD, and C-O from 

29.7% to 25.1%, and concurrently the fraction of sp2 carbon increases from 36.2 for 

GOQD % to 44.1% for rGOQD.  

The clear difference in the contents of oxygen functional groups between GOQD and 

rGOQD provided an excellent platform to examine how these oxygen moieties play a 

role in microbial inactivation. To quantify the antimicrobial properties of these materials 

a photodynamic experiment involving plate streaking was implemented. A typical 

procedure for this type of experiment is as follows: briefly, the material of interest is 

dissolved in a desired solvent, typically water or phosphate buffered saline (PBS), into 

which an amount of cultured bacteria is added and shaken to form a homogeneous 

solution. Use of a buffer solution is particularly critical when the material of interest has 

the ability to significantly alter the experimental pH conditions, as seen previously when 

GO containing acidic impurities was used.[41] The resulting solution is then irradiated at 

the desired photon energy for a specific time interval. At each timepoint a small aliquot is 

taken from the solution, serially diluted, and streaked onto an agar plate. The plates are 

then incubated typically at 37 °C for 16-24 h, depending on the microbe under study. The 

incubated plate is then taken, and individual colonies are counted and compared. Control 

plates are typically made to efficiently compare difference in colony formation. For 

example, the bar chart in Figure 3a demonstrates a clear difference in photoinactivation 

between GOQD and rGOQD, as compared to a control group with water alone.  

The photodynamic experiment described above is useful to quantify antibacterial 

properties as a function of photoirradiation. Experimentally, each sample was exposed to 

light irradiation (400 nm) for 3 min and changes in cell viability were measured through 

colony counts. From the top panel of Figure 3a, one can see a ca. 60% loss of cell 

viability of Staphylococcus epidermitis (S. epidermitis) in the presence of GOQD upon 
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photoirradiation, in comparison to ca. 35% in the control, while 95% of the bacterial cells 

survive with rGOQD. Such a difference of the cell viability can also be readily visualized 

in the corresponding photographs of bacterial colonies in the bottom panel. It is likely 

that the rGOQD possesses surface functional groups with antioxidant nature resulting in 

improved cell viability under 400 nm light irradiation. The source of this antioxidant 

behavior is likely due to the increased sp2 carbons in rGOQD, which can undergo 

hydroxyl addition in the presence of radical species.   
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Figure 3. (a) Photodynamic experiment results depicting the photoinactivation % for 

GOQD and rGOQD toward Staphylococcus Epidermitis. (b) Fluorescence microscopy 
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micrographs imaging fluorescence of CellROX green. (c) EPR spectra of GOQD (black) 

and rGOQD (red) upon light irradiation (400 nm) for 1 minute in the presence of the 

spin-trapping reagent, DMPO. Reproduced with permission from ref. 27, copyright 2020, 

the authors. 

Fluorescence microscopy studies, in conjunction with electron paramagnetic resonance 

(EPR) spectroscopy, indeed provide an adequate foundation to understand the 

mechanisms for ROS formation upon light irradiation. Figure 3b depicts fluorescence 

micrographs of CellROX green-stained S. epidermitis bacterial cells in the presence of 

GOQD (top-left panel), rGOQD (bottom-left panel), a hydrogen peroxide positive control 

(bottom-right panel), and water alone as a negative control (top-right panel). CellROX 

green is a dye molecule that binds to nucleic acids with a primary binding to DNA after 

oxidation. Upon oxidation and dye accumulation within the cell, CellROX green 

emissions can be observed at 525 nm with an excitation wavelength of 470 nm. The 

resulting fluorescence intensity can be normalized and compared between samples to 

quantify the degree of ROS production where an increased fluorescence intensity is 

correlated to an increased amount of ROS produced. From Figure 3b, one can see a 2-

fold increase in CellROX green intensity for GOQD, as compared to that for rGOQD — 

the former is actually comparable to that with H2O2 whereas the latter is similar to that of 

H2O. Such a clear increase in ROS production by GOQD can be correlated to the rich 

oxygenated species, as evidenced in XPS measurements (Figure 2d-f).  

Consistent results were obtained in EPR measurements.[42] The studies described herein 

utilize a spin-trapping method where 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide (DMPO) is 

oxidized at the nitrone functional group by free radicals to form a radical adduct with a 

half-life ( 1/2) on the order of several minutes. This allows for reliable detection of free 

radicals formed by the photocatalyst of interest. Figure 3c depicts such spin-trapping 
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assays in which DMPO reacts with radicals formed by GOQD and rGOQD upon 

photoirradiation for 1 min, along with a control group containing water alone. The EPR 

spectra show a peak (marked by #) at 3369 G for GOQD and rGOQD, as compared to the 

water control, and the scaling factor (g) was estimated to be 2.0034 ± 0.0005 for GOQD 

and rGOQD, which lies between the literature values of 2.0023 for carbon-centered 

radicals and 2.004 for oxygen-centered radicals.[43, 44] From Figure 3c, one can see that 

GOQD is producing significantly more of these radicals than rGOQD with a peak height 

nearly double that of rGOQD. This can be ascribed to chemical reduction of GOQD to 

rGOQD that removes the oxygenated moieties necessary for such radical formation. 

Furthermore, formation of a quartet (depicted by asterisks) is seen with an intensity ratio 

of 1:2:2:1 and hyperfine couplings of aN = aH = 14.9 G, characteristic of hydroxyl radical 

adducts to DMPO. From the peak intensity of these quartets, one can see a 7-fold 

increase for GOQD, as compared to that of rGOQD, further confirming that radical 

formation was hindered after NaBH4 reduction, likely due to the removal of oxygen 

moieties necessary for radical formation from the GOQD surface.  

These results suggest that the antimicrobial activity of graphene derivatives may arise 

from multiple contributions. In addition to physical damage of the cell membranes, 

graphene-based nanomaterials can effectively inhibit bacterial cell growth by ROS 

production, which is closely related to the oxygen functional moieties. Further 

enhancement of the bactericidal performance can be achieved by the formation of 

nanocomposites with select metal oxide nanoparticles, as detailed below. 

5.4 Graphene Oxide Quantum Dots/Metal Oxide Nanocomposites 

Incorporation of graphene-based materials with metal or metal oxide nanostructures to 

produce nanocomposites has been rather extensively studied toward efficient 

antimicrobial activity.[16] The key to a successful composite material largely relies on (i) 
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a sufficient contact between the graphene-based material and metal (oxide) 

nanostructures and (ii) biocompatibility of the latter. Silver has been a common metal of 

choice. For instance, silver nanoparticles have been deposited on rGO and the resulting 

Ag/rGO nanocomposite was found to display improved antibacterial activity, as 

compared to silver alone; and the activity is even comparable to that of ampicillin, a 

penicillin antibiotic.[45] Efficient control of the growth of Gram-positive and Gram-

negative bacterial strains has also been observed with Ag/GO nanocomposites.[46]  

For metal oxide/graphene nanocomposites, the antimicrobial performance can be further 

enhanced by taking advantage of the photochemical activity of the semiconducting metal 

oxides.  This is because upon photoirradiation of a semiconductor with photons of an 

appropriate energy, electrons may be excited from the valence band to the conduction 

band, and the ensuing separation of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs can be 

exploited for a range of reduction/oxidation reactions, in particular, ROS production for 

antimicrobial applications.[47-49] In addition, the incorporation of graphene derivatives 

helps improve the dispersibility, charge transfer, and other aspects pertinent to ROS 

production.[16] Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a commonly used photocatalyst with a direct bulk 

band gap of 3.3 eV at room temperature.[50] Beyond its unique band structure, ZnO is 

highly desirable for antimicrobial applications due to its low cost, high stability, and 

biocompatibility.[51] For example, ZnO nanoparticles have been deposited on rGO for 

water disinfection via the ROS mediated pathway.[52] Experimentally, two samples were 

prepared, one with ZnO nanoparticles in the range of 20 nm to 100 nm and the other from 

50 nm to 500 nm. Through photodegradation of methylene blue and photoreduction of 

Cr(VI) to Cr(III), it was clear that a reduced ZnO nanoparticle size resulted in an 

improved photocatalytic performance, which was ascribed to improved ZnO/rGO 

interfacial contact and thus enhanced photodegradation efficiency.  
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As previously mentioned, use of GO over rGO may substantially improve the material’s 

ability to form ROS under photoirradiation. To this end, we have recently constructed 

ZnO/GOQD nanocomposites utilizing a bottom-up procedure, where GOQDs were 

thermally derived from citric acid followed by the deposition of ZnO nanoparticles.[17] 

The ZnO nanoparticles, with the particle size ranging from 5 to 12 nm in diameter and an 

average diameter of 8.37 nm ± 2.72 nm (markedly smaller than those in the 

literature[52]), were successfully deposited onto the as-prepared GOQD surface. Figure 

4a depicts the UV-vis absorption and photoluminescence emission spectra of the 

ZnO/GOQD nanocomposite, ZnO nanoparticles, and GOQDs alone.[17] One can see that 

despite similar UV-vis absorption profiles, the photoluminescence emission intensity 

varied markedly among the samples. Specifically, significant quenching can be observed 

with the ZnO/GOQD composite, as compared to the as-prepared GOQD alone. This 

suggests a reduced recombination of photogenerated electron-hole pairs upon ZnO 

deposition, likely due to charge transfer occurring from the GOQD to the ZnO at the 

ZnO/GOQD interface. 
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Figure 4. (a) UV-vis and steady state photoluminescence spectra for ZnO (black), GOQD 

(red), and ZnO/GOQD composite (green). Inset depicts the color of the ZnO/GOQD 

solution under UV (365 nm) and visible light photoirradiation. (b) EPR spectra for water 

control (black) and ZnO/GOQD nanocomposite (red) upon photoexcitation for 1 min. (c) 

Bacterial growth at varying concentrations of ZnO/GOQD composite from 0 mg/mL 

(black) to 4.0 mg/mL (red square) performed in the dark for 24 h. Measurements are 

taken from light absorption at 600 nm for each timepoint. (d) Results from photodynamic 

experiments plotting colony forming units (CFU) versus irradiation time (min). 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 17, copyright 2018, the Royal Society of 

Chemistry.  

Indeed, the ZnO/GOQD composite possessed markedly enhanced ROS production. EPR 

measurements in Figure 4b show a typical quartet (marked by asterisks) that is indicative 

of the formation of hydroxyl radicals, as well as three doublets with hyperfine splitting of 

aH = 15.6 G and aN = 22.9 G, corresponding to H• formation likely produced by ZnO 
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photoreduction of water. These EPR results help explain the significantly improved 

antibacterial properties of ZnO/GOQD shown in Figure 4d, which depicts results from a 

photodynamic assay of the colony forming units (CFU) under UV light irradiation. The 

ZnO/GOQD composite (yellow diamonds) displays complete bacterial inactivation after 

a photoirradiation period of only 5 min. This is a significant improvement from the 

control sample containing only E. coli and water (black circles), GOQD (red triangles), 

and ZnO (green squares). This clearly demonstrates the improved antibacterial properties 

of the composite made by the GOQD and ZnO. Note that the activity is also markedly 

better than those observed with similar composites but consisting of larger ZnO 

nanoparticles,[52] likely due to the combined contributions of enhanced dispersion and 

interfacial charge transfer. In contrast, microbial growth in the dark requires significantly 

more material to sufficiently stop bacterial growth (Figure 4c), suggesting photocatalyzed 

production of OH• to be the primary mechanism responsible for the antibacterial 

properties of the ZnO/GOQD composite.  
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of ZnO/GOQD-PEI antibacterial mechanism (a). (b) 

Measured ζ-potentials for E. coli (black), ZnO/GOQD (red), and ZnO/GOQD-PEI (blue). 

(c) EPR results in water with addition of DMPO spin-trapping reagent after light 

irradiation for 1 min. Reproduced with permission from re. 28, copyright 2019, the 

American Chemical Society. 

It has long been argued that sufficient contact with the bacterial membrane is critical for 

efficient antibacterial performance.[19, 53, 54] Indeed, the importance of membrane 

contact with GO basal planes has been highlighted.[55] For example, bacterial membrane 

contact was enhanced with a ZnO/GO composite, leading to improved bactericidal 

activity, as compared to ZnO particles alone.[56] It was hypothesized that GO 

incorporation facilitated the dispersion of ZnO nanoparticles, slowed the dissolution of 

ZnO, and enabled intimate contact with E. coli cell membranes. This was evidenced by 

SEM imaging and solubilization measurements in which the prepared nanocomposites 

were dispersed in culture media for 24 h with periodic quantification of released Zn. This 

highlights the importance of nanocomposite dispersibility and bacterial membrane 

contact in the bactericidal efficiency.  

One route toward increased dispersion, and hence improved antibacterial activity, 

involves the incorporation of hydrophilic polymers into the antimicrobial agents. In an 

early study,[57]  GO was synthesized from graphite powders through a modified 

Hummers’ method, and functionalized with a guanidine polymer (GP) by mixing GO, 

polyethylene glycol (PEG), and GP at elevated temperatures. The resulting GO-PEG-GP 

nanocomposite displayed structural characteristics similar to those of GO, as evidenced in 

FTIR, SEM, TGA (thermogravimetric analysis), and XRD (X-ray diffraction) 

measurements, but with significantly improved water dispersibility even in prolonged 

periods of time. The antimicrobial activity towards E. coli and S. aureus bacteria was 
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then evaluated by counting the CFUs after an incubation period. It was found that after 60 

min the GO-PEG-GP composite led to complete bacterial inactivation for both the Gram-

positive and Gram-negative strains, because the improved GO dispersion resulted in 

improved microbe contact. In another study,[58] Cu2O/rGO nanocomposites were 

prepared in the presence of PEG, which exhibited enhanced  dispersibility and stability in 

water and facilitated ROS production, leading to excellent antibacterial activity 

towrds  E. coli and  S. aureus, in comparison to Cu2O nanoparticles alone. 

Bridging previous reports on nanoparticle dispersion and an understanding of bacteria 

surface charge, we demonstrated that the bacteria surface charge can indeed be exploited 

for further improvement of membrane contact and bacterial inactivation.[28] 

Experimentally, cationic polyethylenimine (PEI) was used as the capping polymer to 

further functionalize the ZnO/GOQD nanocomposites,[17] as schematically depicted in 

Figure 5a. The obtained ZnO/GOQD-PEI composite exhibited a positively charged 

surface, which was anticipated to possess electrostatic attraction toward the negatively 

charged surface of Gram-negative E. coli membranes. This was indeed evidenced in ζ-

potential measurements (Figure 5b). One can see that incorporation of PEI shifted the ζ-

potential from -40.4 mV for ZnO/GOQD to +16.67 mV for the ZnO/GOQD-PEI 

composite, and the ZnO/GOQD-PEI composites displayed significantly improved 

dispersibility for up to 48 h, as compared to ZnO/GOQD alone. This can be ascribed to 

increased hydrophilicity with the PEI coating.  
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Figure 6. E. coli growth assays performed under dark conditions for (a) ZnO/GOQD and 

(b) ZnO/GOQD-PEI over a 24 h period at varying nanoparticle concentrations ranging 

from 0.8 – 4.0 mg/mL. Photodynamic experiment performed under UV irradiation for 

ZnO/GOQD (red circles) and ZnO/GOQD-PEI (blue triangles) over a 5 min period. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 28, copyright 2019, the American Chemical 

Society. 

Similarity in morphology and atomic composition was further evidenced in XRD 

measurements, where both samples displayed closely similar patterns attributed to 

hexagonal wurtzite ZnO (JCPDS No. 36-1451) with six signature peaks occurring at 2θ = 

331.77°, 34.42°, 36.25°, 47.54°, 56.60°, and 62.86°. Furthermore, PEI incorporation 

improved the nanocomposite’s ability to form ROS as manifested in EPR measurements. 

Figure 5c depicts the EPR data, again, utilizing DMPO as the spin trapping agent. One 

can see the formation of a quartet with the peak intensity ratio of 1:2:2:1 in the range of 

3179 to 3183 G for both ZnO/GOQD and ZnO/GOQD-PEI samples, as compared to the 

control group containing water and DMPO alone. This is the clear signature of hydroxyl 

radical formation upon light irradiation. Further comparing the quartet peak intensity 

between both samples, a 3-fold increase in ROS generation can be observed for 

ZnO/GOQD-PEI, as compared to ZnO/GOQD.  

The antibacterial activity of the two samples was then carried out in both dark and light 

conditions. Figure 6 depicts the growth of E. coli cells in the dark in the presence of (a) 

ZnO/GOQD and (b) ZnO/GOQD-PEI. From these spectra, a minimum inhibitory 

concentration (MIC) can be estimated for each sample, 4.0 mg/mL for ZnO/GOQD, and 

2.7 mg/mL for ZnO/GOQD-PEI. This suggests an improved antibacterial control with the 

incorporation of PEI, possibly due to the increased dispersion of particles as evidenced 

above. Next, the antibacterial activity under photoirradiation was characterized, with 
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results presented in Figure 6c. Based on the results from the dark conditions, the 

nanocomposite concentration was set at 2.0 mg/mL for all photodynamic experiments, 

below the MIC found for both samples. From Figure 6c, both ZnO/GOQD and 

ZnO/GOQD-PEI can be observed to exhibit apparent bactericidal activity, as compared to 

the control, and most notably, the performance was markedly enhanced with 

ZnO/GOQD-PEI, as compared to ZnO/GOQD. In fact, complete bacterial inactivation 

was achieved at an irradiation time of 5 min for ZnO/GOQD-PEI. The improved 

antibacterial activity under UV irradiation can be attributed to the electrostatically 

enhanced contact between the nanocomposite and bacterial cells which led to improved 

bacterial decomposition by Zn2+ dissolution and ROS degradation. 

5.5 Summaries and Perspectives 

The antimicrobial activity of graphene derivatives can arise from multiple mechanisms of 

actions, such as membrane damage by the sharp edges of the graphene nanosheets, 

nutrient deprivation of the bacterial cells due to graphene encapsulation, as well as ROS 

production facilitated by the rich oxygen moieties within the graphene framework. Thus, 

one can envision that chemical reduction/oxidation can be exploited as a facile strategy to 

manipulate the surface functional groups and hence the bactericidal performance. Further 

enhancement of the antimicrobial activity can be achieved by the formation of 

nanocomposites with select metal oxide nanoparticles by taking advantage of the unique 

photocatalytic activity. Notably, incorporation of graphene derivatives to the composite 

system not only helps improve the dispersibility and stability of the nanocomposite in 

water, but also facilitate ROS generation through interfacial charge transfer. Additionally, 

the composite’s surface charge can be exploited to increase electrostatic attraction 

between the nanocomposite and bacterial membrane resulting in improved interfacial 

contact and delivery of photocatalyzed ROS.  
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Despite substantial progress in recent research, several challenges remain. First, it 

remains challenging, and yet particularly important, to precisely control the GOQD size, 

surface morphologies, and oxygen functionalization, which has been known to affect 

ROS production and oxidative stress. To this end, new synthetic chemistry needs to be 

developed for the ready control of the GOQD dimensions and structures, as well as the 

specific oxygenated functional moieties. Second, there are many factors that can 

contribute to the overall antimicrobial activity of these materials. To parse the 

contributions from each of these factors and develop a holistic interpretation of the 

antibacterial mechanism of the material, analysis in real time (in vivo) will be needed to 

deconvolute the antimicrobial activity occurring on different time scales. For example, 

ROS related bacterial death occurs at a much shorter time scale (typically within min), as 

compared to bacterial growth dynamics that occur throughout several hours. Finally, a 

multidisciplinary approach must be taken to unravel the biological origin of bacterial cell 

death. There are numerous biological assays that have the potential to significantly 

improve our understanding of the bacteria-graphene interactions and the impacts on 

important biochemical processes within the bacterial cell. For example, metabolite 

screening may be used to quantify changes in microbial metabolism in the presence of 

ROS generating materials, which has the potential to provide substantial insights into the 

mechanism of action for graphene-based materials as well as many other prospective 

antimicrobial nanomaterials.[59, 60] Research along these lines is ongoing. 
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6.1 Abstract 

Antibiotic resistance is an imminent threat to human health, requiring development of 

effective alternate antibacterial agents. One such alternative includes nanoparticle 

(photo)catalysts that are good at producing reactive oxygen species (ROS). Herein, we 

report the design and preparation of nitrogen-doped carbon dots functionalized with 

atomically dispersed copper centers by Cu-N coordination (Cu/NCD) that exhibit 

apparent antibacterial activity towards Gram-negative Escherichia coli (E. coli) under 

photoirradiation. The growth of E. coli cells is found to be markedly inhibited by 

Cu/NCD under 365 nm photoirradiation, whereas no apparent inhibition is observed in 

the dark or with the copper-free carbon dots alone. This is ascribed to the prolonged 

photoluminescence lifetime of Cu/NCD that facilitates the separation of photogenerated 

electron-hole pairs and the ROS formation. Addition of tert-butyl alcohol is found to 

completely diminish the antimicrobial activity, suggesting that hydroxyl radicals are 

responsible for the microbial death. Consistent results are obtained in fluorescence 

microscopic studies using CellROXTM green as the probe. Similar bactericidal behaviors 

were observed with Gram-positive Staphylococcus epidermidis (S. epidermidis). The 

copper content within the carbon material is optimized at a low loading of 1.09 wt%, 

reducing the possibility of toxic copper ion leaching. Results from this study highlight the 

significance of carbon-based nanocomposites with isolated metal species as potent 

antimicrobial reagents. 

6.2 Introduction 

Antibiotic resistance is on the rise and considered one of the greatest health threats facing 

humanity.[1-4] β-lactam antibiotics are the most frequently prescribed antibiotics in 

hospital settings; however, this type of antibiotics is shown to become easily resisted by 

bacteria through bacterial enzymes known as β-lactamases.[5] Although researchers have 
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provided short-term mechanisms to overcome this type of antibacterial resistance, the use 

of such antibiotics is proving to be an uphill and losing battle.[5] Significant research has 

therefore been dedicated to developing alternate antibiotic agents that can overcome the 

bacteria’s resistance through unique bactericidal pathways. One such alternate route 

includes the use of light-sensitive nanomaterials capable of producing destructive reactive 

oxygen species (ROS), such as superoxide (𝑂2
−), singlet oxygen (𝑂2

•), hydroxyl radical 

(•OH), and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2).[6-8] The mechanism of attack involves various 

destructive pathways, such as degradation of bacterial DNA and bacterial cell wall.[9] It 

is inherently difficult for bacteria to overcome such destructive mechanisms of attack and 

therefore less likely for the bacteria to resist ROS-generating nanomaterials. Towards this 

end, graphene derivatives represent a unique functional nanomaterial.[10-17] In a recent 

study,[18] we examined and compared the bactericidal activity of graphene oxide 

quantum dots before and after chemical reduction, and found that the oxidized forms 

were preferred for improved antibacterial activity under UV photoirradiation. This was 

attributed to oxygenated structural defects within the graphene oxide quantum dots that 

led to the ready production of ROS under photo excitation. 

Copper-based photocatalysts have also been rather extensively studied for their ability to 

produce ROS upon photoirradiation.[19-30] However, the materials used in these studies 

typically contain high levels of copper, which can cause leaching of copper ions and 

devastating biological effects including copper toxicity.[31] To facilitate ROS production 

and concurrently prevent uncontrolled ion leaching, metal loading should be minimized 

and stabilized but without compromising the antibacterial efficiency. One route to this 

end involves metal species atomically dispersed within a carbon-based support material. 

For example, Gong et al.[32] observed ROS production by atomically dispersed gold-

carbon dots, and found that an optimal Au loading of 15.3 wt% resulted in nearly 
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complete glutathione degradation, owing to high Au atomic dispersion. When the Au 

loading was increased to 45.7 wt% and large Au nanoparticles were formed instead, 

glutathione degradation was found to actually decrease. The increased activity by the 

material containing single Au atoms was attributed to mitochondrial targeting, 

glutathione depletion, and ROS production within bacterial membranes. Such atomic 

dispersion of metals can be readily realized with nitrogen-doped carbon dots by, for 

instance, a facile wet impregnation procedure with the formation of metal-nitrogen 

coordination linkages.[33, 34] The surface enrichment of the active metal centers can 

lead to the effective production of ROS due to enhanced separation and migration of the 

photogenerated electron-hole pairs.[35-37] This unique feature may be exploited for the 

development of high-performance antimicrobial reagents, in comparison to the 

conventional homogeneous organometallic complexes. This is the primary motivation of 

the present work. 

Herein, nitrogen-doped carbon dots with atomically dispersed copper (Cu/NCD) were 

prepared by a solid-state thermal route. The copper content was found to be around 1 

wt% among all samples. Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) measurements 

suggest atomic dispersion of copper within the carbon matrix by the formation of Cu-N 

bonds, as manifested in X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) measurements. Steady-

state photoluminescence (SSPL) measurements showed that the emission was markedly 

quenched with the incorporation of copper into the carbon dots, consistent with the 

increased lifetime as observed in time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) 

measurements. The bactericidal activity of the obtained composites was then tested using 

Gram-negative E. coli as the initial illustrating example. It was found that the bacterial 

growth was apparently inhibited under 365 nm photoirradiation, whereas no inhibition 

was observed in the dark; and the inhibition activity increased with increasing sp2 carbon 
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content in the sample, possibly due to improvement in electron-hole migration. 

Consistent results were obtained in scanning electron microscopic (SEM) measurements 

of the bacterial cell morphologies. In addition, the bactericidal activity was found to 

diminish markedly upon the addition of tert-butyl alcohol, suggesting that hydroxy 

radicals were responsible for the antimicrobial activity, which was further confirmed in 

fluorescence microscopic measurements using CellROXTM green as the probe. Similar 

bactericidal performance was observed with Gram-positive S. epidermidis. 

6.3 Results and Discussion 
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Figure 1. Representative TEM images of (a) NCD and (b) Cu/NCD-3. Scale bars are 

both 50 nm. (c) XRD patterns of (black) NCD, (red) Cu/NCD-1, (blue) Cu/NCD-2, and 

(magenta) Cu/NCD-3. Reference XRD patterns are provided along the X-axis for copper 

(orange, 00-001-1241), CuO (dark red, 00-002-1040), and Cu2O (green, 00-003-0892). 
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The successful production of carbon dots was first confirmed by TEM measurements. 

From Figure 1a, one can see that for the copper-free sample (NCD), carbon dots are very 

well dispersed without apparent agglomeration, with a roughly spherical shape, most 

likely due to the abundant oxygenated functional moieties on the carbon dot surface that 

rendered them soluble in water, as observed previously.[35, 36] Statistical analysis based 

on ca. 100 nanoparticles shows that the particle size falls mostly in the range of 12 to 37 

nm, with an average of 22.8 ± 7.2 nm, as manifested in the core size histogram in Figure 

2. For the copper-containing carbon dots, the morphologies remained virtually invariant, 

as evidenced with Cu/NCD-3 in Figure 1b, which shows a somewhat smaller average 

core size of 15.8 ± 3.0 nm. Notably, high-resolution TEM measurements of both samples 

show no well-defined lattice fringes (Figure 3) that can be ascribed to either carbon or 

copper (oxide), suggesting only short-range ordering of the carbon skeletons into which 

copper was most likely atomically dispersed. Consistent results are obtained in elemental 

mapping measurements (Figure 4). 
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Figure 2. Core size histogram of the NCD (black) and Cu/NCD-3 (magenta) samples. 
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Figure 3. High-resolution TEM images of (a) NCD and (b) Cu/NCD-3. Scale bars are (a) 

5 nm and (b) 10 nm. 
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Figure 4. (a) STEM image of the Cu/NCD-3 sample, where the red box marks the region 

for elemental mapping analysis. (b) EELS spectrum acquired from the red box region in 

panel (a) with signals originating primarily from carbon and nitrogen and virtually no 

detectable copper signal (ca. 930 eV), as the Cu content (Table S2) is below the 

sensitivity limitation of STEM (ca. 1 at%). The fact that no particulate forms of Cu are 

detected is also consistent with the atomic dispersion of Cu in the carbon dots. The 

corresponding elemental maps are shown in (c) C, (d) N and (e) Cu. 
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Figure 5. XPS survey scans of NCD (black), Cu/NC-1 (red), Cu/NC-2 (blue), and Cu/NC-

3 (magenta). 

Consistent results were obtained in XRD measurements. From the XRD patterns in 

Figure 1c, one can see that within the 2θ range of 10 to 80, all samples display only a 

single broad peak centered at 2θ = 18, which is characteristic of amorphous carbon 

including the combination of sp2 and sp3 carbons.[38] The lack of any other diffraction 

features in the XRD patterns suggests the absence of crystalline particles containing 

copper metal or copper oxide within the produced materials. This is consistent with the 

absence of lattice fringes observed in TEM measurements (Figure 3).  
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The elemental compositions and valence states of the samples were then examined by 

XPS measurements. In the survey scans (Figure 5), the elements of C, O and N can be 

readily identified in all samples, with Cu also in Cu/NCD-1, Cu/NCD-2 and Cu/NCD-3. 

The absence of other elements suggests high purity of the samples. Figure 6a depicts the 

corresponding high-resolution XPS spectra of the C 1s electrons. Deconvolution yields 

three components for all samples, (green) sp2 carbon at ca. 284.5 eV, (orange) sp3 carbon 

at 285.6 eV, and (purple) oxidized carbon (i.e., COOH, C=O) at 287.5 eV (Table S1). 

Notably, the sp2 carbon content is found to increase with increasing Cu(acac)2 feed from 

36.31 at% for NCD to 39.18 at% for Cu/NC-1, 40.32 at% for Cu/NC-2, and 46.94 at% 

for Cu/NC-3; and the Csp2:Csp3 ratio increases accordingly, at 2.4, 3.3, 3.4, and 7.3, 

respectively, whereas the amount of oxidized carbon remains relatively constant among 

the samples (Table 2). This implies enhanced graphitization of citric acid and melamine 

by Cu(acac)2 under the thermal conditions.  

Figure 6b depicts the high-resolution XPS spectra of the N 1s electrons. For the NCD 

sample, deconvolution yields a primary peak (shaded in green) at 399.3 eV, and two 

minor ones at 398.0 and 400.5 eV, which can be assigned to pyrrolic, pyridinic and 

graphitic N, respectively (Table 1).[39, 40] This suggests successful doping of N into the 

carbon skeleton. With the addition of Cu(acac)2 in sample preparation, the binding 

energies of these peaks remain virtually unchanged, likely because of the low contents of 

the Cu dopants (Table 2). In addition, the N dopant concentrations were found to be 

rather consistent among the samples, at 15.24 at% for NCD, 13.44 at% for Cu/NCD-1, 

13.00 at% for Cu/NCD-2, and 15.61 at% for Cu/NCD-3 (Table 2). 
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Figure 6. High-resolution XPS spectra of the (a) C 1s, (b) N 1s and (c) Cu 2p electrons of 

the NCD and Cu/NCD samples Solid curves are experimental data and shaded peaks are 

deconvolution fits. 

The high-resolution XPS scans of the Cu 2p electrons are shown in Figure 6c. One can 

see that for the Cu/NCD samples, two well-defined peaks can be resolved, at 932.2 and 

952.0 eV for Cu/NCD-1, 932.3 and 952.1 eV for Cu/NCD-2, and 932.4 and 952.2 eV for 

Cu/NCD-3, with a spin-orbit coupling of Δ = 19.8 eV (Table S1).[41] These can be 

assigned to the 2p3/2 (orange) and 2p1/2 (green) electrons of Cu(I) (further confirmed in 

UV-vis absorption measurements, vide infra), as the lack of well-defined satellite peaks 

rules out the formation of Cu(II) species.[42] This suggests (partial) reduction of Cu2+ in 

the thermal synthesis of the samples; yet the degree of reduction became lesser with 

increasing Cu(acac)2 feed, as manifested by the slight increase of the Cu 2p3/2 binding 

energy from Cu/NCD-1 to Cu/NCD-3 (Table 1).[43] Furthermore, the copper content 

within the samples was found to be very low, only 1.57 wt% (0.32 at%) for Cu/CND-1, 

1.07 wt% (0.22 at%) for Cu/CND-2, and 1.09 wt% (0.22 at%) for Cu/CND-3 (Table S2). 

Consistent results were obtained in ICP-OES measurements, where the copper loading 

was estimated to be 1.55 wt% for Cu/NCD-1, 1.06 wt%, for Cu/NCD-2 and 1.12 wt%, 

for Cu/NCD-3. Comparison between the XPS and ICP-OES results can be seen in Figure 

7.  
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Figure 7. Comparison of copper wt% from the XPS (green) and ICP-OES (orange) 

measurements. 

Table 1. XPS Binding energy (BE, eV) of the various elements in the series of samples 

 

 

 

 

Sample 
sp2 
C 

sp3 
C 

Oxidize
d C 

Pyridini
c N 

Pyrrolic 
N 

Graphiti
c N 

Cu 
2p3/2 

Cu 
2p5/2 

NCD 
284.

5 
285.

6 287.6 398.0 399.5 400.8 - - 
Cu/NC

D-1 
284.

5 
285.

6 287.5 398.0 399.4 400.5 932.2 952.0 
Cu/NC

D-2 
284.

6 
285.

7 287.5 398.3 399.5 400.5 932.3 952.1 
Cu/NC

D-3 
284.

4 
285.

5 287.2 397.8 399.3 401.0 932.4 952.2 
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Table 2. Atomic percentage (at%) of the various elements in the series of samples  
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 Figure 8. (a) UV-vis and SSPL spectra of (black) NCD, (red) Cu/CND-1, (blue) 

Cu/CND-2, and (magenta) Cu/CND-3. The UV-vis spectra are normalized to the 

respective absorbance at 203 nm and the fluorescence spectra are normalized to the 
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corresponding optical absorbance at the excitation wavelength and then normalized to the 

emission intensity of the NCD sample. All measurements are performed in PBS 1×. (b) 

TRPL emission spectra at the excitation of 365 nm for the NCD and Cu/NCD-3 samples. 

Symbols are experimental data and solid curves are exponential fits. 

The optical properties of the samples were then examined by UV-vis and 

photoluminescence spectroscopy measurements. Figure 8a depicts the normalized UV-vis 

and SSPL spectra for the series of samples. In the UV-vis absorption measurements, all 

samples exhibit a primary absorption peak centered at ca. 335 nm, which can be 

attributed to the n → π* transitions of the C=O, C=C, and C=N moieties in the carbon 

dots that have been identified in XPS measurements (Figure 6).[44] In SSPL 

measurements, all samples display a pair of well-defined excitation and emission peaks, 

at λex = 372 nm and λem = 451 nm for NCD, 364 nm and 430 nm for Cu/NCD-1, 366 nm 

and 435 nm for Cu/NCD-2, and 372 nm and 450 nm for Cu/NCD-3. One can see that the 

normalized photoluminescence intensity is apparently quenched with the incorporation of 

copper into the carbon scaffold, by 37% for Cu/NCD-1, 53% for Cu/NCD-2 and 42% for 

Cu/NCD-3.[45] Note that in the copper-free carbon dots, the photoluminescence most 

likely arose from the C=O and C=N functional moieties;[35, 36] whereas in the Cu/NCD 

samples, it is probably the Cu-N coordination structure that was responsible for the 

emission.[33] In fact, by subtracting the UV-vis absorption spectrum of NCD from those 

of the Cu/NCD samples, the resulting difference spectra exhibited multiple peaks within 

the range of 400 to 650 nm (Figure 9), which are characteristic of the Cu-N moieties in 

conventional copper(I)-pyrrole/pyridine complexes.[46-48] The fact that the NCD sample 

exhibited a markedly higher quantum yield than the Cu/NCD series suggests a more 

facile recombination of photogenerated electron-hole pairs in the former. 
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Figure 9. UV-vis difference spectra by normalizing the spectra to the absorbance at 250 

nm and then subtracting the absorbance from the NCD spectrum.  

Consistent behaviors were observed in TRPL measurements. Figure 8b depicts the TRPL 

profiles of NCD (black) and Cu/NCD-3 (magenta) after pulsed laser excitation at 365 nm, 

which were fitted to single-exponential decay kinetics, 𝐼(𝑡) =  𝐴𝑒−𝑡 𝜏⁄ . The calculated 

decay time constant (𝜏) was estimated to be 2.2 ns for NCD and 3.6 ns for Cu/NCD-3. 

The extended lifetime from 2.2 to 3.6 ns with the addition of copper is in good agreement 

with diminished emission observed above in SSPL measurements and results reported in 

previous studies.[49, 50] This prolonged lifetime is conducive to the separation of the 

photogenerated electron-hole pairs, leading to enhanced performance in ROS production 

(vide infra).  
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To quantify the antibacterial properties of the produced materials, a series of 

photodynamic experiments were performed under photoirradiation with the peak 

wavelength at 365 nm, as shown in Figure 10a. Two control experiments were also 

included for comparison, one with E. coli alone (light green), and the other with CuCl2 

(orange) at an equivalent copper concentration to that of Cu/NCD-3. The corresponding 

photographs of the colonies grown on LB agar plates are shown in Figure 10b and 11. 

There are three aspects that warrant special attention. (i) In the two control experiments, 

no appreciable loss in CFUs was observed after 7 min of photoirradiation. (ii) NCD led to 

only a minimal loss of bacterial growth. (iii) Apparent photoinduced antibacterial activity 

can be seen with the Cu/NCD series, and the activity increased in the order of NCD < 

Cu/NCD-1 < Cu/NCD-2 < Cu/NCD-3, highlighting the importance of copper dispersion 

into the carbon dots in the bactericidal action. For instance, among the series of samples, 

a complete loss of all CFUs can be seen after 6 min of photoirradiation with Cu/NCD-2 

and only 2 min with Cu/NCD-3, whereas appreciable growth of bacteria can still be seen 

with NCD and Cu/NCD-1. This suggests that Cu/NCD-3 possesses the greatest 

photoinduced antibacterial activity among all samples. This coincides with the longest 

lifetime of photogenerated electron-hole pairs of the sample, as demonstrated in TRPL 

measurements, suggesting that the Cu-N moieties likely facilitated the separation of the 

electron-hole pairs and the subsequent formation of ROS. Additional contributions may 

arise from the high Csp2:Csp3 ratio in Cu/NCD-3 that facilitated charge migration within 

the carbon dots. These results also suggest that copper leaching, if any, does not make 

any meaningful contribution to the antimicrobial activity. 
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Figure 10. (a) Antibacterial studies under photoirradiation at the peak wavelength at 365 

nm. Two control samples are included: (light green) E. coli alone in PBS 1×, and 
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(orange) CuCl2 in PBS 1× at a concentration equivalent to that of Cu/NCD-3 (12.8 

ppm). A second sample of Cu/NCD-3 is tested in the presence of a hydroxyl radical 

quencher, TBA at 10 mg L-1 (dark green). All samples have been tested in triplicate and 

the data points display the corresponding average and standard deviation. (b) Photographs 

depicting E. coli grown on LB agar plates at different photoirradiation time points (0, 1, 

2, 4, and 7 min) in the (bottom) absence and (top) presence of Cu/NCD-3. SEM images 

of (c) the E. coli control, (d) E. coli with Cu/NCD-3 after photo irradiation, for 7 min, and 

(e) E. coli with Cu/NCD-3 in the dark. The scale bars, indicated in red are 1 µm, 1µm, 

and 2µm, respectively. 

The difference of the bactericidal activity can also be readily visualized in SEM 

measurements of the bacterial cell morphologies. From Figure 10c-e, one can see that the 

E. coli cells sustained significant membrane damages in the presence of Cu/NCD-3 under 

photoirradiation for 7 min (panel d), whereas in the dark, the cell morphology remained 

largely intact (panel e), in comparison to the control (panel c).  
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Figure 11. Digital photographs of incubated LB agar plates: from top to bottom for the 

samples of Cu/NCD-2, Cu/NCD-1, NCD, and Cu/NCD-3 + TBA.  The columns from left 

to right are images acquired at the 0, 2, 4, and 7 min time points of photo irradiation at 

356 nm. 

Notably, Cu/NCD-3 lost all bactericidal activity in the presence of a common hydroxyl 

radical scavenger, TBA (Figure 10a and 11), suggesting that hydroxyl radicals were 

responsible for the antimicrobial activity of Cu/NCD-3, which are generally produced by 

photoreduction of oxygen and/or photo dissociation of water.[8, 51, 52] A similar trend 

was observed when a common Gram-positive strain of bacteria, S. epidermidis, was used 

in place of E. coli under otherwise identical experimental conditions. Results from this 

gram-positive test are shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Gram positive antibacterial studies under photoirradiation with the peak 

wavelength at 365 nm. Two control samples are included: (light green) S. epidermidis 

alone in PBS 1×, and (orange) CuCl2 in PBS 1× at a concentration equivalent to that of 

Cu/NCD-3 (12.8 ppm). Data for Cu/NCD-3 is shown in magenta. 

 

It is interesting to note that no apparent antimicrobial activity was observed with NCD or 

Cu/NCD in the dark. Figure 5 depicts the corresponding E. coli growth curves acquired in 

the dark. The growth rates during the log phase growth, between 3 and 6 h of incubation, 

in essence show little to no change between the samples and between trials. This suggests 

that bacterial growth in the absence of photoirradiation is unaffected by the presence of 

the NCD or Cu/NCD samples. These findings are consistent with the notion that 

photoirradiation plays a critical role in the antibacterial activity of the carbon dots.  
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Figure 13. Bacterial growth curves in the dark. Each measurement is repeated in 

triplicate, with PBS 1× as the solvent. Sample concentrations are all 600 µg mL-1, 

identical to those in photodynamic experiments in Figure 10.  

Fluorescence microscopy studies were then carried out to quantify the intracellular ROS 

generation, using CellROXTM green as the fluorescence probe. Note that CellROXTM 

green is commonly utilized to measure oxidative stress of living cells. It is non-

fluorescent in the reduced state but may bind to DNA and emit green fluorescence upon 

oxidation by, for instance, ROS. Thus, it may be used to visualize ROS production during 

the bactericidal actions. Figure 14 shows the representative fluorescence micrographs of 

the E. coli cells stained with CellROXTM green after 1 min of photoirradiation (395-400 

nm) in (a) PBS only (as a control), (b) NCD, and (c) Cu/NCD-3. One can see that the 

green dots are far more abundant and intense in panel (c) than in panels (a) and (b). 
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Figure 14d is the graphical representation of the fluorescence intensity for each sample 

averaged over 3 ROIs for PBS alone (green), NCD (black), and Cu/NCD-3 (magenta). 

One can see that there is no significant statistical difference in the fluorescence intensity 

between the PBS control and NCD, suggesting minimal contribution from the carbon 

dots alone to the photo generation of ROS. By contrast, Cu/NCD-3 exhibited a 

fluorescence intensity that was almost 4-fold greater than those of the other two samples. 

This confirms the notion that ROS production was greatly facilitated by the atomic 

dispersion of Cu into the NCD skeleton, and such enhanced photocatalytic activity led to 

marked improvement of the antibacterial activity of Cu/NCD-3, which was likely aided 

by the enrichment of bacterial cells around the carbon dots (Figure 15).  

 

Figure 14. Representative fluorescence micrographs of E. coli cells stained with 

CellROXTM green after 1 min of photoirradiation at a peak wavelength between 395-400 

nm in the presence of (a) PBS only, (b) NCD (600 µg/mL in PBS), and Cu/NCD-3 (600 
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µg/mL in PBS). (d) Bar charts of the average fluorescence intensity of the bacterial cells 

after photoirradiation. 

 

Figure 15. E. coli growth curves in the dark in the presence of Cu/NCD-3 at varying 

concentrations from 400 to 1100 μg/mL. 

6.4 Experimental  

Chemicals 

Melamine (99%, Acros Organics), citric acid anhydrous (Certified ACS, Fisher 

Chemicals), copper(II) acetylacetonate (Cu(acac)2, 98%, Acros Organics), phosphate 

buffered saline tablets (PBS, Acros Organics), sodium chloride (NaCl, Fisher Chemicals), 

yeast extract (Fisher BioReagents), agar (Fisher BioReagents), tert-butyl alcohol (TBA, 

≥99.5%, Sigma Aldrich), tryptone (Fisher BioReagents), and CellROXTM green 

(ThermoFisher) were used as received. All solvents were obtained through typical 
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commercial sources and used as received, too. Water was supplied with a Barnstead 

Nanopure water system (18.3 MΩ cm). 

Characterization 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements were carried out on a JOEL 

JEM 2100F microscope. UV-Vis measurements were taken on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 

35 UV-vis spectrometer with a scan rate of 240 nm min-1 and a slit width of 1 nm. SSPL 

measurements were performed on a PTI fluorospectrometer. TRPL spectra were acquired 

using a Horiba QM-3304 instrument at the pulsed laser excitation of 337 nm in the time-

correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) mode. XPS measurements were performed 

with a Phi 5400/XPS instrument equipped with an Al Kα source operated at 350 W and 

10-9 Torr. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were conducted on a Rigaku Smartlab 

Powder & Thin Film Diffractometer with Cu Kα (λ = 1.54 Å) radiation. Inductively 

coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) measurements were carried out 

with a Perkin Elmer Optima instrument. 

Synthesis of nitrogen-doped carbon dots with atomically dispersed copper 

The samples were prepared by adopting a solid-state method reported previously.[53] 

Briefly, citric acid (0.8 g), melamine (1.6 g), and Cu(acac)2 (0, 0.25, 0.5, or 1.0 mmole) 

were mixed into a homogeneous powder by mortar and pestle. The solid was then added 

into a Teflon-lined autoclave and heated to 180 C for 5 h. Under these reaction 

conditions, citric acid and melamine underwent dehydration reactions to produce 

nitrogen-doped carbon dots.[53] Cu(acac)2 was chosen for its thermal stability. Once 

cooled to room temperature, the Teflon liner was opened, and the product was dispersed 

in water by sonication. The dispersion was centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 10 min to remove 

insoluble aggregates. The resulting brown supernatant was purified with a dialysis 
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membrane (3.5K MWCO) for 72 h, condensed through rotary evaporation, and dried in a 

vacuum oven at 60 C overnight. For the sample prepared in the absence of Cu(acac)2, it 

was referred to as NCD, whereas those with the addition of Cu(acac)2, as Cu/NCD-1, 

Cu/NCD-2, and Cu/NCD-3, respectively. 

Preparation of bacterial suspension 

E. coli (ATCC 25922) and S. epidermidis (ATCC 12228) streaked on sterile Luria-

Bertani (LB) agar were incubated overnight at 37 C. A single colony was selected and 

inoculated in sterile LB (3 mL) at 37 C for 18 h with shaking. The resulting liquid 

culture was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 1 min, followed by washing with sterile PBS 1× 

three times. The resulting bacterial suspension was diluted to an optical density (OD) of 

0.1 at 600 nm and used in the following antibacterial experiments.  

Bacterial growth in the dark 

Bacterial growth in the dark was monitored using a sterile 96-well plate with a final 

volume of 200 µL in each well. NCD or Cu/NCD (120 µg) was loaded into each well 

through serial dilution of a 1 mg mL-1 stock solution in PBS 1× to obtain a final 

concentration of 600 µg mL-1. 40 µL of the previously prepared bacterial suspension (0.1 

OD) was added to each well to obtain identical starting bacterial concentrations as those 

in the photocatalytic studies (below). 20 µL LB was added to each well and the wells 

were incubated at 37  for 24 h, with data collection acquired at 600 nm in 2-min 

intervals.  

Photocatalytic antibacterial studies 

Photocatalytic antimicrobial measurements were performed by using a modified method 

adopted from previous reports.[17, 54] Briefly, NCD and Cu/NCD solutions (1 mg mL-1) 
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were prepared by dissolving the purified samples in PBS 1×. 600 µL of this solution was 

added to a 1.5 mL centrifuge tube. 200 µL of a bacterial suspension (0.1 OD) of either E. 

coli or S. epidermidis was added to each sample tube and the final volume was brought to 

1 mL using PBS 1× to obtain a final NCD or Cu/NCD concentration of 600 µg mL-1. 

After photoirradiation (100 W, 1000-1500 lumen with a peak emission of 365 nm, 

Dongguan Hongke Lighting Co, China) for a varied period of time (up to 7 min), 100 µL 

of the resulting solution was taken and diluted by a factor of 10-2.  10 µL of the diluted 

solution was dropped onto an LB agar plate and dispersed using sterile glass beads. The 

resulting LB agar plates were grown for 18 h at 37 C in a dark incubator. The colony 

forming units (CFUs) on each plate were counted and recorded as a function of time.  

To test the formation of hydroxyl radicals, TBA (10 µL, 1 g L-1) was added to the 

suspension before dilution to a final volume of 1 mL with PBS 1×. This gave a TBA 

concentration of 10 mg L-1 during the photodynamic experiments. 

Scanning electron microscopy studies 

SEM images of the bacterial cell morphologies were acquired with an FEI Quanta 3D 

field-emission scanning electron microscope. For the control experiment, 100 µL of the 

E. coli suspension (0.1 OD in PBS 1×) was dropcast onto a sterile glass slide in the dark. 

The droplet was set to dry just at the edges for approximately 15 min before serial 

washing in solutions of 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%, and 100% ethanol to dehydrate the 

sample. Once in 100% ethanol, the sample was placed in a critical point dryer (CPD) 

where ethanol was exchanged with CO2. The fully dried sample was then sputtered with 

gold to improve contrast and resolution during SEM imaging. Two more samples were 

prepared in the same manner but in the presence of Cu/NCD-3, one in the dark and the 

other under photoirradiation at 365 nm for 7 min. 
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Fluorescence microscopy 

300 µL of the bacterial suspensions, prepared as previously described, was added to 

centrifuge tubes and diluted to 1 mL using either PBS alone, NCD in PBS, or Cu/NCD-3 

in PBS to obtain a final nanoparticle concentration of 600 µg mL-1. These centrifuge 

tubes were irradiated with light (395-400 nm) positioned 10 cm above the light base for 1 

min. CellROXTM green (1.8 µL, 2.5 mM in DMSO) was added to each of the resulting 

irradiated centrifuge tubes to obtain a final concentration of 25 µM and incubated for 10 

min at 37 C. 1 µL of CellROXTM green-stained cell suspension was added to an agar pad 

(1 cm2, 1% H2O). Fluorescence images were collected using 470 ± 40 nm excitation and 

525 ± 50 nm emission filters, 63× water immersion lens, and 3 regions of interest 

(ROIs) per sample. Integrated fluorescence intensity after background subtraction was 

averaged across the 3 ROIs.  

6.5 Conclusions 

Carbon dots doped with Cu-N coordination moieties were readily prepared by a solid-

state thermal process, with the particle size ranging from 12 to 37 nm in diameter. Copper 

was found to be in the Cu(I) oxidation state with no apparent copper crystallinity, and the 

loadings ranged from 1.07 to 1.57 wt%. Photoluminescence studies showed that the 

atomic dispersion of copper centers into the carbon dots markedly quenched the 

emissions and prolonged the photoluminescence lifetime. The photoinduced antibacterial 

activity was found to increase in the order NCD < Cu/NCD-1 < Cu/NCD-2 < Cu/NCD-3, 

coincident with the increase of the sp2 carbon content. This may be due to improved 

photoinduced electron-hole pair migration and separation leading to hydroxyl radical 

formation, as evidenced in fluorescence microscopic studies with CellROXTM green as 

the probe and control experiments using TBA as the hydroxyl radical scavenger. The 
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produced materials were found to have little to no effect on bacterial growth in the 

absence of photoirradiation. These functional nanocomposites may see important 

application in wound care devices and may help alleviate the current role of β-lactam 

based antibiotics.  
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Chapter 7 Summary 

Chapter 2 explored the use of platinum oxide nanoparticles deposited on a carbon nitride 

support material for hydrogen evolution. Platinum oxide in a +4-valence state was 

identified as the main contributor for efficient hydrogen generation. This concept was 

further demonstrated through two electrochemical cycling tests used to convert Pt2+ to 

Pt4+ through oxidative cycling to improve catalyst performance and recover performance 

after prolonged use.  

Chapter 3 investigated the use of single atom chelated platinum on carbon nitride to 

improve HER mass activity. Phosphorous doping of the carbon nitride support was 

necessary to improve electrical conductivity and lead to a possible Pt-P synergistic 

interaction seen by Mott-Schottky analysis, XPS, and EXAFS fitting results. Single atom 

Pt loading and improved support conductivity lead to approximately 3-fold improvement 

in Pt mass activity compared to commercially available metallic Pt nanoparticles on 

carbon. This suggests the produced material can produce an equivalent amount of 

hydrogen gas with three times less Pt loading.  

Chapter 4 summarized the current state of electrochemical generation of reactive species 

for microbial inactivation. This is a promising field with potential for improving human 

health. Adsorbate intermediate binding is found to be an optimal route toward improved 

reactive species selectivity. Chapter 5 summarized previous work in our group utilizing 

graphene based antimicrobial photocatalysts through ROS generation. Oxygen functional 

groups are found to be critical for ROS generation and strong photocatalyst-

microorganism interactions are seen to be necessary for efficient microorganism 

inactivation likely due to short lived ROS lifetimes. 
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Chapter 6 introduced a novel copper single atom doped carbon quantum dot for 

photocatalytic microbial inactivation. Due to the low copper loading the material was 

found to have no antimicrobial capabilities without photoirradiation. Upon 

photoirradiation, the copper doped samples were seen to produce hydroxyl radicals 

through fluorescence microscopy of CellROX© treated bacteria and a common hydroxyl 

radical quenching agent, tertbutyl alcohol. The developed material showed complete cell 

death after only 2 minutes of photoirradiation. Such a material could be implemented into 

healthcare equipment such as bandages for wound care to assist in sterilization with 

minimal light exposure.  

 




